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Robert Adam Kosten
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Chairman: John Seelye
Major Department: English

This study focuses on the works of Louisa May Alcott,

William Dean Howells, Henry James, and Mark Twain. These

authors appropriate melodramatic formulae to expose how

conceptions of character and a unified self function as

fictional constructions that rely on romance conventions for

their legitimacy.

Chapter 1 positions the argument in relation to the

critical literature on realism to show that the realist

stance with regard to romance ironically prefigures the

arguments of Richard Chase and the New Critics. Chapter 2

considers Alcott's Little Women and Work. Alcott separates

her fiction from sensationalist and sentimentalist

convention, while she incorporates the ethos of sentiment

and romance into her narrative frame so that her readers

might achieve a measure of self-knowledge.
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Chapter 3 centers on Howells's The Rise of Silas

Lapham. Howells creates an oppositional relationship

between those who defend the sentimental- romance and

interpret their lives according to its conventions, and

those who argue the staunch Howellsian-realist position

against such practices. Ultimately, he sets himself amid

these extremes to negotiate between a reader's desires for

unifying fictions of character and what he imagines as an

indeterminate self situated beyond those fictions.

Chapter 4, on James's The American, details how the

character of Christopher Newman unwittingly functions

according to various fictional forms deriving from Choderlos

de Lacios's Les Liaisons Dangereuses and Poe's "The Fall of

the House of Usher." Through Newman, James asks his readers

to face the self - deconstructing ambiguities of perception

that arise once readers separate from their personal

romances, including that of a definitive national type.

The final chapter discusses Mark Twain's The Adventures

of Tom Sawyer and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. In

the first novel, Twain ostensibly sets his readers above the

melodramatic conventions that define the daily lives of his

characters. In the second novel, he sets us squarely within

those conventions. Through the character of Tom Sawyer in

Huckleberry Finn, Twain challenges his readers to resist the

desire for romance-melodrama that they all share and to

which they ultimately accede.

vi



CHAPTER 1

DEFINING THE OPPOSITION

The study of nineteenth-century American fiction

typically concerns a rivalry between romanticism and

realism, two seemingly oppositional novelistic strategies.

This chapter will focus on American realists and their

critics, with a special emphasis on how both groups adopt

competing rhetorical stances within this literary debate.

It will also outline the basic premise of this study as a

way to argue its significance.

Both realist authors and literary critics wrote to

sustain the romance-realism debate, but for contradictory

purposes. The realists publicly defined themselves against

the romanticists and especially against those contemporary

novelists who relied on the forms and conventions of

romance-melodrama to cater to the tastes of their readers.

The result of this realist polemic was an interesting irony:

realist authors, attempting to subvert what they perceived

to be the romantic disposition of their culture,

appropriated the melodramatic formulas of their literary

contemporaries so that readers might realize the full extent

of their own investment in romance fictions. Critics, in

1
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search of a way to characterize the American literary canon

and define a unique American mode of representation, often

have elevated the romanticists in consideration above other

writers, thus effectively relegating realist authors to a

second-class status within the literary canon.

This chapter consists of two sections. In the first, I

discuss the course of literary criticism over the past

thirty-five years as it relates to the romance-realism

debate. Critics sometimes use this rivalry to define and

defend their particular critical practice, as is especially

the case with Richard Chase and his famous "romance thesis."

Chase espouses the tenets of romance as basic to American

literature not only to define an American school of

criticism, but also to identify an exceptional national

consciousness. Recent critics, including Amy Kaplan, have

attempted to write outside of the debate between romance and

realism as a way to question our investment in it, though

with varying degrees of success.

The second section shows that realist authors invested

in this same opposition in terms so that they might

characterize their narratives, their readers, and

themselves. William Dean Howells, Henry James, and Mark

Twain, in articulating the realist position as being against

the romantic one, actually operated somewhere in between the

two so as to accommodate both. In their novels, they

negotiate between what they perceived to be a reader's
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desires for fictions of character within popular romantic

forms--a way to interpret, circumscribe, and control human

experience--and the realist understanding of an

indeterminable self situated beyond romance conventions.

Louisa May Alcott, typically thought of as a sentimentalist

or as a domestic novelist, participates in this same

negotiation between form and formlessness. The realist

position ironically prefigures that later taken by Chase and

others, for realists understood the conventions of romance-

melodrama to represent an American mode of perception.

I

As many critics have noted, in The American Novel and

Its Tradition (1957) Richard Chase appropriates the romance-

realism debate to legitimate the study of American novels as

a distinct national literary corpus.1 His title is in

response to F.R. Leavis's The Great Tradition, a study of

the English novel from Jane Austen to Henry James. Chase

argues that the "realistic" English novel represents its

characters in relation to "massive unities" and "solid"

institutions that absorb "all extremes, all maladjustments

and contradictions into a normative view of life." The

American novel, by contrast, resolves contradictions and

combines extremes through melodramatic actions and pastoral

idylls, what Chase calls "romances" (1,2). This Anglo-

American disjunction in form, Chase avers, necessitates the

study of the American novel as an American romance.
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In arguing for the "Americanness" of an American

romance that distinguishes itself in relation to the

realistic English novel, Chase tacitly accedes to the notion

of a unique national character and perception. The American

hero that Chase finds in romance-melodrama reflects his

version of the one belonging to historical experience. The

hero resides in a country wholly without England's massive,

solid institutions. Free of such social restraints, he

embarks on a mythic quest through a symbolic universe that

resolves extreme contradictions, emphasizing unity.

Romance-melodrama thus reflects and reconstitutes our

nation's perception of itself.

Moreover, Chase's investment in the romance-realist

dialectic functions politically to exalt both a national

identity and a critical practice. In the first place, Chase

boldly makes the case for American exceptionalism: the

American experience is a unique experience, different from

that of the rest of nations, and as such it is better. As

part of that experience, the American romance, in its

divergence from the staunch realism of English fiction, is

the better form. "I am interested mainly in defining the

leading characteristics of the American romance - novel,"

writes Chase, "that freer, more daring, more brilliant

fiction that contrasts with the solid moral inclusiveness

and massive equability of the English novel" (viii). Terms

like "solid" and "massive" make the English realistic novel
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sound slow and plodding beside the flexible, agile, "more

brilliant" American romance.

Second, in his search for the "Americanness" of

romance, Chase allies the elements of this novelistic genre

with the basic tenets of his New Critical practice. New

Critics sometimes assert an ahistorical approach to literary

interpretation to value such qualities as symbolic unity,

form, image, and meaning. Romance's brilliance, Chase

implies, inheres in its dramatization of these same

principles. "The freedom of romance" allows for "irony,

abstraction, profundity" and for the ability "to formulate

moral truths of universal validity" (x, xi). "The freedom

of romance" thus combines with New Critical terminology:

Chase seems to suggest that New Criticism and romance

reflect the values of America itself.2

Having effected an alliance between romance and New

Criticism, Chase goes on to belittle the artistic qualities

of the American novel of manners, which he associates with

the realistic English novel. American realism is simply on

the wrong side of the oppositional fence. The social

novelist of manners, an American version of the realistic

English novelist, is a writer "of second or third rank" in

Chase's estimation. The works of Howells, Edith Wharton,

and other realistic authors pale in comparison to the those

of "the great writers, such as Melville, Hawthorne, or

Faulkner," since the terrain of realist novels, American
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culture, lacks the "settled social conditions involving

contrasting classes with contrasting manners" (158, 159).

In short, Chase suggests that America still lacked the

social institutions necessary to accommodate the realistic

novel,

Chase's characterization of America effectively

restates the complaints of both nineteenth-century

romanticists and nineteenth-century realists. As Michael

Davitt Bell points out in his The Development of American

Romance, Irving, Hawthorne, Poe, and Cooper had made similar

objections to the "deficiency" of the American social

landscape as a source for artistic representation and

inspiration.3 Henry James, writing some sixty years after

the heyday of romanticism, could still claim that America

was little more than a cultural wasteland.4 In a word, by

incorporating their complaints into his thesis, Chase

validates the claim that romance--here the thinking of

romantic writers and of those who would follow them--

functions as a national perception.

Chase's arguments, moreover, continue to hold a

profound influence over the perceptions of New Critics with

regard to the realists. That is, New Critics writing since

Chase belittle Howells and other realists, grouping them

together as lesser writers who are unable to represent the

real within a unifying symbolic structure, to produce novels

that display good (New Critical) form. Warner Berthoff and
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Jay Martin rank among those who, like Chase, devalue the

works of these realist authors for their internal flaws

related to "symbolic unity. 1,5

Long after the appearance of Chase's book, critics

holding to competing ideological positions with regard to

New Criticism have invested in this same romance-realist

debate to define and defend their particular critical

practice. Thus they replicate Chase's strategy, one that

has served to relegate realist authors to a second-class

canonical status. For example, Eric Sundquist argues a

post-structuralist position within this debate.6 He quite

rightly posits that realistic representations, dependent on

language constructions, are simply acts of evasion that

acquiesce to the subversive influences of romance. In this

regard, American realism necessarily becomes a failure of

mimesis. According to Sundquist, realist authors, in the

attempt to represent the real, found it to be inaccessible

through the act of writing and so returned to the novelistic

practice of their literary forebears. The realist movement

in America "did not achieve a certain and stable force . .

.; rather it failed case by case by refusing to renounce

romance completely and by levelling the barriers of

aesthetic freedom too completely" (Sundquist 8-9). Thus the

rivalry between romance and realism has again served to

legitimate a particular critical practice--in this case one

that conceives of the real to be a language construction--
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and make realists appear to be failures, little more than

marginal writers.

While Chase and Sundquist engage in the debate to

assert and legitimate their particular styles of criticism,

Amy Kaplan, writing thirty years after Chase, points out the

fallacies inherent in the dialectical approach and offers us

a way to overcome them. In The Social Construction of

American Realism, she argues convincingly that Chase's

assumption-the profoundly ahistorical thesis that, in the

absence of a settled, class-bound society, Americans do not

write social fiction"--influences the critical treatment of

the realists (2). To situate the study of nineteenth-

century American literature within "the arena of social

history," Kaplan defends realist portrayals of the

commonplace. Through the practice of writing itself, Kaplan

tells us, realist authors confront "the elusive process of

social change" by trying to create a literary form that

"imagines" and "manages" the threats of social upheaval in

order to project a coherent view of society (5, 9). Thus

realists "engage in an enormous act of construction to

organize, re-form, and control the social world" that is

seemingly beyond their capacity to do so (10). They

"attempt to mediate and negotiate competing claims to social

reality by making alternative realities visible while

managing their explosive qualities" (11).
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Kaplan's argument is original and insightful in that,

perhaps unwittingly, she combines two styles of critical

practice. In other words, we may see that Kaplan, a New

Historicist, approaches literature with a perception

reminiscent of that of the New Critics. She emphasizes that

realist writers, including Howells, Wharton, and Dreiser,

searched for an elusive, imaginative form to create order

out of chaos. That is, they did not have a novelistic form

ready made so as to appeal to the New Critics; rather, they

sought to discover their own form through the practice of

conceptualizing social order through the novel. Realist

writers, in this regard, tend to think of literature as a

symbolic act with the intent to present a coherent world

view. Moreover, Kaplan's argument works to revise New

Criticism in that such symbolic activity overcomes the split

between social and literary structures that Chase and

company sought to institutionalize as critical practice.

Nonetheless, I found Kaplan's evasion of the opposition

between romance and realism in her basic argument to be

disconcerting, especially since she so capably identifies it

for her purposes. Realists may have focused on the social

world, as she suggests. They may have tried to control

social upheaval. But, at the same time, they defined their

literary cause in relation to romance, thereby engaging in

the romance-realist debate. One wonders how the realist

mediation between "competing claims to social reality"
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figures in their own positioning as writers writing within

the tradition of the novel.

II

I have not engaged in this brief discussion of the

critical discourse concerning realism and romance to dismiss

the interpretations presented here. On the contrary, I find

each of these critics to be essential in articulating my own

thesis. I, too, position myself according to the

oppositional relationship in terms.

My argument is based on the notion that, as they began

to think of themselves as participants in a literary

movement, American Literary Realists wrote within the

romance-realism debate, though not necessarily to ally

themselves with either side. Rather, as I hope to outline

here and demonstrate in the chapters that follow, realists

used the oppositional relationship so that they might

negotiate and mediate between its terms and thus create a

political space for artistic practice and social commentary.

They did not fall back on romance after having failed to

represent the real, haphazardly or accidentally

incorporating elements of romance into their novels. To the

contrary, the authors I discuss here--Howells, Twain, James,

and Alcott--deliberately borrow the stock characters and

plot formulations of romance-melodrama to point out our (and

their) own investment in them as a way to control the

perceived disunity and indeterminacy of lived experience
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that such formulations were designed to conceal. It is a

matter less of belief in the romance-realist debate than a

strategy to deconstruct it.

In positioning themselves with respect to the rivalry

between romance and realism, these four writers seldom

denounced publicly the better class of romanticists, whom

they acknowledged as influential to their own novelistic

practice. Alcott, as a young girl having associated with

Hawthorne, and with such American transcendentalist authors

as Emerson, and Thoreau, had never publicly derided them.

On occasion she depicted them in her works, always

favorably.7 Howells, as Richard Brodhead explains, treated

Hawthorne with "a particularly virulent strain of

reverential passion," Howells1s typical response to the

"established authors" (Brodhead 28). James as well publicly

admired Hawthorne. Hawthorne's work, James writes, "was all

charged with a tone" possessing "an extraordinary value in

an air in which absolutely nobody else's was or has shown

since any aptitude for being" (qtd. in Brodhead 26). Only

Twain outwardly derided a romanticist, namely James Fenimore

Cooper. But, as one critic has noted, Twain held a

begrudging admiration for his self-appointed adversary,

admiration at least enough to borrow the scenes and

characters of Cooper's fiction.8

Instead of attacking the better class of romanticists,

in their novels and in their criticism the realists under
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consideration here typically wrote contrary to the authors

of popular strains of sensational, sentimental, adventure,

and gothic melodrama, and always for the benefit of their

readers. Alcott cautioned against the novels of E.D.E.N.

Southworth, for she believed that they held a deleterious

influence over the minds of young women readers. She even

went as far as to satirize the noted sensationalist author

as Mrs. S.L.A.N.G. Northbury in Little Women.9 In his

criticism, Howells, too, bemoaned the damage that the

"romanticistic" writer (his term for the sensationalist)

inflicts on the human psyche, such a writer offering his

readers the "gaudy hero and heroine" they crave.10 In his

introductions to his novels, James also defined his art in

opposition to the lesser forms of sensationalism.11 Twain,

in denouncing the glaring inconsistencies and flaws of

Cooper and in deriding Sir Walter Scott for his injurious

influence on Southern society, as well wrote against

melodramatic contrivances, going as far as to generate a

list of nineteen rules of romance writing so that authors

and readers alike would know when common sense had lost to

literary devices.12

Despite their common stand against the conventions and

devices of romance-melodrama, these writers incorporated

them into their novels, but in an obvious way. Indeed, one

interesting aspect about these authors is the quasi-

metafictional quality each lends to his or her novels.
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Typically, their characters understand themselves as

characters functioning within romance conventions that run

just beyond their comprehension. For example, James, as

Christopher Newman considers his place within the larger

theatrics of Parisian society, notes that for his character

the current reality "was too strange and too mocking to be

real; it was like a page torn out of a romance, with no

context in his own experience" (James 402) .13

Some realist characters actively engage themselves in

the formulas of romance, thus demonstrating a negotiation

between romance and reality. Howells's Penelope, from Silas

Lapham, consciously appropriates the heroine and plot line

of a sentimental novel she has just read, all to position

herself within a real context that she defines according to

melodramatic convention.14 James's Valentin as well prefers

to accommodate himself to a fictional character, so that he

might participate in the theatrics of French culture.

Twain's Tom Sawyer is a master of romantic contrivance,

showing great agility in moving from character to character

within sentimental and adventure contexts.

Moreover, these four authors expose the less theatrical

among their characters to out - of - character experiences,

self - reflexive moments that reveal a previously

unacknowledged investment in romance and that allow them to

see themselves as operating between fictional and real

circumstances. In this regard, we might define what is the
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basic business plot of the realistic novel. Silas Lapham,

for one, participates within a sordid business affair to

envision himself as actor and audience, as a character

within the play of business and an author who directs his

role according to romantic expectations. Christopher Newman

as well catches himself acting in a business theater, but

also in a Gothic romance. Other characters discussed in the

following chapters endure this same sense of self-loss, a

shared perception of the disunity, the indeterminacy, the

incoherent quality of life beyond romance conventions.

As a way to negotiate between romance and the perceived

indeterminacies of lived experience, the four authors ask

their readers to implicate themselves as romancers. Put

otherwise, readers are to acknowledge that, like the

characters in realist novels, they, too, are inclined to

plot their realities, to make them conform to romance

conventions in order to provide them order, unity, and

determinacy. Thus the authors position themselves within

the romance-realist debate to define their readers as those

predisposed to living out romance-melodramas. Readers, the

realists seem to suggest, must be made to comprehend the

existence of a reality that the conventions cannot fully

contain.

One tactic common to all four authors in this regard is

to introduce a romance narrative-- sometimes imaginary,

sometimes from historical reality--into the larger narrative
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frame so as to reconstitute that frame. The effect is to

make readers understand the determinacy of emplotment, to

acknowledge that characters acting in conventional roles do

so at the price of self-delusion. Thus in the middle of

Silas Lapham Howells introduces Tears, Idle Tears, a mock

sentimental romance that redefines the mistaken courtship

plot operating in the realistic narrative frame as a

sentimental plot. We watch the characters conform to their

roles, imitating the plot designed for them through the mock

romance. We watch, in short, as they move toward the

determinacy of emplotment while they (and we) scramble for

narrativistic alternatives.

Finally, in placing themselves amid an oppositional

relationship between romance and reality, these four authors

in varying degrees acknowledge themselves as romancers of

experience. In a word, they are their own readers, being

predisposed to romance conventions as a way to plot and

control their relation to perceived realities. For example,

in describing his novel, The American, as an instance in

which he had "plotted arch-romance without knowing it,"

James tacitly characterizes himself to be like his hero,

Christopher Newman, a character who unwittingly conforms to

a romance of national type. Likewise, Mark Twain, a writer

seldom compared to James, in nailing up his famous authorial

notice in Huck Finn for all to see, ironically admits that

he does not heed his own warning. He has found plots and
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morals and motives in his narrative that, as a "prisoner of

style," he cannot seem to escape.

The chapters that follow offer readings of specific

texts in relation to the themes I have outlined so far. As

such, they operate as individual essays, without referring

to their neighbors, though the cumulative effect amounts to

a sustained, continuous argument.

In the second chapter, I discuss Alcott's Little Women

and Work. The author separates her novels from the

conventions of sensationalist and sentimentalist literature

as she incorporates sentiment and romance into her narrative

frame. Her motive is to show her readers that they might

soften the harshness of reality through sentiment and attain

a measure of self-knowledge in the process.

In the third chapter, I consider Howells's The Rise of

Silas Lapham. Howells creates an oppositional relationship

between those who defend the sentimental- romance and

interpret their lives according to its conventions, and

those who argue the Howellsian position against such self-

designing practices. Ultimately, the author stands amid

these extremes to negotiate between readerly desires for

self-unifying fictions of character and the perception of an

indeterminate self situated beyond those fictions.

In the next chapter, I discuss James's The American to

expose the author as one given to "plotting arch-romance"

against his readers and himself. James guides us as
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Christopher Newman functions according to various fictional

forms, sometimes unwittingly. Through Newman, James asks

that his readers face the self-deconstructing ambiguities of

perception that arise once we liberate ourselves from the

activity of romantic role-playing. James ultimately reveals

this engagement in fictions of character as an action

definitive of the national type.

The final chapter is on Mark Twain's The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.15 In the

first novel, Twain ostensibly sets his readers outside of

the melodramatic conventions operating within it to expose

the self - fashioning ritual of his characters. In the second

he sets us squarely within those conventions. Through the

character of Tom Sawyer, Twain makes us want to resist the

melodramatic impulses we all share and to which we

ultimately accede.

In the final analysis, then, these writers understood

themselves as operating within the romance-realist debate,

but in a way that Chase, Sundquist, and Kaplan have

overlooked, as unwitting participants in an essentially

subversive campaign.
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CHAPTER 2

TERMS OF SENTIMENT:
ALCOTT AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF ROMANCE AND REALITY

In an 1872 letter to Louisa May Alcott, Harriet Beecher

Stowe defines Alcott's oeuvre as antagonistic to the

sensationalist novel of her day. Stowe and many other

writers firmly believed that such lurid tales of criminality

and sexual promiscuity had an unhealthy influence on the

innocent minds of young women readers. But Stowe considers

Alcott's work to be above such literary tripe. "In my many

fears for my country, 11 writes Stowe with an almost

missionary zeal, "in these days when so much seductive and

dangerous literature is pushed forward, the success of your

domestic works has been to me most comforting." Alcott's

popularity "shows that after all our people are all right

and that they love the right kind of thing" (qtd. in Saxton

305-306) .x

Alcott must have read Stowe's letter with a mixture of

bemusement and profound apprehension. Before the publication

of her "domestic works," she was herself a little-known

writer of sensationalist blood-and-thunder stories published

either anonymously or pseudonymously. That is, Alcott had

previously been the author of stories both "seductive and

20
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dangerous," a past that she preferred to conceal from the

likes of Stowe. But being defined as a writer of "domestic

works" had its disadvantages, too. As many critics have

noted, Alcott often felt her creativity cut short and hemmed

in by the conventional plots and characters of another form:

sentimental literature.2 Stowe's letter liberates Alcott

from association with one set of conventions as it ties her

to the disadvantages of another.3

This chapter shows that in Little Women and Work Alcott

negotiates between sentiment and young women's commonplace

experiences. Alcott maintains a careful distinction between

romance as a sentimental formula and romance and sentiment

as terms related to feeling and experience. Through the

characters of Jo March and Christie Devon, Alcott instructs

her readers to appropriate sentiment and romance as a way to

perceive, interpret, and manage the everyday, to examine and

embrace the passions of love and the grief of loss. But

Alcott eschews the plot conventions and stock characters

common to sentimental and sensational romance novels, as she

understands them. In both novels discussed in this chapter,

she asks her readers to resist conforming experience to

romance conventions since such conformity is self - delusional

and provides readers only heightened self-images that

effectively disconnect them from real events. Readers

should embrace commonplace living, instead, and commonplace

living should allow for sentiment and romance.4
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This chapter consists of three sections. In the first,

I discuss briefly Alcott's perception of sensational and

sentimental literature by referring to her earlier blood-

and-thunder stories and to passages from Little Women and

Work. Alcott reversed her position on romance conventions.

By the time she began writing her domestic works, she no

longer envisioned Gothic romance as a way for women to

control their universe and empower themselves. Instead the

Gothic formula offers only inflated melodramatic self-images

that prevent contact with commonplace experience.

In the second section, I discuss Little Women,

especially the character of Jo March, whose career as a

writer closely resembles that of her creator. In this text,

Alcott mediates between sentiment and commonplace reality to

show her readers how best to experience that reality. Jo's

ultimate decision to discard sensationalist formulae in her

writing is part of a larger transformation of self that

occurs as a result of Beth's transfiguration, a common

sentimentalist theme. The result of Jo's transformation is

the production of a realistic text that portrays the

commonplace experiences of young women. There are other

scenarios in this novel that point to the fallacy of

romance conventions and the place of sentiment in

interpreting and experiencing daily reality.

In the final section, I turn to Work, a novel in which

the heroine learns to resist interpreting her actions
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according to novelistic formulae. Christie symbolizes the

unification of sentiment and reality, home and work, and the

values of work and experience, values Alcott associates with

the reality of her readers.

I

The period in Alcott's career beginning with her

sensationalist romances and ending with the publication of

her early domestic novels demonstrates an evolution in her

position on the relationship between literature and women's

issues. Early in her career, Alcott wrote dozens of gothic

tales in which she employed the conventions and characters

of romance to strike back against male domination and

identify a voice of her own. Her stories typically feature

femme fatales who seek revenge against and power over

unsuspecting men. In her domestic fiction, Alcott argues

the opposite position. She teaches her audience that by

escaping novelistic formulae and embracing the commonplace

they may discard the false self-image that formulaic romance

provides, an action that allows for contact with the

struggle of commonplace experience.

Madeleine Stern and other critics typically applaud

Alcott's blood-and-thunder stories as expressions of

feminine empowerment. As Stern tells us, Alcott, as an

aspiring writer, was "an omnivorous reader" of Gothic

literature, wherein she found the settings, characters,

themes, and language for her own tales (Stern, Behind a Mask
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xii). Influenced by what she read, Alcott produced

psychological thrillers of heroines filled with anger, bent

on revenge, and possessed by evil influences, stories that

in style and character development exceed the limitations of

literary convention.5

Alcott's story, "Behind a Mask: or A Woman's Power,"

reveals the author's early belief that feminine control and

empowerment came through the appropriation of the gothic

formula. The tale concerns a heroine, named Jean Muir, who

employs her feminine wiles to get money, power, and revenge

against men. A femme fatale with a mysterious background,

Jean broods "over some wrong, or loss, or disappointment

which had darkened all her life" that turns out to be

unrequited love. Stowe aptly describes her: "Jean Muir is

indeed a psychological if not a Gothic witch. Proud and

passionate, mysterious and mocking, she wields a subtle

spell" over all men, who are powerless to resist it (xviii).

By the end of her tale she gets what she is after: a title,

an estate through marriage, an empowering position over her

husband. Thus by conforming to a Gothic formula, women

might control human events.

While writing Gothic tales of suspense, mystery, and

revenge, Alcott began composing the sentimentalist-

influenced Little Women, a change in form that feminist

readers of her Gothic tales have bemoaned. Their

interpretation is easily stated: in adopting a literary
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form that permits her to publish under her own name and

appeals to a larger audience of women readers, Alcott

becomes well-known at the cost of her literary independence.

Having achieved popularity among women readers desiring

sentimentalism, she became unhappy as a writer pressed to

meet readerly demands for novels that reinforce traditional,

though disempowering social values. The sentimental formula

forever silences her voice of passionate revenge against

male authority figures.6

A scene from Alcott's Work, however, shows an authorial

perspective on popular romance and commonplace experience

profoundly different from what previous critics have

acknowledged. In her description of her heroine, Christie

Devon, Alcott tells us that by breaking free of romance

conventions women may experience the commonplace. As

Christie learns to cope with her own feelings of unrequited

love and jealousy, Alcott writes that

If she had been a regular novel heroine at this crisis,
she would have grown gray in a single night, had a
dangerous illness, gone mad, or at least taken to
pervading the house at unseasonable hours with her back
hair down and much wringing of the hands. (Work 239)

Clearly Alcott's position on romance heroines has reversed

itself. For the benefit of her readersShe mocks the same

conventions of character used to define Jean Muir. Given to

such flights of madness, bouts of unexplained illness, and

unnecessary handwringing, heroines of romance are not models

of self - empowerment and liberation here. Instead, they are
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creatures of a formula that provides women readers with

inflated melodramatic self-images that disconnect them from

the commonplace. As such, such heroines become the subject

of ridicule.7

Through her description of Christie, Alcott offers us a

way to self - revelation that resists convention and embraces

experience. Christie, "being only a commonplace woman . . .

did nothing so romantic" as wring her hands and let her back

hair down. Rather she "instinctively tried to sustain and

comfort herself with the humble, wholesome duties and

affections which seldom fail to keep heads sane and hearts

safe" (Work 239, my emphasis). "Humble, wholesome duties"

means domestic chores for room, board, and spending money.

Thus through Christie, Alcott teaches her readers that they

must learn to sublimate the characteristic emotional

outpouring of the romance heroine as work in a domestic

setting. Christie's "instinctive" reaction is to engage in

the commonplace experiences of young women. Though such an

action does not necessarily empower her, it nonetheless

places her in a realistic setting wherein she may manage her

own destiny.

Moreover, Alcott often tells her readers that

sentimental conventions are no better than sensational ones

as ways to achieve self-knowledge and control. In Little

Women, she strikes against one of the most formulaic of

contemporary literatures: the overly sentimental and
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moralistic children's stories in the tradition of Mary

Martha Sherwood, Maria Edgeworth, and Hannah More. These

popular stories feature the traditional sentimental heroine

given to unnecessary and excessive self-sacrifice, a role

that Jo, and young women readers, must rise above. "If [Jo]

had been the heroine of a moral storybook," writes Alcott,

"she ought at this period of her life to have become quite

saintly, renounced the world, and gone about doing good in a

mortified bonnet, with tracts in her pocket." As before,

defining oneself according to literary convention, a way to

control and direct experience by conforming to character,

provides the opportunity for mockery.

Rather than have her protagonist commit supreme acts of

self-sacrifice, Alcott explains to her readers that Jo must

act like Jo to realize and negotiate her identity within her

everyday surroundings. "Jo wasn't a heroine," Alcott

explains. "She was only a struggling human girl, like
hundreds of others." Jo's human qualities mean that "she

just acted out her nature, being sad, cross, listless or

energetic, as the mood suggested" (Little Women 435). Being

a "struggling human" means that Jo relinquishes the sense of

control that the role of sentimental heroine might provide

her. But Jo is now capable of a personal formation of

identity that is in line with her own "nature." She behaves

as her moods suggest, not as literary formulae would

dictate.
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Thus Alcott1s position on romance conventions evolved

into a reversal. By the time she received Stowe's letter,

Alcott perceives heroines of romance as flighty, capricious,

and overly dramatic characters, or as overly moralistic and

pathetic. Put otherwise, she would have agreed that

sensationalist (and sentimental) literature is "seductive

and dangerous." It deludes young women with fantasies of

empowerment through fictions of character that amount to

heightened and false self-images.

But Alcott's response to romance exceeds this

understanding. A second look at the passages above reveals

Alcott's emphasis on words like "work," "experience,"

"commonplace," "real," "human," "instinct," "common sense,"

"useful," "industrious," and "natural." She writes of

commonplace realities and common people. Thus she

understood herself as writing a form of novel entirely

different from sentimental fiction, though her works take

place in a domestic setting and emphasize feeling and

sentiment. In short, her position resembles that of realist

authors like William Dean Howells. Characters in novels

should behave like real people. Their emotions and

motivations should reflect our own motivations, not

sensationalize and heighten them. Real people should

distinguish themselves from heroes and heroines of romance

to engage in commonplace struggles.
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II

Throughout Little Women. Alcott indicts sensational and

sentimental formulae, for such formulae delude readers by

providing a heightened self-image and a false sense of

empowerment. As she suggests in her portrayal of Jo March,

romance has this potentially deleterious effects on human

perception. But Alcott does not shun romance and sentiment

completely. As both Jo and the reader are to learn,

romance, once stripped of formulaic constructions, offers a

way to interpret and experience the passions of love and the

grief associated with death.

Being sensible and realistic in her expectations of her

poor daughters, Marmee establishes the novel's ideological

counterposition to romance formulations. She offers her

readers a combination of quasi-Utilitarianism philosophy and

sentiment. As she explains to Meg, Marmee wants her

daughters "'to be beautiful, accomplished, and good; to be

admired, loved, and respected, to have a happy youth, to be

well and wisely married.'" Above all else she wants them

"'to lead useful, pleasant lives, with as little care and

sorrow to try them as God sees fit to send'" (97). Over

and again, Marmee states her message, as if Alcott wishes

that the reader take her words to heart. Marmee says to Jo:

"Have regular hours for work and play; make each
day both useful and pleasant, and prove that you
understand the worth of time by employing it well.
Then youth will be delightful, old age bring few
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regrets, and life become a beautiful success, in spite
of poverty" (118).

Her words espouse a doctrine of time management that brings

together utility and feeling. Time is associated with

things regular and useful. Its value depends on "employing

it well," a doctrine not unlike Benjamin Franklin's, but

more in line with the Utilitarian view, which in part holds

to the notion that all goodness is based on usefulness.

Nonetheless, the experience deriving from time management is

pleasant and delightful and beautiful, words associated with

feeling more than utility. The commonplace and sentiment,

utility and pleasantness become one.

Given that Marmee establishes the novel's prevailing

ideology of work and experience combined with beauty and

feeling, it is fitting then that through this same character

Alcott informs her readers about the dangers of interpreting

our lives according to romance conventions. Meg dreams of a

life "full of all sorts of luxurious things; nice food,

pretty clothes, handsome furniture, pleasant people, and

heaps of money," not to mention maids and servants. This

way "I never need work a bit" (142). Her position

contradicts her mother's, as Marmee continually explains.

Comparing the "plans" for Meg's future to those who value a

life of luxury and indolence, Marmee says that "the time has

come when a word may set this romantic little head and heart

of yours to right, on a very serious subject" as a young
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lady's coming out in society (97). Put otherwise, Meg may

dream of being the belle of the ball, of playing a part in

the theater of romance to control her self-image. But such

desires are at odds with the seriousness of living.

Alcott represents this same opposition to romance

conventions through Jo. As Alcott puts it, Jo "rather

scorned romance, except in books" (142). The terms

"sentiment" and "sentimental" receive equal derision. Jo

encourages her sisters to accept Laurie into the Pickwick

Society, for as she puts it, "'Laurie likes to write, and

he'll give a tone to our contributions, and keep us from

being sentimental,'" which, apparently, is altogether a bad

thing (105). Much to his credit, Alcott tells us, Laurie's

"contributions were excellent, being patriotic, classical,

comical, or dramatic, but never sentimental." The

experience is beneficial to Jo, for she regarded Laurie's

works "as worthy of Bacon, Milton, or Shakespeare; and

remodelled her own works with good effect, she thought"

(107) .

Nonetheless, Jo has romantic inclinations of her own,

inclinations that Alcott dismisses as being those of a young

girl who desires to escape rather than engage in everyday

experience through the heightened self-image that romance

convention provides. Jo dreams of doing "something heroic

or wonderful,- - that won't be forgotten after I'm dead,"

terms that Jo associates with novels of romantic adventure
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and melodrama and not with her mother's ideology of

happiness attained through work and utility (143). Clearly,

she needs Marmee1s guidance. Jo imagines a potential

romantic relationship between Meg and Laurie, who is closer

to Jo's age. But Marmee quickly puts the thought to rest:

"'Don't make plans, Jo; but let time and their own hearts

mate your friends. We can't meddle safely in such matters,

and had better not get "romantic rubbish," as you call it,

into our heads, lest it spoil our friendship'" with Laurie

and his family (204-205). The argument against romantic

thinking goes unchallenged: take experience as it comes.

In this way Marmee and Jo's opposition to the influence of

romance convention come together to represent Alcott's own

opposition.

Alcott does not dismiss entirely the value of romance

and sentiment as ways to interpret and manage human

experience. As she makes clear in her depiction of the

"romance" between John Brooke and Meg, romance helps to

express emotions and passions related to love. In one of

the most cleverly designed chapters in Little Women, John,

the four March girls, and several teenage visitors from

England play a game called "Rigmarole," as part of which

John begins a romantic tale of a chivalric knight to which

the others in turn add their own twists. John's portion of

the story is remarkably like the context of Little Women. A

knight (John) looks "everywhere for a certain beautiful
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face, which he had seen many times in his dreams" (Meg), and

finds a "ruinous castle" in which live "several captive

princesses" (the March girls). John's story comes across as

sweet and sincere in its expression of love for Meg.

John having made his advance toward Meg in the context

of a tale of high romance, Jo then appropriates Gothic

conventions to raise her objections to the courtship. Put

otherwise, she misapplies romance formulations to intervene

in the affairs and passions of love. She has the knight

sneeze so violently that "his head fell off." The knight is

ultimately picked up by an "evil spirit" and placed "in a

large tin box, where there were eleven other knights packed

together without their heads, like sardines" (127, 129).

But Laurie rewrites the plot to accommodate a happy ending.

He puts the knight back together again so that "the princess

gave him a posy" as a sign of her love and devotion (130).

Throughout John's courtship of Meg, Jo tries to

intervene and disrupt by interpreting her sister's actions

according to romance conventions of character. In this way

Alcott suggests that such conventions offer poor models by

which to understand and cope with love and to manipulate

human experience. At first, Jo does not believe that Meg is

in love with John, for she does not show the signs of a

romance heroine: "'In novels, the girls show it by starting

and blushing, fainting away, growing thin, and acting like

fools.'" But Meg does not conform to the model: "'she eats
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and drinks, and sleeps, like a sensible creature'" (202).

Yet love does affect Meg, and when Jo learns of this, she

fears her sister will become the easy victim of romance

conventions. Jo, of course, is jealous of John for

garnering her sister's attentions, Jo preferring that Meg

not marry anyone, ever. She complains to Marmee that Meg's

has "'such a soft heart, it will melt like butter in the sun

if any one looks sentimentally at her'" (203). As Jo tries

to convince Meg that her sister's suitor is all wrong for

her, she makes the comparison that "'if he goes on like the

rejected lovers in books, you'll give in, rather than hurt

his feelings'" (227).

Meg also appropriates the role of romance heroine to

heighten her self-image within the drama of the courtship,

only to regret her actions. As Meg first hears of John's

love for her, she initially behaves like the heroine from

books: "'while I was deciding what to say,'" to what will

presumably be Brooke's proposal of marriage, "'I felt like

the girls in books, who have such things to do.'" She

repents her sin before the more sensible Marmee: "'Forgive

me, mother, I'm paid for my silliness now; I can never look

him in the face again'" having made a fool of herself with

her romantic behavior (208).

Again, as Meg initially rejects Brooke's advances,

filling out the role of romance heroine, she readily

interprets him according to character. John "was grave and
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pale now, and looked decidedly more like the novel heroes

whom she admired." John, however, does not conform to

character type. Meg sees that "he neither slapped his

forehead nor tramped about the room, as they [heroes of

romance] did." John's love is real, not literary: "he just

stood looking at her so wistfully, so tenderly, that she

found her heart relenting in spite of her" (229) . Against

her own romantic inclinations to turn down the proposal and

play the heroine, an action that would speak false to her

love for her suitor, Meg accepts and enters into a happy and

self-fulfilling marriage.

Through this wedding, Alcott teaches her readers that

romance and sentiment, without unnecessary plot and

character conventions, can be beneficial to us. It helps us

to engage in the experience of love and devotion that is

part of marriage, which Alcott defines as "the sweetest

chapter in the romance of womanhood." Meg's wedding is

without romance convention. It has "no ceremonious

performances; everything was to be as natural and homelike

as possible." Indeed, the wedding is decidedly plain and

common. As Meg puts it, "'I'm not a show, aunty, and no one

is coming to stare at me, to criticize my dress, or count

the cost of my luncheon.'" She will "'have my little

wedding just as I like it,'" absent the frills of romance.

In this scene Alcott combines Marmee's philosophy of

goodness through usefulness with sentiment. Meg follows her
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little speech by handing her groom a hammer, an "unromantic

tool" that symbolizes the sort of day-to-day work and

industry that Marmee prescribes. As he takes the tool, John

"kissed his little bride behind the folding-door, with a

look that made Aunt March whisk out her pocket-handkerchief,

with a sudden dew in her sharp old eyes" (250) . The romance

comes across with simplicity and grace, and in a form that

renders the marriage and the relationship more meaningful

and touching, as it appeals to Aunt March's own tastes for

sentiment.

Much like the story of Meg's romance with Mr. Brooke,

the story of Jo's trials and tribulations as a fledgling

writer of romance-melodrama is rife with references to the

genre. Once again, Alcott teaches her readers that romance

conventions provide only a melodramatic self-image

preventing them from engaging in the beauty of human

experience. Jo writes about just the sort of "regular"

heroes and heroines of romance that Alcott derides, and the

experience is one of self-loss and detachment from relation

with reality. Jo enjoys reading romancesthe usual

labyrinth of love, mystery, and murder" (267)--and is

"amused" to find that so many young readers enjoy the

sensation novels of "Mrs. S.L.A.N.G. Northbury," Alcott's

satiric reference to the work of sensationalist author

E.D.E.N. Southworth, by which the author makes a "good

living." Her sisters advise her to "'make a good, popular
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book, and get as much money as you can'" (270). Jo soon

writes romances to achieve similar monetary success and to

make a name for herself through a unifying fictional

persona: a pen-name.

But Jo finds the experience of romance authoring to be

a confusing one. The initial reviews of her first novel, a

"poor little romance" that after much criticism and editing

was "like a picked robin," are mixed. Worse still, her

critics misinterpret her intentions. As Jo says, "'Some

make fun of it, some over-praise, and nearly all insist that

I had a deep theory to expound.1" But Jo's intentions were

different: "'I only wrote it for the pleasure and the

money,. I wish I'd printed it whole, or not at all, for I do

hate to be so horridly misjudged" (271). In the literary

mode of romance, she loses control over her self-image.

Alcott, moreover, calls our attention to the self-

delusive influences of romance. Steeped in her blood-and-

thunder stories, Jo begins to lose contact with the

experience of womanhood. As Alcott explains, there are

occasions when Jo's "lively fancy . . . galloped away with

her at a great pace," romance convention thus getting the

best of her. Indeed, Jo's "common sense, being rather

weakened by a long course of romance writing, did not come

to the rescue" (324). Jo continues to delve deeply into her

tales of "banditti, counts, gypsies, nuns, and duchesses,"

swordplay, and derring do, as she "introduced herself to
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folly, sin, and misery." Jo "thought she was prospering

finely," but Alcott tells us otherwise: "unconsciously, she

was beginning to desecrate some of the womanliest attributes

of a woman's character." Indeed, Jo "was living in bad

society, and, imaginary though it was, its influence

affected her . . . with the darker side of life" (349) .

Romance convention, then, is not a way to control one's

self-image, to gain fame or to establish one's identity as a

writer; rather, it deludes us and prevents us from immersing

ourselves in experience.

Alcott has Jo come to this same realization through the

portrayal of the death of Jo's sister, Beth. In Beth,

Alcott appropriates and distances herself from the

conventions of sentimentalism.8 From the beginning, Alcott

establishes Beth as "the angel of the house," an almost

tiresome sentimental metaphor that signifies goodness,

virtue, and patience. Beth is "always hopeful, happy, and

serene, busy with the quiet duties she loved, every one's

friend, and an angel in the house, long before those who

loved her most had learned to know it" (238). The sisters

interpret Beth according to the same stereotype. They learn

to cherish Beth "like a household saint in its shrine . . .

for nothing could change the sweet, unselfish nature" (414).

As the sentimental formula prescribes, Alcott has Beth die,

much like Dickens's character of little Nell, Stowe's little

Eva from Uncle Tom's Cabin and countless other "angels" in
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moral storybooks featuring good (read "selfless") girls.

Their deaths show others the true path to goodness on earth

and in heaven.

Nonetheless, in her portrayal of Beth's death scene,

Alcott clearly separates herself from sentimental excess.

She spares us the pieta on the death bed, a typical

sentimental episode when the angelic child preaches the

final lesson of goodness and Christian charity to children

who would misbehave, much as Stowe's Eva does to Topsy. As

Alcott meticulously explains to her readers, "seldom, except

in books, do the dying utter memorable words, see visions,

or depart with beatified countenances." Indeed, such

literary representations do not conform to commonplace

experience: "those who have sped many parting souls know,

that to most the end comes as naturally and simply as

sleep." Beth "quietly drew her last [breath], with no

farewell but one loving look and a little sigh" (419).

At this point, Alcott skillfully employs the

sentimental theme of transfiguration. Alcott describes

Beth's death through the metaphor of the morning sunshine

that "streamed in like a benediction over the placid face

upon the pillow" (419). After Beth's last sigh, her spirit

occasionally reemerges. Inside of Beth's room, the sisters

note with sadness her belongings, and above the piano,

"Beth's face, serene and smiling, as in the early days,

looked down upon them, seeming to say, 'Be happy! I am
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here'" (453) . So given to sentiment is the scene that the

reader does not know for certain whether Alcott is referring

to a portrait of Beth on the wall, or a saintly presence

that hovers tranquilly above her sisters. Finally, Jo

enshrines her departed sister, as "Death canonized for us

one saint,/Ever less human than divine,/And still we lay,

with tender plaint,/Relics in this household shrine" (477-

478) .

Through the death of Beth, Alcott teaches her readers

that sentiment and feeling may combine with commonplace

living to help us cope with human experience. Taking on

Beth's qualities, her sereneness and patience, Jo begins her

transformation. As Beth tells her on her death bed, "'You

must take my place, Jo, and be everything to father and

mother when I'm gone.'" Jo will be "'happier in doing that,

than writing splendid books'" (418). It was not long before

"Jo found herself humming the songs Beth used to hum,

imitating Beth's orderly ways, and giving the little touches

here and there that kept everything fresh and cosy," which

was Beth's way (434).

Indeed, Beth's transfiguration helps to complete the

transformation of Jo, as the latter learns through her grief

to become a writer of lived experience. Marmee asks Jo to

"'write something for us, and never mind the rest of the

world.'" As she writes, Alcott explains to us, "Jo never

knew how it happened, but something got into that story that
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went straight to the hearts of those who read it." Jo

produces a story that "her family had laughed and cried

over." The story is an instant success, and Marmee explains

why: "'There is truth in it, Jo--that's the secret; humor

and pathos make it alive. . . . You wrote with no thought of

fame or money, and put your heart into it.'" The heart and

truth, the humor and pathos that "make it alive": Jo's text

unites sentiment and feeling with commonplace experience.

Jo understands the source of her inspiration: "'If there is

any good or truth in what I write, it isn't mine; I owe it

all to you and mother, and to Beth'" (436). This episode

indicates to readers, in Alcott's time and in ours, that

through the experience of Beth's death Jo has finally

learned her lesson. She must write stories that tell the

truth, stories about everyday living, and avoid the old

formula that deludes the self and prevents contact with

lived experience.

In her portrayal of love affairs involving Jo, Alcott

again separates herself from romantic formulations and

characters. For example, Alcott defines the relationship

between Laurie and Jo in the context of romance fiction so

as to dismiss the idea of marriage altogether.9 When Jo

turns down Laurie's proposal, she decides to go to New York

in order to "'cure him of this romantic notion'" and allow

him time to recover from his "'love-lornity'" (331). But

Laurie attempts to control and define his emotions by
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casting Jo as a character in a melodramatic opera. His

attempt, Alcott is quick to point out, fails. "As if

possessed by the perverse spirit of the girl," Laurie "would

only recall Jo's oddities, faults, and freaks, would only

show her in the unsentimental aspects." Indeed, despite his

best efforts to rewrite Jo in his mind, to use romance

conventions to control and manage his feelings by

heightening her image, Jo "wouldn't be put into the Opera at

any price" (421) .

Amy, Laurie finds, suits the operatic formula. Laurie

"looked about him for another and less intractable damsel to

immortalize in melody," and found in his memory a "phantom"

with "golden hair" and who was "enveloped in a diaphanous

cloud." She "floated airily before his mind's eye in a

pleasing chaos of roses, peacocks, white ponies and blue

ribbons." The description, of course, resembles Amy, though

the effects are heightened to suit the operatic "tenor" of

romance. Laurie "did not give the complaisant wraith any

name, but he took her for his heroine, and grew quite fond

of her" (421-422). The contrast between Jo and Amy in

Laurie's imagination makes the distinction between what is

"real"--and so filled with "oddities, faults, and freaks"

that simply won't conform to romantic formulas and stock

roles --and what is "romantic" and "ideal."

Alcott relies on romance to represent the sweetness of

the relationship between Laurie and Amy, again attesting to
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the fact that romance, once we learn to resist conforming to

its formulas, helps us experience real love. Alcott returns

to the knight/princess theme she earlier used to

characterize John and Meg's relationship. Having molded

Laurie into an object of artistic pleasure, Amy says that he

looks "1 like the effigy of a young knight asleep on his

tomb'" (404). Amy again transforms Laurie into her knight,

and her knight into a work of art: she "absently sketched

any fancy that occurred to her--a stalwart knight on a tomb,

a young man [Laurie] asleep in the grass." The picture

includes "a curly-haired girl in gorgeous array, promenading

down a ball-room" accompanied by "a tall gentleman." In

the context of this courtship, romance becomes a more

positive and artistic term. Amy's drawing depicts the faces

as "a blur, accordingly to the last fashion in art, which

was safe, but not altogether satisfactory" (426).

Alcott has Jo learn a different sort of lesson related

to romance and art, a lesson that ultimately separates her

from romance convention. Having read Amy's letter

explaining the courtship, Jo "laid the rustling sheets

together with a careful hand, as one might shut the covers

of a lovely romance, which holds the reader fast till the

end comes, and he finds himself alone in the work-a-day

world again" (438). Once again, Laurie's and Amy's

courtship becomes the romance that, even as one about a

knight and fair lady, is acceptable to Jo, and, presumably,
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to Alcott. Jo, however, stands for "reality," as she finds

herself, like the imagined reader, "alone in the work-a-day

world again." In a sense, Jo has resigned herself to that

reality.

Alcott's depiction of Professor Bhaer completes the

lesson concerning romance and sentiment that Jo must learn:

the feelings associated with romance and sentiment are

acceptable if they guide Jo to embrace commonplace

experiences related to love. As with her other characters,

Alcott uses Bhaer to represent her opposition to

sensational - romance conventions. Having just met the

professor, Jo attempts to heighten his image in her mind.

But she quickly realizes that "while endowing her imaginary

heroes with every perfection under the sun, [she] was

discovering a live hero, who interested her in spite of many

human imperfections" (350). Professor Bhaer is the least

romantic of all the characters. As Jo explains, he is "a

queer-looking man," "odd" and "sturdy," with table manners

that would "'have horrified'" prim Amy, but interest Jo

(334, 337). His occupation as a teacher to his nephews is

"'not a very romantic story, but it interested me'"

nonetheless (334) .10

Having used Bhaer to point to the delusional effects of

romance convention, Alcott then redefines him to show that

feelings of romance and sentiment help us to interpret human

experience related to love. As he courts Jo, Bhaer asks
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that she use the word "thou." Jo's response is typical of

her: "'Isn't "thou" a little sentimental?' asked Jo,

privately thinking it a lovely monosyllable." Bhaer sets

her right with sentiment: "'Sentimental? yes; thank Gott,

we Germans believe in sentiment, and keep ourselves young

mit it.'" Alcott makes her point clear: "'Your English

"you" is so cold - say "thou," heart's dearest, it means so

much to me,' pleaded Mr. Bhaer, more like a romantic student

than a grave professor" (475). His words go unchallenged by

Alcott, and appear to reflect her position: sentiment and

romance are acceptable once liberated from the formula and

kept in perspective, so that they do not interfere with

one's perception of how to lead life, but give us greater

access to it. In "real" romance--i.e., the relationships

between men and women--a little sentiment is desirable.

By the end of Little Women, Alcott brings together

romance and reality, sentiment and work through Jo in a way

that allows her characters to experience and interpret the

commonplace beyond romance conventions. The lesson is

ultimately targeted at her readers. Jo marries Bhaer and,

upon Jo's inheriting Plumfield, Aunt March's commodious

estate, the two open a school for boys. This way, Alcott

capably combines work and Marmee's doctrine of utility with

the domestic setting: work and home become one, as the

"separate spheres," which Ann Douglas and Jane Tompkins
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agree is so common to sentimental novels, break down. Home

is the workplace and the workplace is home.

In this circumstance, Professor Bhaer at last becomes

the knight, though one less romantic than Laurie and John,

and more like his nature: "The Professor charged up and

down the green aisles like a stout Teutonic knight, with a

pole for a lance, leading on the boys, who made a hook and

ladder company of themselves" (487). For her part, Jo

learns to love this life. As she explains to Marmee, her

husband is "'getting gray and stout,'" and she is "'growing

as thin as a shadow, and am over thirty.'" Despite "'these

unromantic facts, I have nothing to complain of, and never

was so jolly in my life'" (490). By "unromantic facts," Jo

means to compare her situation to that of sensationalist

romance. Yet romance she has at last found, romance that

provides the opportunity to combine work and home, reality

and sentiment, and to separate the real hero from the

romantic one. Love, romance, and sentiment, work,

domesticity, utility, and economy: all have come together

in the newly found happiness of the school, all have

provided for Jo's contentment in her new life.

II

Alcott's Work: A Story of Experience shares with

Little Women many of the same themes we have discussed.

Through Christie Devon, Alcott engages us in a search for

just the right combination of sentiment and human
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experience. This combination is possible only when we

liberate our minds from the conventions of romance.

Alcott's careful mediation between romance and reality

has led critics to define Work as an artistic failure. In

short, critics regard the novel as too "sentimental," the

formulas and conventions of that particular genre apparently

restricting Alcott's freedom of political expression.

Eugenia Kaledin, for example, argues that Work "should have

been a realistic novel" and "might have become a valuable

social documentary written in the style of Hospital

Sketches." But Alcott had "become so conditioned to writing

what most people wanted to hear that she could no longer

communicate her true concerns." Put otherwise, says

Kaledin, "Work fails to come to terms with the actualities

of wages and working conditions for women" (Kaledin 255).

Jean Fagan Yellin agrees with this assessment: Work is

not real enough. She initially credits the novel as

realistic: "Alcott's heroine Christie undertakes a series

of experiments in an attempt to lead an authentic life."

But she finds that the novel "raises questions about . . .

the adequacy of the sentimental novel as a vehicle" for the

expression of nineteenth-century radical feminism, which is

apparently what Yellin means by "authentic." It also raises

questions "about Alcott1s adequacy as a writer" (Yellin 527,

52 8) .11 Moreover, Ann Douglas sees Work as "the saga of an

unsuccessful search for objective, tangible self-
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realization." The novel is "haunting" in its portrayal of

"Christie's intermittent loneliness, her drift toward

death." Still, Douglas sees "only glimpses" of "a reality

whose rigidity is the product both of [Christie's} poverty

and the workings of her psyche" (Douglas 60).

Other critics have been more charitable in their

assessment of the novel, precisely because of its

sentimental themes. Sarah Elbert, influenced by Tompkins'

work, says that the novel evokes Alcott's "own life

experience and the historical circumstances of womanhood in

America" expressed through the formula of sentimentalism

(Elbert, "Introduction," ix). For Elbert, Alcott's novel

"is based upon the realities of everyday life for working

women" and so succeeds, though she is not clear

how sentimentalism figures in the representation of these

realities (Elbert Hunger, 247) .

Kathleen Lant and Angela Estes coauthor the

interpretation that reality (or the imperatives of realist

fiction, for that matter) does not necessarily serve as the

best standard by which to judge the value of Work. Alcott's

novel, they argue, follows the literary pattern of the

parable, which may indicate "possibilities, ideals, [and]

direction" for women readers, but does not intend to offer

any sort of "practical resolution" in real terms. Thus "the

connections between parable and the sentimental novel become

provocative" (Lant and Estes 251, 234) .
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I would suggest that the novel negotiates between the

sentimental and Alcott's understanding of the everyday

realities that women face. We may see this in Alcott's

definition of reality in her novel, which, she finds, is

entirely too uncharitable. Reality, to its credit, has the

corrective capacity to point out the ridiculousness of the

inflated self-image that romance conventions provide.

Still, the term is typically accompanied by such words as

"bitter," "hard," "cold," and "harsh," so that reality

appears both lifeless and threatening to readers (see 25,

44, 48, 99, 117, 124, 144, 236).

We may see Alcott's attempt to show how reality

conflicts with romances of self-perception when she

describes Christie's preparation to go forth alone into the

real world of the city. Alcott writes that "the girl packed

her one trunk, folding away splendid hopes among her plain

gowns, and filling every corner with happy fancies." Young

and naive, Christie holds to "utterly impossible plans, and

tender little dreams, so lovely at the time, so pathetic to

remember, when contact with the hard realities of life has

collapsed our bright bubbles" (15). Alcott forewarns of the

"collapse" of Christie's romance, her "impossible plans" and

"splendid hopes." But she defines that collapse as a

necessary and inexorable part of becoming a woman in the

real world. Thus Alcott suggests that Christie needs to
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come into contact with reality, in this case the world

outside of the home.

Moreover, the novel tries to transform reality through

feeling and sentiment without giving into the novelistic

formulas associated with sentimentalism. As the passage

above indicates, Alcott implies that a depiction of reality

is not what Work is about, for reality is simply too

"harsh," "cold," and "bitter" to serve as the ultimate

adjudicator of fiction's value. The passage encourages

readers to begin the process of transforming "reality" to

accommodate the terms of sentiment. Alcott's novel, then,

is instead an attempt to redefine "real" to embrace

sentiment, for sentiment provides reality the feeling it

currently lacks to protect what is good about a young

woman's "tender little dreams."

Nothing better illustrates Alcott's combination of

reality and sentiment than her gradual transformation of the

word "work" throughout the course of her novel. As Joy

Kasson points out, Alcott's novel explores "the therapeutic

value of work itself," especially for women readers (Kasson

xxviii). During the post-Civil war transition from an

entrepreneurial to a corporate economy, with the concomitant

industrial boom and modernization, women's domestic work

became less associated with the "real" work of the

marketplace, and more akin to leisure in the middle-class

mind set. Or, if done by a servant, domestic work was
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considered menial and spiritually bankrupt. Work in America

has, at least since the Puritans, been identified with moral

righteousness. It is considered a moral act in itself.

Leisure, on the other hand, is idleness, idle hands being

the Devil's playthings. "The devaluation of woman's work,"

writes Kasson, "particularly concerned social reformers" of

the stature of Stowe and Alcott. Work in the minds of these

writers was "a moral undertaking of special importance for

women" (xxix).

In her novel, Alcott uses the term frequently to

negotiate between sentiment and experience and provide her

readers a way to do the same. Alcott writes of Christie

that "new trials and temptations beset her now, but hard

work and an innocent nature kept her safe and busy" (40).

The line resembles Marmee's Utilitarianism: the hard and

the innocent, reality and sentiment converge through a

single term so that Christie keeps "safe and busy," as any

good young woman should want. Later, as Christie

contemplates a change of occupation, Alcott tells us that

her "year of self-denying service . . . rendered for pity's

sake" is yet another example that "devotion is its own

reward, and now, in herself, she discovered unsuspected

powers" (98). Hard work and sentiment, service and feeling

combine to create a deeper understanding of self and a way

to confront harsh reality.
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Alcott later sums up the special qualities of her

character through the term "work" in a way that combines

sentiment with experience. As she writes:

There are many Christies, willing to work, yet
unable to bear the contact with coarser natures which
makes labor seem degrading, or to endure the hard
struggle for the bare necessities of life when life has
lost all that makes it beautiful. People wonder when
such as she say they can find little to do; but to
those who know nothing of the pangs of pride, the
sacrifices of feeling, the martyrdoms of youth, love,
hope, and ambition that go on under the faded cloaks of
these poor gentlewomen, who tell them to go into the
factories, or scrub the kitchens, for there is work
enough for all, the most convincing answer would be,
1 Try it.' (117)

Good work, then, comes with the sacrifice of feeling, terms

typically associated with sentimentalism. But Alcott's

language here is sentimentally charged. Words like

"martyrdoms of youth, love, hope, and ambition," and the

references to "the faded cloaks" and "poor gentlewoman"

evoke pity and feeling in the minds of Alcott's women

readership. If working women must sacrifice feeling, then

women of leisure should feel for them.

In a call for feminine collectivity, Alcott uses this

new understanding of "work." By the end of the novel, work

becomes self-denying service to the community of women

rendered for pity's sake. Christie speaks before an

audience of women social reformers and women workers and

serves as mediator and "interpreter" between the two groups,

telling both that "I have been and mean to be a working-
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woman all my life" (332). Essentially, Christie works for a

second great Emancipation:

This new task seems to offer me the chance of

being among the pioneers, to do the hard work, share
the persecution, and help lay the foundation of a new
emancipation whose happy success I may never see. (334)

The final clause does carry a sentimental tone, a sense that

Christie's call for hard work is noble and not without

feeling. The work may still be "hard," and it may be

"woman's work," but it is work that benefits all concerned.

As she modifies the terms "reality" and "work" to

negotiate between sentiment and commonplace experience,

Alcott places her heroine in several romantic contexts. We

watch as Christie must learn to resist conforming to the

conventions and formulations of romance. As she finally

escapes the fictions of character that romance provides her,

Christie learns the value of work and reality as Alcott has

defined the terms for us.12

The first romantic context involves Christie's short

career as an actress of romantic melodrama; ultimately, she

learns to understand acting as beneficial to the work women

are to accomplish. As Christie moves up in status in the

theater to take on lead roles, she eventually plays a

romantic Amazonian princess who is captured by the enemy and

rescued by her warriors. In a sarcastic tone, Alcott

describes the scenes:

closed with a glare of red light and a 'grand tableau'
of the martial queen standing in a bower of lances, the
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rescued princess gracefully fainting in her arms, and
the vanquished demon scowling fiercely under her foot,
while four-and-twenty dishevelled damsels sang a song
of exultation, to the barbaric music of a tattoo on
their shields. (36-37)

But playing these sorts of roles is not the self - empowering

experience Christie desires. There is a difference between

playing an Amazonian princess and being one. Christie soon

realizes that "'I'm not wise enough to keep steady there'"

on the stage playing stock characters in romances (48).

Alcott's point is that Christie must learn to trade the

stock characters of formulaic romance for real roles in the

theater of everyday living. Having little talent "except

that which may be developed in any girl," Christie

recognizes her stint as an actress as simply "one of many

experiences which were to show her own weakness and

strength." Thus Alcott combines terms associated with work

and reality with acting: "through effort, pain, and

disappointment [acting] fit her to play a nobler part on a

wider stage" (37). Christie "must return to the old ways,

dull but safe, and plod along till I find my real place and

work" (48). Much later in the book, Christie looks back

upon her career as an actress to think that "'on the whole

I'd rather be a woman than act a queen'" (2 06) .

Alcott creates a second romantic context for Christie

and her readers by offering her heroine the role of Jane

Eyre. Alcott's point is that Christie must escape this

romantic role to realize the value of work as a combination
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of reality and sentiment. Like her literary counterpart,

Christie takes the job of governess to two small children.

In this new position she meets an older Philip Fletcher and

the romance ensues. Alcott makes the connection clear for

her readers. Christie reads Jane Eyre and, when Fletcher

asks for her criticism of the novel, she states that "'I

like Jane, but never can forgive her marrying that man, as I

haven't much faith in the saints such sinners make.'" The

idea that it is proper for the woman to make this sort of

self-sacrifice, a role that resembles the sentimental

heroine, Christie dismisses. She tells him that though

"'many good women do "lend a hand," as you say, and it is

quite Christian and amiable, I've no doubt; but I cannot

think it a fair bargain'" (65).

Alcott's introduction of Jane Eyre places the reader in

a position of re-reading Christie's experience as one that

threatens emplotment. Put otherwise, we are to worry over

Christie's fate: will she follow Jane Eyre's path to

unhappiness? Will she break free of this role? Will she

become the handwringing heroine of romance?

Moreover, Alcott creates an interesting tension between

the Jane Eyre role and Christie's own romantic expectations

to play with readerly desires for romance fictions of

character. Christie is initially successful in her

resistance to incorporating romantic roles in her everyday

experience, but she still thinks in romantic terms.
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Initially, Alcott tells us, Christie is uninterested in

Fletcher, as she "troubled herself very little about him,

and made no romances with him, for all her dreams were of

younger, nobler lovers" (54). When Fletcher makes his

intentions clearer to her, Alcott separates her heroine from

that of romance:

Not possessing the sweet unconsciousness of those
heroines who can live through three volumes with a
burning passion before their eyes, and never see it
till the proper moment comes, and Eugene goes down upon
his knees, she soon felt sure that Mr. Fletcher found
her society agreeable, and wished her to know it. (60)

Christie, however, still thinks in terms of formulaic

romance. When he proposes marriage, she says no, not

believing Fletcher to be "the lover she had dreamed of, the

brave, true man who gave her all" (67) .

Alcott later uses the Jane Eyre plot to strike against

the conventions of sentimentalism, a way of separating

Christie from the stock romance heroine to reach her

readers. Fletcher reappears, making the same offer of

marriage. This time Christie's decision is more difficult

for she feels compelled to follow the traditional roles for

women prescribed in sentimentalist literature, which call

for self-sacrifice and devotion to woman's duty, often in

the extreme. As Alcott explains, the proposal forces

Christie to decide between a role that belongs to the

sentimental heroine and a role incorporating the values of

work and utility. The proposal, says Alcott, "attracted
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her, as it does all generous natures; she became enamored of

self-sacrifice." Christie "almost persuaded herself that it

was her duty to marry Mr. Fletcher ... in order that she

might dedicate her life to the service of the poorer, sadder

creatures than herself" (250).

But Alcott makes clear that these are feelings that

Christie must learn to control, Alcott's way of reaching

those readers who harbor similar romantic expectations. The

work Christie must perform is not condescension toward the

poor. Rather she must work for the betterment of womankind,

a kind of work that involves feeling and sentiment but does

not require inhabiting the character of the romance heroine

to become enamored of self-sacrifice. She may begin do this

by resisting the stock character of sentimentalist novels,

by rejecting Fletcher's second proposal. More the real

character than the romance heroine, Christie tells Fletcher

"no. "

In a third and final romantic context involving

Christie's love for David Sterling, Alcott once again

teaches us to distance ourselves from romance and

sentimental conventions of character. Like Jo's first

meeting with Professor Bhaer, Christie hears of David by

reputation, and hopes that he will prove to be her romantic

hero. As it turns out, there was not "the faintest trace of

the melancholy Jacques about him; nothing interesting,

romantic, pensive, or even stern. . . . What a blow it was
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to be sure!" Desiring that David conform to romance

conventions, writes Alcott, "Christie actually felt vexed

with him for disappointing her so" (175).

Through Mr. Power, Christie's minister, Alcott

clarifies Christie's problem with perception as she reveals

the value of sentiment. Romance conventions have misled

her: "'You are a hero-worshipper, my dear; and if people

don't come up to the mark you are so disappointed that you

fail to see the fine reality which remains when the pretty

romance ends" (196). Indeed, Christie must resist her

desire to play the heroine of romance and cast men in the

role of hero, a role to which they may never measure up. As

she finds out from David's example, "tender little acts do

more to bind hearts together than great deeds or heroic

words" (235). Alcott's phrasing carries sentimental

overtones. Love is best expressed as acts both "tender" and

"little," terms being feminine and gentle that are

associated with feeling and sentiment.

Through David, Christie creates a balance between

romance, sentiment, and heroism, on the one hand, and

reality and work, on the other, a balance that reflects

Alcott's message to her readers. During the Civil War,

David, before enlisting in the Northern Army, handled the

floral arrangements for scores of funerals for soldiers

killed in battle. Alcott makes it seem as if this is his

great task: "Day after day he hurried away to help Mr.
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Power in the sanitary work that soon claimed all hearts and

hands; and, day after day, he came home with what Christie

called the 'heroic look' more plainly written on his face"

(279). The heroic look takes on two meanings: the heroism

of work, and the heroism that drives him to join the

military.

When David decides to wear the uniform, Christie

expresses her satisfaction in terms of romance. "'I've

found my hero at last! Here he is, my knight without

reproach or fear, going out to take his part in the grandest

battle ever fought'" (283). That "battle" is the Civil War,

often referred to by Alcott as "the great work." By

defining work according the grand terms of romance, Alcott

makes her position clear to her readers: the tone and tenor

of romance are acceptable as ways to interpret and manage

experience, as long as we do not conform experience to

romance's plot formulas. David is a soldier and a knight,

but he is not a stock hero.

Alcott defines Christie's work during the war according

to the same romantic terms. During the war, Christie

becomes a nurse working near the front lines. In this

context, Alcott completes the acting metaphor that runs

throughout the text to make her case for the value of work:

"Ten years earlier Christie made her debut as an Amazon, now

she had a braver part to play on a larger stage, with a

nation for audience, martial music and the boom of cannon
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for orchestra." As a nurse, a true heroine in the war, she

is among "high-hearted women, who fought gallantly . . . and

sang their song of exultation with bleeding hearts."

Christie finds "the only honors left the women, hard work,

responsibility, and the gratitude of many men," honors that

involve feeling and sentiment, being a gallant nurse with a

heart (297) .

David dies bravely in battle, and by the end of the

novel, Christie, who now lives on her father's inheritance,

becomes the example to all women of the virtues of work in

her new and final occupation as teacher of Alcott's message.

Christie possesses the combination of "fine instincts,

gracious manners, and unblemished name of an old and

honorable race" as well as "the equally valuable dower of

practical values" (334). She is the romance heroine of the

working world, the example of what a woman can be when they

put aside romantic and sentimental fictions of character and

do the heroic work of the commonplace.

Notes

1. Critics have rightly interpreted the letter as Stowe's
not - so - subtle attempt to read Alcott's fiction as continuous
with Stowe's sentimental tradition. See, for example,
Martha Saxton, Louisa May: A Modern Biography of Louisa May
Alcott (Boston: Houghton, 1977) 305-306; and, more recently,
Glenn Hendler, "The Limits of Sympathy: Louisa May Alcott
and the Sentimental Novel," in American Literary History 3
(Winter 1991), 698.

Despite Stowe's insistence on the detrimental nature of
the sensational novel, many modern readers have
characterized Stowe herself as a sensationalist author par
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excellence. As Jane Tompkins points out, Stowe's early
novels, including Uncle Tom's Cabin, like sentimental novels
by other writers, were given to "an absence of finely
delineated characters, a lack of verisimilitude in the story
line, an excessive reliance on plot, and a certain
sensationalism in the events portrayed." The sensationalism
was intended to evoke a response in readers and make them
"think and act in a particular way." See Jane Tompkins's
Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction.
1790-1860 (New York: Oxford UP, 1985) xii, xi.

As Tompkins's book would indicate, sentimental
literature relates to sensationalism in its emphasis on
working up the emotions of readers, and in its reliance on
stock characters and plot formulae. However, the settings
and themes of the two forms differ from each other.
Sentimentalism takes place in a domestic setting that proves
to be morally and spiritually redeeming for women, while
sensationalism commonly adopts lurid, gothic settings.

In her later works, Stowe attempted to write novels
that were more "realistic" in their perception, and less
sentimental - sensational, less plot-driven. See her Old Town
Folks (Boston: 1869). Other accounts of sensationalist
literature include Frank Mott's Golden Multitudes: The Story
of Best Sellers in the United States (New York: Macmillan
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York: Harper 1956), and more recently David S. Reynolds's
Beneath the American Renaissance: The Subversive Imagination
in the Age of Emerson and Melville (New York: Knopf 1988).

Stowe's stand against sensationalism, moreover, exposes
a political dimension more profound than the mere influence
of formulae on public behavior. Sensationalist drama, more
than any other literary form read by women, expressed sexual
desire, feminine ambition, the "rebellious self," and other
facets of what were commonly referred to as a "woman's
power." In short, for its time, sensationalist literature
was considered "liberated" from the cult of domesticity that
surrounded and suppressed most middle-class women readers.
It was gender rebellion, and often transgression, as
escapism. By opposing sensationalist literature as
"dangerous and seductive," Stowe implicitly opposes the
public feminine expression of desire, ambition, and, by
extension, unrestrained "power," at least as these aspects
of power may be articulated through this particular literary
form.

2. See Karen Halttunen's "The Domestic Drama of Louisa May
Alcott," in Feminist Studies 10 (Summer 1984): 233-254.
Sarah Elbert's A Hunger for Home: Louisa May Alcott and
Little Women (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1984), Judith
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Fetterley's "Little Women: Alcott's Civil War" in Feminist
Studies 5 (1979), 369-83, and Madelon Bedell's introduction
to Little Women (New York: Modern Library, 1983). See also
Jean Yellen's "From Success to Experience: Louisa May
Alcott's Work," Massachusetts Review 21 (Fall 1980) 527-539.

3. There is considerable debate over the value of
sentimental literature. For Ann Douglas, in The
Feminization of American Culture (New York: Knopf, 1977),
"the legacy of American Victorianism" is one in which women
writers, "even as they took full advantage of the new
commercial possibilities technological revolutions in
printing had made possible, . . . exercised an enormously
conservative influence in their society" in a way that
served the interests of patriarchy (9). In this context,
for sentimental authors "to view the victims of oppression
simply as martyrs and heroines . . . undeniably heroic and
martyred as they often were, is only to perpetuate the
sentimental heresy" that took place in the second half of
the nineteenth century (11). Jane Tompkins challenges
Douglas's characterization of sentimentalism by defining the
genre as an attempt "to redefine the social order" (Tompkins
xi). The sentimental novel stands as "a monumental effort
to reorganize culture from the woman's point of view" as it
"offers a critique of American society far more devastating
than any delivered by better-known critics such as Hawthorne
and Melville" (124) . Sentimentalists "elaborated a myth"
based on plot formulae and stock characters "that gave women
the central position of power and authority in the culture"
(125) .

4. Until now, the critical position has not been to
separate Alcott from sentimentalism and/or sensationalism,
but to transform and give greater complexity to the
definition of sentimentalism, and fit Alcott into the newly
defined set of terms. The idea is to show how the form,
rife with internal contradictions in its plot lines, may, as
Glenn Hendler puts it, actually "conflict normative
femininity" to "take up subject-positions that repeatedly
violate . . . codes" of mid-century ladyhood, positions
outside of the domestic setting (Hendler 686).

For Hendler, the results of Alcott's literary
experiment in Work are mixed, but ultimately redeeming for
modern critics. To its discredit, the novel resolves itself
to the "paradox of sympathetic politics" in that Christie's
"self is defined as other-oriented, selfless, even when she
purports to be speaking on behalf of herself or of women in
general" (700). Despite her novel's drawbacks in this
regard, Hendler explains, Alcott "successfully represents
female particularity and collectivity as commensurable, if
only for a moment." Thus Work shows in "its fantasy that
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these characteristics" of individualism and female
collectivity in a domestic setting, "seemingly contradictory
in domestic ideology, can be made commensurable" (703). For
Hendler, then, Work, though it may, like much of sentimental
literature, wind up "resituating the female subject in the
place already carved out for her," still marks a
transformation in sentimentalism itself to provide for the
emergence of a strong self-concept. Thus Hendler preserves
Alcott's reputation as a sentimentalist who holds to
feminist politics by transforming what sentimentalism means.
See Hendler's "The Limits of Sympathy: Louisa May Alcott and
the Sentimental Novel"

5. Stern and others have published three volumes of
Alcott's sensationalist dramas. See Stern's Behind a Mask:
The Unknown Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott (New York:
William Morrow and Company, 1995). See also Stern, Joel
Myerson, and Daniel Shealy's edition of Alcott stories,
Freaks of Genius: Unknown Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott
(New York: Greenwood Press, 1991) and A Double Life: Newly
Discovered Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott (Boston: Little
Brown, 1988).

Other critics who agree with Stern's assessment include
Judith Fetterley and Karen Halttunen. See Fetterley's
"Impersonating 'Little Women': The Radicalism of Alcott's
Behind a Mask" in Women's Studies 10 (1983): 1-14. See also
Halttunen's "The Domestic Drama of Louisa May Alcott."

6. Halttunen makes this case. In "The Domestic Drama of
Louisa May Alcott," Halttunen suggests that "through the
character of Jo March, Alcott performed literary penance for
her greatest sins against the cult of domesticity," sins
that include "her Gothic period [and] her consuming literary
ambition." Essentially, Halttunen posits that Alcott
desired to make personal amends for having written
sensationalist stories through the production of a
sentimental novel. The melodrama of Alcott's early stories,
says Halttunen, served as ways to rebel against her father's
repressive domesticity. Ann Douglas argues a similar
position in "The Mysteries of Louisa May Alcott," Critical
Essays on Louisa May Alcott, Madeleine Stowe, ed.(Boston:
G.K. Hall, 1984) 231-239. See also Martha Saxton's
biography, Louisa May, and Stern's Louisa May Alcott
(Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1971). If we understand
sentimentalism as potentially repressive, as Douglas
asserts, no wonder such critics as Halttunen, Fetterley,
Elbert, and Bedell find Alcott's novel as ultimately
validating the masculine hegemony and as an act of heresy to
Alcott's early sensational rebellion against domesticity.
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7. Alcott's description of the romance heroine reminds one
of the character Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have dubbed
"the madwoman in the attic." See their The Madwoman in the
Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary
Imagination (New Haven: Yale UP, 1979).

8. Sentimentalism appealed strongly to the emotions in
order to induce women to act in socially approved ways. For
example, Stowe designed little Eva's death, along with the
rest of Uncle Tom's Cabin, to provoke a political response
in women against the institution of slavery and against all
other forms of "unchristian" behavior. Moreover, as Richard
Brodhead argues, sentimentalism insists on a policing
action, enforcing the norms of behavior in women that base
themselves in emotions, a sacred area in nineteenth-century
femininity that men could not dominate. Essentially, we
might want to read Alcott as doing precisely this: the
death of Beth, the passing of the angel of the house, could
well be meant to instruct women in appropriate behavior,
whatever that behavior entails being in the hands of the
author. See Brodhead's "Sparing the Rod: Discipline and
Fiction in Antebellum America," in Cultures of Letters
(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1993) 13-47.

9. Contemporary readers of the first volume longed to see
Laurie marry Jo, which, of course, would have satisfied a
certain romantic/sentimental desire of their own. Alcott,
apparently, would have nothing of it, for that would be to
cater to readerly desires for romantic archetypes, going
against a major theme of the story. In case her readers
missed the point, Alcott has Jo reject Laurie's proposal,
and present the common-sensical view through the character
who best represents the novel's anti- romantic tenor: Jo
herself.

10. Professor Bhaer's intolerance of romance, and his
marriage to Jo, which effectively ends her career as a
writer, has been met with much critical scorn. Madelon
Bedell believes that Jo's marriage to "sexless, fusty
middle-aged" Bhaer comes at the cost of "romance and
independence," the two terms being apparently complementary.
See Bedell's introduction to Little Women. Judith Fetterley
finds Bhaer to be "the heavy authority figure necessary to
offset Jo's own considerable talent and vitality. ... In
marrying Professor Bhaer, Jo's rebellion is neutralized," a
rebellion expressed in her sensational stories. Jo thus
demonstrates "once and for all that she is a good little
woman who wishes for nothing more than to realize herself in
the service of some superior male" (Fetterley, "Little
Women," 369).
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Much of the blame has been directed at Alcott--Bhaer
is, after all, her character--mostly for having surrendered
the passion and power of her sensational literature to turn
to writing comparably sedate sentimental novels for
children. As Martha Saxton suggests, the novel occurs as "a
regression for Louisa as an artist and as a woman."

More recent criticism has defended Alcott on this
score. In her introduction to Little Women, Elaine
Showalter argues that in the novel Alcott "managed to do
what she had never achieved in the sensation-stories: create
vivid, credible, and enduring characters, and write about
them in a memorably American and personal voice, very
different from the stilted tones of the sensation-stories,
or the orphic notes of her male mentors" (Showalter xxiii).

11. Yellin is unsparing in her attack against what she
perceives to be the sentimental form: "In light of Alcott's
example, it seems important to question whether the
conventions of the sentimental novel prevented it from
becoming a vehicle for serious social criticism. Could it
be that it was impossible to use this popular literary form,
which so effectively served the culture becoming dominant in
nineteenth-century America (both by overtly expressing and
covertly subverting its values), to make a serious critique
of that society?" See Yellin's "From Success to Experience:
Louisa May Alcott's Work," 538-539.



CHAPTER 3

SEIZING THE BRIDLE:
HOWELLS, REALIST POLEMIC, AND READERS OF ROMANCE

In his frequent public denunciations of sensational and

sentimental literature--what he defined as "romance"- -

William Dean Howells typically appealed to the consciences

of contemporary readers. As his numerous polemical essays

on literary subjects indicate, his characterization of

readers of romance was often every bit as unsparing and

derisive as his characterization of its writers.1 When the

romancer "flatters the passions, and exalts them above the

principles," when his desire is "merely [to] tickle our

prejudices and lull our judgement," then his accomplishment

is only "to weaken the moral fibre," and thus render

"readers indifferent to 'plodding perseverance and plain

industry,' and to 'matter-of-fact poverty and commonplace

distress'" (Howells, Criticism and Fiction, 93).2 Readers

of romance in his mind were victims of their own lack of

taste and discretion. The "inferior romanticist" preyed

with ease upon "people of weak and childish imagination,

pleased with gross fables, fond of prodigies, heroes,

heroines, portents, improbabilities, without self-knowledge,

and without the wish for it" ("Novel-Writing," 237-238).3

66
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Throughout his career, Howells' personal campaign was

to rescue the novel from the unhealthy influences of the

"inferior romance," to expurgate the "gaudy hero and

heroine" from fiction in order to reach readers before their

sensibilities have been irreparably made dull, before they

might disregard altogether the promise of self-knowledge

(Criticism and Fiction 104).4 His ideas can hardly be

deemed original, even in nineteenth-century contexts. As

Michael Davitt Bell says, in his opposition to and

"persistent denigration" of literary language and

pretentious art, terms he used exclusively to assail the

romancer, Howells merely revitalized an old "conservative

ideology, derived from Common Sense 'realism'" that lauded

things "natural," "human," and "real" (Bell 34).5

Howells' The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885)6 stands apart

from these realist polemics as an attempt both to mediate

and negotiate between romantic and realistic positions and

to engage readers in issues related to self and character as

part of an education in the experience of reading. To

demonstrate more precisely what I mean, I have divided this

chapter into two sections: the first on Penelope and the

sentimentalist subplot that takes up most of the middle

section of the novel, the second on the character of Silas

Lapham the businessman. Each of the two sections focuses on

two basic themes within the novel: first, the negotiation

that takes place between romance and realism as part of
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Howells' appeal to a reader's desires, and second, the

anxieties related to the self-deconstructive ambiguities of

perception that characters of the novel experience once

separated from romantic conventions and characters.

In the first section, I attempt to demonstrate how

Lapham mediates between the romance of sentimentalism and

the expectations of realism, between the passion and

improbability of one genre and the meticulous attention to

"real" "human" motivations of the other.7 The novel

accomplishes this mainly by incorporating the formulaic

plots and character - types common to "inferior romance" into

a larger realist context. Moreover, this negotiation

between forms provides Howells the means to engage in a

profound questioning of a reader's desires for the

knowability of self.

In the second section, I show that in Lapham the

business world operates as a form of romance, and that Silas

Lapham feels disposed to act in character according to the

role that business theater expects him to play. While

Lapham is initially content with this role, and while other

characters perceive him according to the darker, unethical

aspects of the business character, he ultimately decides to

separate himself from the theater of business, from the

fiction of character he was disposed to play, to engage in a

search for self-knowledge. The question Howells asks us at

the end of the novel is whether we are willing to discard
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our own romantic roles and face the anxieties attendant upon

this sort of examination.

Indeed, Howells borrows the character-types and plot

lines common to romance--whether it be romance related to

sentimentalism or to business--to ask if readers are ready

to surrender the comfortable delusion of romantic fictions

of character and so face the possibility of an indeterminate

self that romance convention ordinarily helps readers to

deny. Do readers prefer to be "childish and weak"? Or do

they prefer the profound ambivalence of self-knowledge that

Howellsian realism has to offer?

I

During the second half of the nineteenth century,

sentimentalist literature enjoyed widespread popularity

among young women readers, who were typically the focus of

Howells' attacks against the "childish and weak." Howells,

indeed, harbored deep suspicions concerning the intelligence

and readerly sophistication of this particular audience. In

a letter to Mark Twain, he tells of an episode while

"looking up, for my new story (Silas Laphaml, facts about

the general lack of literature in people." When he "asked

the teacher of a first-class ladies' school . . . how little

literature a girl could carry away" upon graduation, Howells

was expectantly appalled. As the teacher said, "'One who

had read all the "love part" of your (my) novels, didn't

know that you were an American or a contemporary,'" much
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less a realist mistaken for a romancer. "'We have to fight

in eight months against fifteen or twenty years' absolute

ignorance of literature.'"8

Howells' portrayal of women in his novels evinces

similar doubts about them, at least in the minds of his

readers. As Hamlin Garland once wrote, "All through the

eighties, reading Boston was divided into two partsthose

who liked Howells and those who fought him." "The most

fiercely debated question," he tells us, "was whether his

heroines were true to life or whether they were

caricatures." The irony is that women readers might have

found the sentimental caricatures more appealing than

Howells' version of "real" women.9

Howells, I suggest, having taken these public positions

with regard to women, perceived that women readers held

their own suspicions of his motivations as a writer. He

took to heart the instance of the young woman reader

searching for the "love part." Through the character of

Penelope Lapham and the mistaken courtship plot that

envelopes her, Howells' Silas Lapham approaches a temporary

truce, a literary rapprochement, between a realist author

and an audience of women readers whose tastes were inclined

to sentimentalism and other forms of "inferior romance."

Long derided by literary critics as an overly contrived

nuisance, the mistaken courtship plot, a well-worn formula

of sentimental literature, serves within Lapham's realistic
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frame as Howells' way of offering an ethical middle-ground.

That is, he mediates between romance and realism to allow

for the passion of love and suffering without sacrificing

good common sense judgement.10 Moreover, Penelope's role

within the sentimental subplot involves issues of readerly

desires for romantic character-types. Through Penelope,

Howells exposes the uncertainties of self-knowledge and

feelings of disunity that such fictions of character are

meant to conceal and control.

In a novel that mediates between romance and realism,

the character of Penelope fittingly stands as both emerging

romance heroine and realist author. Though given to

eschewing sentimentalism in her search for a deeper sense of

self, she unwittingly becomes a character within that

novelistic form. In the first place, Howells introduces

Penelope using a well-worn sentimental tactic: he conceals

her name to heighten the drama that surrounds her. Irene,

the lovelier but less educated and experienced of the two

sisters, is named immediately, but Penelope-- serious,

contemplative, intellectual, darker in complexion, less

given to romantic fancy, and decidedly less noticeable than

her sister--is termed "the elder sister" for the opening

chapters as a cryptic way of calling attention to her.

Second, "Pen" also serves as an ideal realist character

and author. Given to a "self-guided search for self-

improvement, " a characteristic that Howells often called for
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in his readers, she possesses a unique talent for mimicry

and sarcasm-•"she could make fun of nearly everything"--that

allows the real to project from her (26) .11 Her mimicry,

the source of the comedy, becomes, as Tom Corey describes

it, "a droll medium through which things present themselves"

(93). Howells gives greater detail by describing her talk

as "very unliterary, and its effect seemed hardly

conscious," qualities that Howells appreciated in realist

novels. Pen, moreover, is "far from epigram in her

funning," as "she sketched the characters and looks of

people who had interested her, and nothing seemed to have

escaped her notice." As a result of this mimicry "the

affair represented itself as if without her agency" (124).

Her actions are testament to the possibility of "pure

representation," the notion that "things represent

themselves" when authors merely sketch characters that

interest them and adopt unliterary talk.

Having designed Pen as an emerging romance heroine and

realistic author who is certain of her sense of self-control

and capable of representing experience through herself,

Howells rapidly advances his mistaken courtship plot in ways

that appeal to experienced readers of sentimentalism. There

is a certain irony to the courtship plot: the Laphams act

unintentionally "in character," according to a romance

script that they do not realize is taking place. That is,

they operate as stock characters from romance. Just about
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every character in the novel, except Tom, assumes that Tom

is pursuing Irene with the intent to marry. But Howells

leaves several clues that the Laphams are simply poor

readers of conventional sentimental situations. As Persis

says to her husband, "if he wants Irene, he's going to find

out some way of seeing her; and if he don't, all the

plotting and planning in the world isn't going to make him."

Having all but forgotten Pen, and with the wrong plot

in mind, the Lapham family makes some astonishingly

unliterary assumptions. For example, soon after Tom and

Irene's private conversation, Irene describes the evening to

her sister: "We talked nearly the whole time about you!

. . . He kept asking about you. He asked everything."

Readers, of course, are to know better than the Laphams. A

second example: after having spent an evening with both

Lapham sisters, Tom says to himself, "'She's charming!'"

(126). Which sister brings out this reaction in Tom?

Howells is being deliberately ambiguous here: rather than

stating that Penelope is the true object of Tom's

affections, he leaves it to his readers to acknowledge the

conventions of romance writing, to realize that she is

emerging as a heroine of romance.

The lesson in sentimentalism for the Laphams and for

Howells' readers takes on an added complexity with the

introduction of a mock sentimentalist novel--Tears, Idle

Tears --known among more discriminating Bostonian readers as
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Slop, Silly Slop, into the larger narrative frame. The mock

story is pretty much the same as the realist - romantic one

that has controlled the novel thus far: a man begins to

court one of two daughters; everyone assumes that it is the

prettier of the two; when it turns out to be the other

daughter, the entire family is thrown into a state of shock;

the other daughter, out of pure, unnecessary self-sacrifice,

rejects her suitor; so he marries the daughter everyone

assumed he wanted all along; everyone is nobly unhappy in

sentimental tragedy.

The introduction of Tears, Idle Tears solidifies the

reader's position outside sentimental confines. Readers now

may clearly see the misreadings that have taken place: they

may read back in time to detect the causal relationships

between events as the result of these romantic misreadings

on the part of the central characters. For the characters,

it is a different story: they must confront the possibility

of misreading the self, of having governed their lives by

the conventions of romance; they must determine whether to

continue following romantic conventions and character roles,

or to feel the anxiety of the indeterminate self that awaits

outside romantic contexts.

Initially, it seems that Penelope, easily the most well

read among the Lapham clan, is prepared to resist the

temptations of sentimental character-types and engage in the

realistic pursuit of self-knowledge. She reads Tears, Idle
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Tears, telling Tom that "it's pretty easy to cry over a book

. . . and that one is. very natural till you come to the main

point. Then the naturalness of all the rest makes that seem

natural too; but I guess it's all rather forced." As

Penelope says, the decision of the woman in Tears to

surrender her lover out of self-sacrifice "wasn't self-

sacrifice" at all. Her emotions regarding the novel are

decidedly mixed: "I'm provoked with myself when I think how

I cried over that book--for I did cry. It's silly-it's

wicked--for anyone to do what that girl did. Why can't they

let people have a chance to behave reasonably in stories"

(201). Thus, Penelope is exactly the sort of self - searching

reader that Howells seeks: she is willing to watch herself

reading stories; she recognizes her reactions are to the

"magic" of the book, to its sentimentality, and yet is

"provoked with herself" at her reaction; she realizes the

conventions that romance uses to make the story seem natural

to readers, and catches herself in her own response to the

natural, which she defines here as unreasonable.

Penelope soon opts for the conventions of romance and

its fictions of character; she adopts the fiction of

character that Howells has provided her all along. As Tom

reveals his love to her, rather than accept his love as a

mature passion, she quickly and unexpectedly casts herself

in the role of the heroine of Tears, Idle Tears. Why does

she do this? Mostly because romance, as she has suggested
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earlier, has a nature of its own, which turns out to be

beneficial to women, for it helps them control the pain and

irrational desire of loving. As she says, "it was my one

chance, in this whole business, to do anything heroic, and I

jumped at it." Romance, then, provides Pen, as a sort of

sentimental author and heroine, the opportunity to control

the event through the portrayal of a sentimental character,

to control the world of emotion, pain, and love and so be

the heroine. Romance provides the opportunity to remake and

empower the self, not so much to become the center of

attention-- though this is certainly what happens to

Penelope--but to handle passion and desire in ways that are

beneficial to her.

Her options lie somewhere between romance and realism.

Pen may construct the scenes in almost anyway she likes;

indeed, she is truly the author of the courtship scenes, for

their direction depends entirely on her decision. She may

take this mock romance to its ultimate conclusion, deny her

passion for Tom and engage in maudlin, egotistical self-

sacrifice. Or she may reverse the sentimental direction of

the plot yet, come to her "senses" and agree to marry Tom,

performing another kind of self-sacrifice.

Realistic readers among male characters are either

confused by the romance plot, or become comical in their

denunciation of it, a way for Howells to distance himself

from his own realist polemic in order to negotiate fictional
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identities between romance and realism. For the Reverend

Sewell, a character many critics have assumed doubles for

Howells' literary positions, the sort of "psychical suicide"

that the plot of Tears, Idle Tears promotes is "wholly

immoral." It is "the spectacle of a man falling upon his

sword" (183) .12 As he explains it, love and romance of the

sentimentalist sort is "the affair, commonly, of very young

people, who have not yet character and experience enough" to

avoid such unnecessary tragedy. But while Sewell toes the

realist line, the scene carefully mocks him for his over¬

zealousness. As Howells puts it, the minister "had

apparently got upon a battle horse of his, [and] careened

onward in spite of some tacit attempts of his wife to seize

the bridle" (184). In other words, though Sewell's position

is amply supported by Howells in his essays and novels,

readers of Lapham are to understand Sewell's opinions as

opinions, and are not to disregard completely romance and

sentimentalism as utterly useless and deleterious to one's

psychic health.

A reader with perhaps more fastidious tastes in

literature, Bromfield Corey does not fare much better than

the Reverend. While trying to determine Tom's marital

intentions in a discussion with his wife, he gives the most

arrantly sexist, yet interesting lines in the text: "You

women haven't risen yet . . . to a conception of the

Bismarck idea of diplomacy. If a man praises one woman, you
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still think he's in love with another" (247). The notion

that women have not risen refers explicitly to their

investment in romantic convention. It is women, according

to Bromfield, who are to blame: they are the ones who carry

romance too far; they are the ones who read human actions

within the rigid confines of sentimentalist plotting. In a

way, the novel agrees with him. With the exception of the

Corey sisters--they, being well-bred members of Boston's

aristocracy, recognize sentimentalism as wholly lacking in

artistry and morality-- the women of the novel, including the

Lapham women and Miss Kingsbury, argue passionately for the

value of sentiment in literature. But the problem for

Bromfield is that his Bismarkian--i.e. realistic--ideology

is useless in this context, for the plot following the

sentimental - romantic formula is already in motion, and, at

this point in the story, he is at a loss to understand it.

Moreover, through both Sewell and Bromfield, the two

realistic readers among characters, the novel negotiates

between romance and realism by considering the place of

passion in literature. As Sewell suggests, passion "ought

to be recognized as something natural and mortal," not

deserving of the "divine honors" awarded it in

sentimentalism, but nonetheless a part of life. Passion in

a mature context often makes for second marriages that are

better than the first: "I have known some most estimable

people who had married a second time," a marriage in which
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the passion is presumably more mature (184) . Sewell's lines

are later echoed in the character of Bromfield. In a

conversation with his wife, Bromfield suggests that

Penelope's decision to wait for the proper time is "not more

shocking than reality. You may regard this as a second

marriage. . . . all will go merry as a marriage bell--a

second marriage bell. Why it's quite like a romance!"

(247) .

Through Bromfield's use of the term, "second marriage,"

obviously in reference to Sewell's earlier line, we may see

Howells make a case for his particular romance. The

courtship plot is being portrayed as more mature (like a

second marriage) than other romances, like the one in the

mock sentimental plot. Romance here is "not more shocking

in reality," a line that places the two genres in an equal

position, each informing the other. The "second marriage,"

more mature in its passion, more like Sewell's realistic

understanding of the irrationality of love, is "quite like a

romance" nonetheless. Howells skillfully combines the two

genres here to produce a more sophisticated romance through

realism, one that can handle issues of passion and desire

without unnecessary self-sacrifice, one that can allow the

"affections" to contain the "sentiment." Penelope and Tom's

union will make a better marriage, a second, more realistic,

and more mature marriage, than Tom and Irene could have ever

hoped.
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These scenes with Reverend Sewell and Bromfield Corey

suggest a certain self - reflexivity that critics have not

noticed. Many modern readers, as I have suggested, take for

granted that Sewell functions as Howells' mouthpiece for the

realist line of argumentation. But they have overlooked two

possibilities: Howells' attempt to undermine Sewell's

authority by representing his character as a source of comic

relief; and Howells' focus on the Reverend's wife in making

his comedy effective. In telling us that Mrs. Sewell

attempts in vain to "seize the bridle" and contain her

husband's outbursts of realistic polemic, Howells offers us

a pun that reinforces the notion of a "second marriage"

between romance and realism. If Sewell represents Howells

representing himself, then the scene operates under the

guidance of a sort of autobiographical "I," a Howells

writing outside of himself willing to look at his own self-

representation. In short, through the pun and the

commentary on the maturity of a second marriage, we may see

that Howells creates for himself through a woman reader like

Mrs. Sewell a chance to seize his own "bridal" and effect

that second marriage between his own polemic and the

sentimental tastes of his audience of women.

In the debate in terms that ensues between characters

over the word "natural," we may see further the ways in

which Howells effectively combines realism and romance to

consider issues of self and character: Penelope's
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definition of natural as being in league with romance, and

the Reverend Sewell's use of the term in a realist context.

The Laphams bring their troubles concerning Penelope's

reluctance to marry Tom to the Reverend, who suggests that

the romance has actually directed Penelope away from the

"natural." For Penelope to marry Tom, and thus risk

upsetting her sister, would be to elicit "the economy of

pain which naturally suggests itself and which would insist

upon itself, if we were not all perverted by traditions

which are the figment of the shallowest sentimentality"

(222). The "economy of pain which naturally suggests

itself" is just the sort of "common sense" that belongs to

the realist novel. In a word, Penelope, to be a refined

reader, must overcome the limitations of romance, its

conventional plotting that deals with issues of love and

passion in ways that seem natural, to understand the

"nature" of the commonplace world of common sense. But

Penelope holds to her claim for the naturalness of

sentiment, a way of defining her role of heroine as natural.

Sewell's line is something of a critical warhorse and

bears further examination with regard to my thesis. In her

compelling article, "The Economy of Pain: Capitalism,

Humanitarianism, and the Realistic Novel," Wai-Chee Dimock

situates the line in the context of late nineteenth-century

industrial capitalism to argue that moral and economic

categories are in Howells' novel one and the same.13
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Essentially, Dimock suggests that Sewell's line creates an

ethical situation in which suffering is acceptable and even

beneficial when distributed and managed to accommodate an

acceptable degree of humanitarianism and pursuit of economic

gain. Sewell, then, invites "a self - limiting cognitive

structure" for "expanded connectedness . . . [which] makes

everyone responsible for everyone else" and a limitation to

suffering and the obligations of suffering (70, 71). The

line also has implications for the novelist: "in the

composing of a plot, in orchestrating the destinies of his

characters, distributing benefits and assigning suffering,

the novelist is necessarily a practicing economist,

enforcing some model of resource management" (79). The

ultimate marriage between Pen and Tom therefore functions as

a "symbolic equivalent" to Lapham's rapid financial ruin.

We might apply Dimock's notion of moral economy to the

literary forms of sentimentalism and realism as portrayed in

Lapham, particularly if we take Sewell's derogatory

reference to "the shallowest sentimentality" as one related

to novelistic form. Each genre, apparently, has a "nature"

of its own. Sentimentalism, according to Penelope,

possesses a certain "naturalness" in its portrayal of noble

suffering and self-sacrifice beyond the pale of reason that

makes it seem natural. Thus, sentimentalism resists

limitations to personal suffering and the expression of

emotion. Realism, to borrow from Sewell's earlier polemic
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at the Corey dinner party, denounces such sentimental

passion as self - delusive and intellectually soft. In the

end, Howells offers us a new term by which to negotiate

between the two positions. The "economy of pain that

naturally suggests itself" would limit obligations

concerning suffering and effect a merger of literary forms,

one instilling suffering in human experience and the other

limiting that suffering, one expanding human relations and

the other limiting those relations.14 In a way, again to

borrow from Dimock's thesis, the "economy of pain" allows

for sentimentalist suffering in a way that is appropriate to

a realist frame of reference. Characters and readers alike

are to find for themselves just the right combinations of

the two: suffering and connectedness without liability;

sentimentalism and realism.

The conclusion to the courtship plot certainly brings

together the ideologies of both genres, as if Howells wants

to appeal to women readers as part of a thorough

consideration of issues related to character and self-

knowledge. Penelope manages to script herself as romantic

heroine while catering to the conclusion proffered by common

sense, reason, and proper self-sacrifice, supposedly more

realistic. By the time of her final confrontation with Tom,

Penelope, true to her gift for mimicry, submerges herself

deep into the role of romantic heroine. She admits that, as

a result of the entire affair, "I don't know myself. . . .
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But it's right for us to part--yes it must be. It must be"

(329). Like the true heroine, she tries to convince her

suitor that "No, I'm not fit. Good-bye. You're quite right

not to have patience any longer." One can imagine Pen with

her hand, palm out, pressed against her forehead in

romantic - sentimental agony.

In the middle of giving him up, Penelope changes her

mind, but not her romantic character: "I can't even give

you up! I shall never dare look anyone in the face again.

Go, go! But take me with you! I tried to do without you!

. . . Oh, poor Irene!" (330). The histrionic language, the

exclamation points, the flip-flop in emotions: it is all

there, the language of romance. In this way, Pen, as an

author, resolves the situation in keeping with a romantic

heroine, but with a supposedly realist - influenced conclusion

related to Sewell's imagined ending to the affair as an

"economy of pain." To be sure, in finding her common sense

in choosing the "economy of pain" that would "naturally

suggest itself" in these moments, she falls back on the role

of heroine, making the scene seem more romantic, more

sentimental than usual, rather than adopting the cold,

common sensical way out suggested by Sewell.

Other critics have noted the novel's tendency to create

a balance between literary forms, romance and realism. For

example, in Gender, Fantasy, and Realism in American

Literature, Alfred Habegger reveals how both "Howells and
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James seized a popular woman's literary genre," namely

sentimentalism, "entered deeply into the feminine

aspirations it articulated, yet brought to bear on them the

critical sense of reality that was at that time basically

masculine" (56). As self - acknowledged cultural "sissies,"

both Howells and James desired to become men of letters

"because it offered them an escape from both the threat of

feminization and the pressures of normal masculinity" that

called for a more aggressively manly persona than either of

them were wont to adopt (62). Penelope, in Habegger's

context, serves as Howells' "male impersonator," adopting a

style of humor culturally defined as masculine that allows

her creator to comment derisively on both normative

masculinities and the "civilized" roles accorded to women in

society. Boston society, with its repressive understanding

of womanly behavior, may temporarily overcome Penelope;

nonetheless she "fights back, regains her old sanity, and

marries the man she wants," though her humor and pertness

forces her out of high-society forever (192).

I have my doubts about Habegger's reading, mostly

because of the way that Penelope supposedly "fights back."

Her decision to marry Tom, as I have suggested, comes in a

highly charged sentimental context that does not make fun of

sentimentalism-- certainly the genre was understood by many

men as "the threat of feminization"--but accords it a place

within the larger realistic frame. Put otherwise, Penelope
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is both male realist impersonator and romance heroine: her

humor is both culturally masculine and a way to allow things

to represent themselves "as if without her agency"; her

decision to follow a romantic course of action is in keeping

with nineteenth-century expectations of women readers who

indulged in sentimentalist texts. Thus she does not defy

nineteenth-century expectations of womanly behavior;

instead, she uses the very model for that behavior, the

sentimental heroine, to get what she wants.

Indeed, as I have suggested all along, Howells'

romantic subplot mediates and negotiates between the desires

of woman readers for romance and those of a realist author

for what is supposed as common sensical and natural.

Moreover, he positions his readers to notice the histrionics

of romance, as readers watch the characters bear the tragedy

of emplotment, only to liberate themselves in the end in a

way that suits both romantic and realistic expectations of

human experience.

In a way, Howells exposes his artifice so that readers

may learn about reading. We see how romance influences and

misdirects its readers, implicating both the characters in

the realist novel and the characters reading it. We

recognize the consequences of investing in romantic

formulae, the importance of operating outside of romantic

character, the necessity to break free from the plot: it

all leads to a more thorough understanding of the self as
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indeterminate, beyond our control, which is no understanding

at all. Penelope's lines--"I don't know myself," "I'm not

fit," "I can't even give you up"--demonstrate the sort of

loss of self that comes with breaking from the artifice of

romance plots, in this case from the plot of Tears, Idle

Tears. It is her decision, however, to accommodate realist

expectations of human activity by holding to a romantic-

sentimental role. Essentially, she eludes having to face

the indeterminate self by adopting a fiction of romance

character. Howells, the realist author who bears in mind

the desires of his readers, seems satisfied with that

compromise.

II

Silas Lapham is directed by a different sort of romance

than that of literary sentimentalism: his is the "romance"

of business and money-making, as Howells defines the term

through his characters. In his pursuit of this romance, in

his acceptance of a character role within it, he is not

alone. As Bromfield says, "... there's no doubt but money

is to the fore now. It is the romance, the poetry, of our

age. It's the thing that chiefly strikes the imagination"

(60). Money becomes associated with everything that a

realist novelist, especially Howells, devotes his career

against: greed, immorality, romance, and the imagination.

And Lapham has clearly invested himself in the "romance" of
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money-making. As Tom Corey says of Lapham, "Perhaps his

successful strokes of business were the romance of his life"

(62) .

In regards to the business plot that surrounds Silas

Lapham, his moral rise as a result of his financial fall,

Howells again plays the role of mediator between realism and

romance, in this case the romance related to business and

money-making. I recognize that "romance" as defined through

the characters of Bromfield and Tom is a loosely used term,

and I do not think that Howells believes the business world

to be entirely a romance fiction. Nonetheless, the use of

the term signifies Howells' thoughts on business as a sort

of theater in its own right in which businessmen act in

character "without self-knowledge and without the wish for

it," to borrow from his description of romance readers

quoted above.

In this section, I would like to focus on the same two

themes that dominated the first section. First, as with

Howells' portrayal of sentimentalism, the romance of

business that envelopes Lapham serves as the author's way to

define an ethical middle-ground, in this case to negotiate

between the romance of business and business character-

types, on the one hand, and a realist position that opposes

them, on the other. Second, through Lapham Howells

considers readerly desires for fictions of character. That

is, Lapham must choose between the theater of business, in
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which he acts according to character without having to

evaluate his actions, and the uncertainty of self-knowledge

that lies beyond character-types and romance related to

business. In regards to this second theme, Howells

ultimately positions Lapham outside of romance conventions

for the benefit of educating his readers on the promise and

potential anxiety of an indeterminate self that comes with

self - reading.

In several scenes Howells demonstrates how his title

character resists delving into issues related to the

knowability of self so that he may act in character

according to the stereotypical role of businessman within

the romance of business. For example, early in the novel,

Lapham, on a passenger boat, defines for Tom Corey his

narrow understanding of issues related to character and

self. Admitting that, when studying the faces of the

passengers, "half the time I can't make any sort of guess"

as to what a face reveals, he adds,

I don't suppose it was meant we should know what
was in each other's minds. It would take a man out of
his own hands. As long as he's in his own hands,
there's some hopes of his doing something with himself;
but if a fellow has been found out--even if he hasn't
been found out to be so very bad--it's pretty much all
up with him. No, sir. I don't want to know people
through and through. (75)

Lapham's dialogue is patently self - evasive. In this scene,

he employs a defensive strategy: he will not "read" others

if they will not "read" him, and that way everyone remains
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securely in their own hands, secure that neither they nor

anyone will attempt to examine their own actions, whether

these actions are ethical or otherwise. Thus, he defends a

public persona that is an evasion of self and in this way

holds to the character of the businessman.

It is this romance of the business persona, which

depends on not being found out, that readers are to

recognize as a fraudulent and potentially self - delusive

aspect of Lapham. The narrator goes on to contradict him,

as most of the people standing near Lapham "looked as if

they might not only be easily but safely known" (75). The

operative term is "safely," for it suggests that the

narrator wants us to understand that the moment of being

taken out of one's own hands, of separating oneself from the

business persona, is not the terrifying experience that

Lapham makes it out to be. To know others is to know the

self, and to know the self "through and through," to

understand the basis of one's character, is to be "found

out," a risk that takes one out of his own hands, but a risk

that must be taken nonetheless. Simply put, we are not to

accept Lapham's game of evasion, but recognize his

vulnerability, and allow ourselves to be taken out of our

own hands, and have our own actions questioned and examined.

This is all perfectly safe.

My reading here both complements and contradicts that

of Amy Kaplan in her book, The Social Construction of
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American Realism. Kaplan reads the ferry scene as an

instance in which the realistic narrator "stands above it

and sees through it to make it familiar and unthreatening,

'native to us all1" while Lapham "prefers to remain

inscrutable to protect his private self" (Kaplan, 41). The

scene, then, exemplifies her thesis that the central

objective of realist authors, acting as omniscient

narrators, is to bring together various disparate social

classes and ethnic groups in an attempt to imagine and

control social upheaval.15 But the scene also, like the

rest of the novel, "dominates and silences the very subject

it represents," meaning that the novel is a failed attempt

at healing social divisions since the characters are

admittedly unknowable and unrepresentable to the narrator

(42) .

While I agree that Lapham's character in this scene is

self - evasive, I would add that he simply prefers to act out

the part of the businessman. We should remember the context

of the scene, in which Lapham is trying to instruct young

Tom in the ways of the business world, the world that Tom

has earlier defined as Lapham's romance. In a word,

Lapham's is an argument for fictions of character as a way

to evade and conceal a fragmented, indeterminate self and

act according to a role within business theater without

guilt. Moreover, it does not appear to me that the narrator

chooses to make the scene "unthreatening" since we
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understand Lapham's self - evasion. Instead, Howells asks us

to delve into issues of character and self, not with the

personal anxiety that both are unknowable and

unrepresentable, but with the attitude that we should fear

conscious self-delusion more than self - indeterminacy. The

novel does not fail to represent character and self as

unknowable and unrepresentable; to the contrary, it asks

readers to confront the potential of unknowability, to

attempt to know the self, as a countermeasure to the

business persona.

In his depiction of a debate over the value of art

through separate presentations of Lapham and Bromfield

Corey, Howells revisits issues related to romantic fictions

of character and self-knowledge. As Lapham explains to Tom

Corey, if you pay an artist enough "he can afford to paint

you a first-class picture; and if you don't, he can't.

That's all there is of it. Why, they tell me that A. T.

Stewart gave one of those French fellows sixty thousand

dollars for a little seven-by-nine picture the other day"

(52). In essence, Lapham reduces art to its monetary value,

issues of aesthetics meaning little to the businessman. But

more to the point, Lapham does not appreciate art as a self-

revelatory experience: he does not value art in its ability

to allow us to probe ourselves. Art for Lapham is merely a

status symbol for the pleasure of the businessmen like

himself and A. T. Stewart, an attitude that prevents any
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sort of self-examination through art from occurring and

transforms art into an opportunity to maintain and sanction

the businessman's persona.

Howells asks us to acknowledge that Lapham must learn

for himself the true value of art as a way to break from

romances of character and begin working toward self-

knowledge, really a state of recognizing one's

unknowability. Indeed, in Bromfield Corey he presents a

perspective contrary to Lapham's through highly ironic

discourse. "It's very odd," Bromfield notes, "that some

values should have this peculiarity of shrinking." While

the values of "rents, stocks, [and] real estate" often

"shrink abominably," "you never hear of values in a picture

shrinking." He adds in jest: "Perhaps it might be argued

that one should put all his values into pictures; I've got a

good many of mine there" (89). "Value" in this quote can be

taken as "moral currency," making absolutely valueless the

business world as one that encourages avarice, wild

speculation, and getting-rich-quick, as it discourages

detached self - appraisal. Moreover, by referring to

"values," Bromfield suggests that art never loses its

importance in society as a self - revelatory experience,

whereas real estate, stocks, and rents lack this "value."

Bromfield bemoans the loss of self - revelation when art is

reduced to its sticker price, as he acknowledges his

alienation from the ethos of the Gilded Age. He may have a
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goodly portion of his personal value in his own paintings,

but that sort of value is worthless in the marketplace, for

the marketplace does not value introspection and self-

examination .

In those rare instances when Lapham drops his

businessman's facade to reveal his character, he finds

himself falling back on romance convention, a sign that he

is not yet prepared for the sort of self-examination beyond

romance character that Howells calls for. The dinner party

scene between the Corey family and the Lapham family

exemplifies his shortcomings in this regard.

In the first place, Lapham simply fails to understand

the argument against melodramatic romance. As Bromfield,

adopting a realist's line of reasoning, asserts, a work of

sentimentalist literature "flatters the reader by painting

the character colossal, but with his limp and stoop, so that

he feels himself of their supernatural proportions" (183).

The other characters, including Sewell and Charles

Bellingham, agree: romance literature is self-evasive by

providing a false sense of self. The commonplace, suggests

Bellingham, would provide "just that light, impalpable,

aerial essence which they've never got into their confounded

books yet" (188) . During this entire conversation, Howells

expertly focuses the reader's attention on Lapham, who

listens to this group of intellectuals with a mixture of

reverence and utter confusion. Several times during the
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conversation, Howells points to his protagonist's

befuddlement amid a debate that means so much to his

creator. Lapham "wanted to make some open recognition" of

Reverend Sewell's "good sense," but thoroughly unread and

unsophisticated in this sort of rigorous self-examination

and rebuttal of romance character, he simply "could not":

"He had never been so up a tree" (187, 184, 188).

At last, Lapham begins to tell of his own experiences

according to realist tenets, recalling the true-to-life

story of his days as a captain during the Civil War in a way

that reveals a lack of control. The story is clearly

Howells' statement about "true" everyday heroism versus the

histrionic self-sacrificing heroism of romance, for the hero

of Lapham's story jumps between Lapham and a sharpshooter's

bullet by accident: "I guess he died hard." His story "had

made its impression" on his readers because it flows from

him without interference, as was the case with Penelope's

mimicry.

But Lapham, having missed the point of the conversation

concerning the fallacies of romance, inappropriately tries

to embellish his story in order "to heighten the effect his

story has produced" (189). The value of Lapham's story

rests in its "real" presentation of brotherhood among men,

in its real development of moral character through the

depiction of courage in battle, in its depiction of an

inability to seize control over one's fate; sentimentalizing
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it through artifice and heightened effects means to devalue

its "truth" and delimit a self - revelatory experience.

Howells will not allow his character to sentimentalize, for

"at the same time [Lapham] was aware of a certain want of

clearness." Like an inexperienced romanticist, always

willing to "heighten the effect" of the truth, "he had the

idea; but it floated vague, elusive, in his brain" (189).

While Howells depicts his title character as one who

consciously appropriates a businessman's persona to engage

in a larger romance related to business, he demonstrates how

other characters interpret Lapham within this same business

theater. Bartley Hubbard and Persis Lapham both define

Silas according to a stereotype of the businessman who is

unethical, "shady," and adulterous. But Howells seems to

take issue with this particular stereotype: Lapham may

consciously evade exploring his own motivations and

evaluating his own actions, but he is hardly the kind of

businessman that George Eliot's Bulstrode the Banker

represents. In short, both characters must learn to resist

perceiving Lapham as acting out a villainous role within

business theater, and in this way Howells mediates between

realism and the romance of business.

In the opening chapter, Howells introduces us to the

character of Bartley Hubbard, an unprincipled reporter with

a nose for sordid stories about the business elite of

Boston. We are to recognize that Hubbard's version of the
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contemptible and corrupt businessman simply does not apply
to Lapham. As Hubbard says ironically to Lapham, "'Your

money or your life,'" a line suggesting his internal

derision for the profit mentality of the successful

businessman of the Gilded Age (5). The Lapham family,

writes Hubbard, is of "sterling morality," a contemptuous

pun to indicate that the morality the family knows is born

of their attachment to money (7). Moreover, Hubbard

suspects Lapham of adultery. As he bemoans the fact that he

could not "let myself loose" on Lapham, he brings up the

issue of the beautiful secretary to his wife: "he had a

girl there at one of the desks that you wouldn't have let me

have within gunshot of my office. Pretty? It ain't any

name for it!" As he says this "Marcia's eyes began to

blaze, and Bartley broke out into a laugh" (23). As Hubbard

suggests, the possibility that Lapham is having an affair

with his secretary is linked to his status as a wealthy

businessman; it is as if Hubbard would like to assume the

businessman's lack of moral vigor.

During Hubbard's interview with Lapham, Howells comes

to the defense of his protagonist, contradicting this

stereotype. As the two men discuss the possible

applications of Lapham's mineral paint--on houses, boats,

trains --Hubbard says, with a sarcasm that goes undetected,

"Never tried it on the human conscience, I suppose." Lapham

responds "gravely": "'No, sir, ... I guess you want to
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keep that as free from paint as you can, if you want much

use of it. I never cared to try any of it on mine.Then

"Lapham suddenly lifted his bulk up out of his swivel chair

and led the way out into the wareroom beyond" that was

saturated with "an honest, clean, wholesome smell of oil and

paint" (14). What is significant about this scene is that

Lapham actually "rises" in the face of Hubbard's charge of

immoral business practices, an action that helps us to

define "the rise of Silas Lapham" within moral terms related

to business. Moreover, Lapham's business is "honest, clean,

wholesome," words that connote not the stereotype of

business immorality that Hubbard would like to assume, but

moral integrity, something which Hubbard, affected as his is

by the romance of business, cannot comprehend.

Like Hubbard, Persis is also critical of the apparent

immorality of the business world that so consumes her

husband. Through Persis, Howells reveals that the

relationship between the world of business and human

morality is more complex than Hubbard's stereotype will

acknowledge. After Lapham buys out his business partner,

Milton K. Rogers, she tells him that he "had better face the

truth, Silas. . . . You crowded him out. A man that had

saved you! No, you had got greedy, Silas" (45). In many

respects, Howells agrees, noting that Persis acts as

Lapham's unacknowledged conscience, she having "sense and

principle" beyond his measure. At this point, the narrator
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suggests, "Lapham could not rise" to accept and make amends

for his actions, preferring to hold to the persona of the

businessman: "He did what he could maintain to be perfectly
fair. The wrong, if any, seemed to be condoned to him,

except when from time to time his wife brought it up" (47).

His failure here is a failure to read himself, though, as

the scene with Hubbard suggests, he is certainly capable of

such a rise in moral terms.

Moreover, Persis, again like Hubbard, is initially
taken in by the stereotype of the businessman fooling around

with his secretary. When she arrives at her husband's

office, Persis, having missed her husband, notices that "a

very pretty girl sat at his desk," seeming "quite at home"

and paying "scant attention" to her. Vexed, Persis "liked

even less than the girl's good looks this domestication of

her garments in her husband's office." In a word, Persis

believes that something intangibly wrong has encroached upon

the domestic setting, which typically emphasizes marriage
and family. Gradually, she accepts the adultery plot as

factual, for "she had not the strength at the moment to

reason herself out of her unreasonableness" (309) . What

might have protected her from her own "unreasonableness,"

what might have given her strength, is the ability to read

accurately, which necessitates liberating herself from the

romance of business and the stereotype of the adulterous

businessman. At this point Persis can only accuse her
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husband of adultery and wonder if "he [is] the sort of man

to be allowed to play her false with impunity." She can

only recall "his confusion, his guilty looks" at the moment

when she confronts him with what she believes to be the

obvious.

As she returns to the office "with outrage in her

heart," she recognizes the secretary as Zerrilla, the

daughter of the man who sacrificed his life to save

Lapham's. Persis at last realizes "that her husband was to

blame for nothing but his willful, wrongheaded

kindheartedness, which her own exaction had turned into

deceit" (314). Having confronted her own misreading, for

lack of experience as a reader, Mrs. Lapham "rose up and

went out." The significance of her actions, in line with

the title of the novel, suggests a moral rise, but a rise

that also suggests that the businessman is quite capable of

"kindhearted" if "wrongheaded" Christian benevolence.

As Persis learns to separate her husband from the

stereotypes of corrupt and unfaithful businessmen, Lapham

gradually learns to shed the businessman's persona so that

he might face the indeterminate self. Essentially, he must

liberate himself from the romance, from his fiction of

character, before he may begin his search for self-

knowledge, which becomes in this novel a recognition of

unknowability and disunity, a lack of control. Howells

introduces us to the character of Rogers in the first third
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of the book and then brings him back in the last third in

order to make his point concerning self and character in and

out of romantic contexts.

Rogers represents a shadow-figure of the hero's

unacknowledged guilt, the self he avoids through his

business persona, reminding us that Lapham the businessman

has his moral lapses. As might be expected, Lapham, when

Rogers first appears in the novel, couldn't look him in

the face'" (46). But rather than merely chastise his

protagonist for his failure of moral conscience, Howells

portrays Lapham as a man who almost begrudgingly accepts

unethical business practices, condoning the wrong as an act

of business, and yet tries to be "perfectly fair." Lapham

must be willing to make an honest appraisal, a thorough

examination, of the self and his motivations.

When Rogers returns to the action of the narrative, the

results concerning Lapham's progression of character are

initially disappointing. Having entered into several wild

speculation schemes with Rogers, a move made to appease

Persis and overcome his own private sense of guilt, Lapham

tries to pull a double-cross by selling the rights to one of

Rogers' "wildcat patents," believing that the buyer was an

agent of Rogers operating in secret to buy back a now

valuable patent. What is shocking about this scene is that

Lapham does not even begin to question his actions. It is

as if the lesson on reading oneself, on the potentially
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harmful effects of self - evasion, has been lost on him. He

merely falls back into his businessman's persona.

In the very next set of scenes, however, Lapham clearly

demonstrates that he is up to the challenge of shedding his

role as businessman and of self-evaluation. Rogers returns

to offer Lapham a way out of his financial difficulties, for

which Rogers is partly to blame. Lapham, adhering to the

Howellsian message, spends a great deal of time trying to

read his shadow-adversary. But Rogers seems nearly

unreadable. His "lifeless way," "unvaried dryness,"

"impartial calm," "exterior of modest neutrality," and

"wicked omniscience"--Rogers knows when Lapham is being less

than frank--at first baffles Lapham (295, 296, 299).

When Rogers takes Lapham to a hotel room to consider a

shady business deal with two cockney-accented "Englishmen"--

they want to buy out Lapham's ruinous speculation scheme--

Lapham enters into a dark world of shady business practices.

This time, contrary to his earlier declaration of not

wanting to know people, he tries to read them "through and

through":

Lapham met the Englishman's eye, and with
difficulty kept himself from winking. Then he looked
away, and tried to find out where he stood, or what he
wanted to do. He could hardly tell. He had expected
to come into that room and unmask Rogers, and have it
over. But he had unmasked Rogers without any effect
whatever, and the play had only begun. He had a
whimsical and sarcastic sense of its being very
different from the plays at the theater. He could not
get up and go away in silent contempt; he could not
tell the Englishmen that he believed them a pair of
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scoundrels and should have nothing to do with them; he
could no longer treat them as innocent dupes. He
remained baffled and perplexed .... (300)

For a moment the theater of the situation almost has Lapham.

He would like to understand himself as a character in a

play, part of the romance of business, that he knows little

about but thinks he can master. This notion he resists ("he

kept himself from winking"), but he cannot "rise" above the

scene, either, and "go away in silent contempt." He is

momentarily trapped as a member of both the audience and

cast watching the play unfold around him as he acts within

it--it is a self - reflexive experience that reveals a loss of

self-control. Finally, he "jumped to his feet" (rises) and

turns down their offer. The text hints that Lapham has

gauged the scene correctly when "the other Englishman" says,

"'We're pressed for time ourselves, and we hoped for an

answer--'oped for a hanswer,' he corrected himself."

The whole scene, then, had been a play, a clever ruse

on the part of actors, and Lapham, by refusing to play

along, demonstrates to himself that he is an ethical

businessman after all. He may resist playing parts in the

romance of business to engage in acts at once revealing and

deconstructive. Lapham's final decision, however, does not

relieve him of guilt. As Rogers leaves the Lapham

residence, crying "You've ruined me! . . . God help my poor

wife," the narrator comments that "this was his reward for

standing firm for right and justice to his own destruction:
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to feel like a thief and a murderer" (306) . Referring back

to his remarks to Tom Corey aboard the passenger boat,

Lapham has "found himself out" (he is his own audience) and

he "hasn't been found to be so very bad." Financially, it

is "all up with him," but he has just begun to understand.

The businessman has proven himself capable of self-

examination, even at the cost of his own personal fortune.

But "standing firm for right and justice to his own

destruction" comes with a great deal of personal self-doubt

and turmoil. As he looks back upon his complete business

collapse in a conversation with Sewell, Lapham replies to

Sewell's question as to whether or not he has "any regrets"

about not selling to the Englishmen:

'Well, it don't always seem as if I done it. . . .

Seems sometimes as if it was a hole opened for me, and
I crept out of it. I don't know,' he added
thoughtfully, biting the corner of his stiff mustache.
'I don't know as I should always say it paid; but if I
done it, and the thing was to do over again, right in
the same way, I guess I should have to do it. (336-337)

Lapham's lines suggest that the business world has not

completely outstripped the capacity of the businessman's

morality to contain its excesses.

My reading here takes issue with that advanced by

Walter Benn Michaels in his book. The Gold Standard and the

Logic of Naturalism.16 Michaels argues that "the goal of

realism, literary and moral, is to minimize excess,"

represented in literary sentimentalism and capitalism.

Howells' novel, in pronouncing an agrarian vision through
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the ending, presents a "fundamentally . . . anticapitalist

vision of the world" (Michaels 38, 41). Whereas I would

agree that much of realism finds itself in opposition to the

advancing corporate economy during the latter half of the

nineteenth century, Silas Lapham does not completely eschew

the world of business. In a word, though Lapham Howells

manages a compromise with the romance of business, pulling

his protagonist out of business theater while defending the

integrity of at least one businessman, who learns to shed

his persona to achieve a perhaps stronger understanding of

self. He achieves this while maintaining an interest "in

the vaster enterprise" of the paint business, signifying

that he has moved from entrepreneurial to corporate

capitalism (333). Indeed, Lapham can say that "he had come

out with clean hands" and no regrets.

The ending, moreover, is ambiguous in its portrayal of

self, as if Howells indicates that Lapham's commitment to

self-discovery may differ from the needs of romance-oriented

readers. Lapham is not fully in control of his actions,

for his words ("it don't always seem as if I done it" and "I

guess I should have to do it") suggest that his actions came

without conscious choice, a scenario that squares with the

pragmatist philosophy that holds faith in the universality

of moral and ethical behavior.17 Moreover, they suggest

that a unified sense of self is not to be had. Lapham's

vernacular, his inarticulate expressions, expose the fact
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that he is no longer under the spell of romance. Outside of

the business world, back in the country, he has been taken

out of his own hands, and into the hands of others to judge

his actions. What he feared on the passenger boat has

become reality: it is all up with him, but he seems content

with the price of self-fragmentation.18

Of course, it is up to the reader to grasp this. We

are to put aside the plot formulas and literary stereotypes

that relate to the businessman. We are to understand that

the search for self-knowledge is also the discovery of an

indeterminate self. We are to end the misreadings that have

been the result of romance. Altogether, then, Silas Lapham

defends the morality of the businessman as a way to

counteract the effects of romance on our perceptions of self

and other.

Notes
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8. The letter is printed in The Rise of Silas Laoham: An
Authoritative Text. 330. Having faith in the reader was no
easy task for Howells. He typically vacillated between, on
the one hand, unquestioned faith in the reader's desire for
a thorough self-examination, and, on the other, pessimistic,
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audience. In a letter to his publisher, James Osgood,
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"something farcical and comical." True to his realist
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Life in Letters of William Dean Howells, edited by Mildred
Howells, Volume 1 (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran
& Company, 1928) 361-362.
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felt that the factual world he was portraying was a world
that could be believed in, a world, with all its
imperfections, which was permeated with morality; and he
believed that the purpose of his fiction was to portray that
morality and, by picturing it, to help men to understand it"
(153). As early pragmatists, realist writers turned away
from the kind of fixed moral principles and absolutes that
Howells associated with the romanticistic novel, for they
offered false assumptions about the way the world operated
according to moral principles that ultimately deceived
unsophisticated readers and exalted the moralistic author.
Howells positioned himself above such conceit. The idea was
to allow "the noise of facts" to speak for themselves in a
laboratory setting wherein hope and faith in the instinctive
morality of humankind will prevail over the iniquity of
despair.

18. My reading here, as before, takes issue with Kaplan's.
Kaplan understands the ending as dissolving into issues of
unknowability of character. Lapham's return to Vermont is a
return to a "mythical" place that symbolizes Howells' need
to remove this unknowable character from the city and so
preserve the notion that an author may bring together a
fractured and divisive society. I argue, in counterpoint,
that Lapham's sense of not knowing himself in precise terms
indicates that Howells merely wishes to indicate to his
readers what awaits them once extricated from romantic
contexts. In a word, the ending is Howells' invitation to
the readers to experience what Lapham experiences at his
Vermont farm.



CHAPTER 4

NOT BY BREAD ALONE:
JAMES AND THE USHERING OF THE AMERICAN

In his introduction to the 1907 revision of The

American. Henry James, at this stage in his career a veteran

author of realist fiction, reflects upon the first edition

written thirty years earlier. In a bemused tone, he notes

that he "had been plotting arch-romance without knowing it"

(Art of the Novel 25) .1 He is, of course, disingenuous with

this phrasing. The readily available interpretation is that

romance had crept silently, surreptitiously into his

narrative. He was as a young writer too inexperienced to

recognize the intrusion. But as many critics point out, his

novel is replete with the melodramatic conventions of

popular romance.2 In short, the plot design and characters

of his novel suggest that he plotted romance and knew it.

We might also consider an alternative reading of

James's ambiguous phrase, one exposing his motivation for

adopting romance conventions in the first place. Putting

aside James's claim not to know, we realize that he merely

puns on "plotting." That is, he undertook a nefarious

scheme, a conspiracy of sorts against his readers,

obliging and teasing those who crave romantic formulations.

Ill
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Throughout this chapter, I adopt this second reading as

a basis for interpreting the novel. In The American James

questions and critiques a reader's desires for romance plots

and stock characters in novels as ways to interpret and

frame human experience. Through the character of

Christopher Newman, an American tourist evidently out-of-

place amid the theatricality of Parisian high society, James

dramatizes the process by which we plot and replot our lives

as romances. With each reading and rereading we struggle to

create for ourselves a sense of personal unity, self-

control, and order, a comfortable delusion of self-

determinacy that each new plot, each new reading can only

temporarily provide. James guides us as Newman inhabits

various fictional guises--sometimes self-consciously,

sometimes not--within several theatrical or plotted

contexts. In each persona, Newman ultimately faces the

self - deconstructing ambiguities of perception that such

role-playing is meant to conceal and control. Thus James

asks that his readers reconsider their own romances of

experience. He "plots arch-romance" so that we might

understand our investment in romantic conventions as a way

to provide unity and a sense of order to our universe, so

that we might glimpse the chaos of self that lies beyond the

formulae.3

The chapter consists of two sections. In the first, I

show that James questions the desirability of a fiction of
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character basic to our everyday lives: the American. In so

doing, he compels us to embrace a definition of self that

resists the romantic delusion of national typification.

Moreover, I discuss James's critique of the self-made man of

the business world, an American romance of self personified

in the mythological figure of Benjamin Franklin.

In the second section, I consider several plots

operating within James's narrative, plots not "arch¬

romantic" necessarily, but indulging in the heightened and

sensational effects of Gothic and chivalric literature.

These plots derive from Choderlos de Lacios's Les Liaisons

Dangereuses and Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher." A

participant in these plotted contexts, Newman attempts to

engage in their theatrics, to adopt a fiction of character

suitable to himself. But, a foreigner in a foreign land, he

can grasp neither those plots nor his role within them. As

part of his investment in romance, he periodically endures

moments of self - revelation that force him to face the

bewildering experience of disorder and ambiguity, a loss of

self - control.

As a final note, I return to James's ambiguous phrase

to interpret it yet again. His line comes with a certain

self - reflexivity that has hitherto gone unacknowledged in

the criticism. That is, by revealing that he has

unwittingly engaged in romance plots, James tells us in his

own cryptic way that he, like his hero, shares in a larger
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national consciousness. He is what the novel promises to

discuss: the American.

I

Throughout his novel, James engages us in a thorough

reconsideration of our investment in fictions of character

based on national type and mythology.4 The title, for

example, seemingly a declaration of fact, an investment in

the romance of "Americanness," could be interpreted as to

subvert its own signification. First serialized in the year

that Americans celebrated their centennial, the novel

ostensibly makes the case for a unified and unproblematic

American identity, the definite article in the title

connoting a certainty of national type that derives from its

singularity. James's readers must have freely indulged in

such an interpretation, wishing to define their nation's

distinguishing qualities, to claim a uniqueness of character

elevating them in status above foreigners. But the title

holds a potential for irony. The very text that bears the

name of its primary audience is itself a fiction, a fiction

given to romance at that. We might say that "the American"

is a fictional identity, every bit as imaginary as the

content of the novel.

Even the protagonist's name, "Christopher Newman," in

its allowance for both allegorical and ironic readings,

speaks to the issue of fictions of national type and prompts

readers to reconsider their investment in them. Is he
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really a "new man"? Does his Americanness distinguish him

from other men? Does his national experience, as signified

in the name "Christopherfor Christopher Columbus --make

him any different? Or does the European background of his

name mean that he is just another variant on the European?

Is James simply giving readers the identity they desire in

order to mock this desire for self-assertion?

The novel's opening pages further problematize for the

reader's benefit the notion of a readily identifiable

national character. James begins with bold declarations of

fact. "The discriminating observer," he suggests, upon

first sighting Newman, "might have felt a certain humorous

relish of the almost ideal completeness with which he filled

out the national mold." Newman stands as "a powerful

specimen of an American" (34). James's description of this

specimen sounds like an odd combination between the art

critic and the phrenologist. There is even a pedantic tone

to his voice. Newman, he writes, has the "very well-formed

head," the "bold, well-marked arch" in his nose, and "the

flat jaw and sinewy neck which are frequent in the American

type."

Soon James's style becomes wryly humorous in this

circuitous description of his fellow countryman.5 The face

of this fine American specimen, he continues, is

distinguished by "that typical vagueness which is not

vacuity, that blankness which is not simplicity, that look
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of being committed to nothing in particular,"

characteristics that make it like "many American faces"

(35). How can we possibly fathom such a description? Vague

but not vacuous? Blank but not simple? Newman's face is

vague in its vagueness, and blank in its blankness. It is

thoroughly nondescript: he represents everything, but

without representing anything in particular. Is he at all

distinctive? Should we feel slighted? His face, in this

light, evinces no true character at all, a notion that

undermines the very idea of its defining the self according

to national typification. It is only the narrator's

insistence that it does that motivates readers not to take

James at his word.

Other parts of this humorously vague description of

Newman engage in similar self -deconstructive acts that

readers are to acknowledge. Newman's "eye," says James,

"chiefly told his story," for "it was full of contradictory

suggestions; and though it was by no means the glowing orb

of a hero of romance, you could find in it almost anything

you looked for" (35). The passage's mockery rests in its

pun. Newman's "I," contradictory and thoroughly unromantic,

presents a sort of tabula rasa for readers to read anything

into they like. It is precisely this "vagueness" that

separates him from the hero of romance, whose "glowing orb,"

a combination of frankness and cautiousness as well, would,

presumably, lend significance to his countenance. Heroes of
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romance possess this sort of significance. Their faces

reveal true character. But this American protagonist, the

author muses, is not of this genre.6

Nonetheless, James provides the opportunity for us to

enact our own romance of character concerning the American

type. That is, we may reread Newman in a way that suits our

tastes. As James says, by looking at Newman's face the

reader may discover that all "decision, salubrity, jocosity,

prosperity, seem to hover within his call." Newman "is

evidently a practical man, but the idea, in his case, has

undefined and mysterious boundaries, which invite the

imagination to bestir itself on his behalf" (36). We may, in

short, engage in our own imaginative participation,

providing this consummate American face with the

significance, the romance it so desperately lacks. James

assumes that it is the reader's desire to do so. We may

dismiss the fiction of character, or we may embrace it: the

decision is ours.

As he permits us to negotiate between the romance of an

identifiable national type and its thorough undoing, James

also asks that we consider another form of romance so basic

to image of "the American": the myth of the self-made man

idealized in the public figure of Benjamin Franklin.7

Throughout his novel, James makes reference to Franklin's

autobiography and to his public persona. As James tells us,

if Newman "did not, like Dr. Franklin in Philadelphia, march
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along the street munching a penny loaf, it was only because

he had not the penny loaf necessary to the performance" (53,

see also 173, 217, and 222). The operative term is

"performance." It suggests that this deeply American

archetype amounts to role-playing, to a fiction of

character.

In the context of Parisian high society, such

nationalistic performances seem comically awkward and

ineffectual. James suggests that the basic American

archetype amounts to self-delusion. Consider the scene in

which Newman informs Valentin de Bellegarde of his proposal

of marriage to his sister, Claire, an offer that in

aristocratic circles seems rude in its presumption and

abruptness. The Frenchman exclaims, "'Already!' And the

young man gave a whistle. "Time is money!" Is that what you

say in America?'" (173). Valentin's expression is apt.

Newman's hasty proposal has reduced his sister to the level

of venture capital. His Franklinian ideology has

transformed her into an investment opportunity one cannot

afford to waste for idleness.

Too much "the American," too heavily invested in the

archetype, Newman misses Valentin's comic irony, as readers

are to understand. As he says in business-like fashion,

"'She did not accept my offer,'" to which Valentin

cryptically replies, "'She couldn't, you know, in that way,"

without telling to what "way" he is referring. Valentin
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interprets Newman according to the archetype to point out

its inadequacy within a different cultural context. That is

James's joke: in Paris, the mythic-romance of the self-made

man, moral in his very pursuit of his business interests, is

strictly in bad taste. Newman may miss the point, but

readers should take it into account.

Other scenes demonstrating Newman's investment in the

romance of the Franklinian self-made man encourage readers

to question their own investment. As Newman says, "my

specialty has been to make the largest possible fortune in

the shortest possible amount of time" (time is money).

James goes on to comment that he "made this last remark very

deliberately; he wished to open the way, if it were

necessary, to an authoritative statement of his means"

(185). Here again Newman chooses to define himself in the

same old American way: according to his wealth, to his rise

in economic status, which he associates with qualities of

virtue and morality that make him a suitable mate for

Claire. As Newman says, "I miss my business activity. You

see, I began to earn my living when I was almost a baby,"

and until recently "I have never had my hand off the plow.

Elegant leisure comes hard" (186). That is, Newman again

asserts himself to resemble the Franklinian self-made man:

work hard, work always, avoid leisure at all costs, and your

work shall be moral and self-fulfilling.
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But as Newman defines himself according to the American

ideal, the other guests of the de Bellegardes respond "with

a profound silence of some moments" (186). For the French,

such devotion to a national identity seems absurd. Leisure

amounts to serious business among the French aristocracy.

It is a way of life that has been cultivated into an art

form, and it defines one's morality, or at least one's

intellectual capacity. Of course, readers, privy to James's

description of the "profound silence," are to understand the

inadequacy of the national model when placed in this foreign

cultural context.8

In still other scenes, James pokes fun at

stereotypical, nationalistic constructions of American

selves through the French. Much is made throughout the text

of Newman's preferring not to smoke. As James tells us,

Newman "never smoked. He had been assured . . . that cigars

were excellent for the health, and he was quite capable of

believing it." Still he "knew as little about tobacco as

about homoeopathy" (35). The assurances, one might imagine,

are used to justify the smoking of cigars as the act of a

gentleman. But Newman, a sort of naive puritan, simply

fails to grasp the gist of the phrase.

The French, who in this text almost always smoke, show

a jocular respect for this puritan quality. It serves as an

opportunity for some good, clean fun. The duchess, Madame

d'Outreville, asks Newman if it was true that he has founded
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a city in America and might be even wealthier "if you didn't

grant lands and houses free of rent to all newcomers who'll

pledge themselves never to smoke cigars" (258). As Leon

Edel points out, "this concept of the marriage of feudalism

with puritanism is but one of the ironic ways in which James

keeps the play of comedy constant" (Edel, 258). But more to

the point, the comedy is directed at the American type and

presented for the benefit of the American reader. We laugh

at ourselves, or at an exaggeration of ourselves. Thus we

engage in a self -deconstructive activity, undermining our

national mythology.

An identifiable and "powerful specimen of the American

type," a man self-made according to the Franlinian model,

Newman endures a revelatory experience that momentarily

forces him to face the sense of indeterminacy attendant upon

self-evaluation. The "American's" discomfort is also the

reader's. Wanting to avenge a business associate's "very

mean trick" against him, Newman, having fallen asleep inside

a New York City hack, awakens "from a kind of reverie, with

the most extraordinary feeling in the world--a mortal

disgust" for his vengeful intentions. Loathing his place in

the world of business, "greasy" and "dirty" like the hack

that carries him, he insists that his awakening "took place

quite independently of my will, and I sat watching it as if

it were a play at the theatre." He defines his out-of-

character experience as a loss of self-control: "I could
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feel it going on inside of me. You may depend upon it that

there are things going on inside of us that we understand

mighty little about" (57) .9

The episode speaks to the model of the self-made man,

and to its undoing. As a man who has made his fortune

according to the archetype of Benjamin Franklin, Newman at

last must come to terms with this personal romance. An

exemplification of the rags - to - riches rise-to-power that

Franklin symbolizes--a national mythology of self that is

reinforced in the novels of Horatio Alger--he is witness to

an out - of - character experience that subverts the

archetype.10 To be sure, he does maintain some

responsibility for the self. For he suggests here that he

may be both actor and director, able to act within the play

and watch the play at the same time. He may perceive

himself as character from the vantage point of a member of

the audience. But he finds that all along he has had little

control over the character that the business world has

provided for him, and little comprehension of the self that

lies beyond the character.

A double-bind emerges as a result of Newman's epiphany.

Even as Newman realizes that he has the capacity to resist

the "dirty" and "greasy" world of business, in which one

avenges "mean tricks" by playing tricks of his own, he must

also confront a sense of self-loss. Even as he credits

himself for doing the moral thing, he cannot honestly say
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that he consciously directed his actions. Only when his

actions are taken from his own hands can he function

according to what is apparently the role of the virtuous

"self-made man," who is not self-made at all but merely a

character within the theater of the business world.

Newman, however, fancies that he may eventually

understand and control these self - revelatory experiences, a

notion that James undermines through irony. For Tristram,

who has listened patiently to Newman's story, the message of

a complete lack of self-control, of the possibility of being

taken out of one's hands, is frightening: "Jupiter! you

make my flesh creep!" (57). But Newman, now thoroughly

"sick of business," feels "a new man inside my old skin,

and I longed for a new world" in which to explore that "new

man" (57). Christopher Newman, a name that refers to the

discovery of the new world and the concept of a new man who

might reside there, of course remains unaware of the pun he

has just made. That is, as he states his intention to delve

into himself, seeking a way to self-control and self-

knowledge, he cannot seem to interpret and control his own

language. This characteristic points to his inability

toward self-evaluation beyond national identity. The

passage also contains the obvious irony that Newman

"discovers" his "new man" in the Old World.

Readers, of course, are to recognize the pun, even if

Newman does not. We are to recognize, as well, Newman's
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investment in the fiction of character that business theater

has to offer, a character based on an archetype that is

deeply American. Newman's circumstance, in a word, reflects

the larger American circumstance. The question is, will we

acknowledge the loss of control, the sense of indeterminacy

and uncertainty, once we extricate ourselves from the

romance? Or will we hold to the fiction of character of the

American business archetype?

II

As James asks us to reconsider our investment in the

romance of the American type, he places his protagonist in

the context of a different sort of romance, that of French

society. Newman feels awkward within the mysterious and

theatrical world of the French elite. He catches himself

unwittingly playing parts in romances he cannot completely

fathom, because such plots lie beyond his national

experience. Through Newman, James incorporates romantic

formulations into the experience of reading his novel. We

watch and empathize with Newman as he works continually to

re-evaluate the plots and the characters as the story

progresses, though he never quite understands that story.

As I will show in this section, readers, always privy to

James's commentary, likewise (re)read and reconstruct the

romance for themselves.

The Paris that James creates teases readerly desires

for fictions of character to manage everyday experience.
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References related to plot and plotting, artifice and plays,

character and playing parts, and theater and stage occur

frequently in The American to define the Parisian society

Newman temporarily inhabits. Characters talk of playing

roles and parts, of watching plays take place in ordinary,

daily settings, of feeling outside the plot (and wanting to

get inside), or of simply not understanding the plot

altogether and their position within it. Some characters

are accused of plotting against others, while others are

said to be the victims of a highly theatrical social

universe that emphasizes intense plotting and play-acting.

All plots and plays and scenes are typically dramatized as

artificial, and all characters and actors are participants

in the artifice.

From the start, James defines Newman's position with

regard to Parisian theater as that of one who "has never

read a romance" but unwittingly engages in romantic play.

James also positions his readers to watch silently as this

play unfolds before their eyes. At the Louvre, inspecting

the paintings at his leisure but "rather baffled on the

aesthetic question," Newman notices a "little copyist,"

Mademoiselle Noemie Nioche. James tells us that "the

cultivation of the fine arts appeared to necessitate, to her

mind, a great deal of by-play, a great standing off with

folded arms and head drooping from side to side, stroking of

a dimpled chin with a dimpled hand" (36). The rather
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obvious motions, James tells us, are little "performances"

and pretensions meant to deceive Newman into thinking her to

be a capable artist. It works like a charm. Newman, unwise

to the part he plays, confuses the stereotypical role of the

artist with actual artistic talent. When he asks,

"combien?", James again notes that "the young lady's

aptitude for playing a part at short notice was remarkable"

(37) .

At this point James has his fun with his socially naive

protagonist. He ironically compliments Newman for being

"intelligent." Despite the fact that he knows almost no

French, Newman "apprehended, by a natural instinct, the

meaning of the young woman's phrase, and it gratified him to

think that she was so honest" in her assessment of the

painting's value. She requires an exorbitant fee, though it

is a decidedly amateurish reproduction, of course. Newman

is thoroughly deceived by the young actress: "Beauty,

talent, virtue; she combined everything!" (38). Here again

he is far from the truth. Noemie may possess "beauty," but

talent as an artist is not among her strengths. Nor for

that matter is virtue. Her "talent" in this scene lies in

her performance, her ability to play the part of the

talented artist, her ability to take the unwitting actor for

more than her talent is worth.

In still other scenes, James capably demonstrates that

Newman, thoroughly taken in by performances, lacks the
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understanding of theater necessary to fulfill the subtleties

his role demands. As he pursues Claire de Cintre's hand in

marriage, he again finds that his vast experience in the

theater of the American business world is of little value

within this new and strikingly different Parisian theater.

At a dinner party at the house of de Bellegarde, amid the

most socially influential among the French, Newman feels

once again "as if he were at the play, and as if his own

speaking would be an interruption; sometimes he wished he

had a book to follow the dialogue" (147). But the play is

one to which he has had little or no exposure.

He soon realizes that the theatrical world of French

society is beneficial to those who understand how to act

within it, those who demonstrate their mastery of artifice.

For example, he notices that Claire moves almost flawlessly

within the theater of social refinement that defines the

world of the de Bellegarde family. Claire, in his mind, is

"part of the play that he was seeing acted, quite as much as

her companions; but how she filled the stage, and how much

better she did it!" (147).

Having designed his protagonist as a thoroughly

unsophisticated actor, James again pokes fun at him. In

this way he exposes for our benefit and amusement Newman's

glaring insufficiencies within theatrical contexts, allowing

us to question his investment in this unfamiliar romance.

After only limited exposure to de Bellegarde family theater,
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Newman nonetheless fancies himself an accomplished actor.

Having agreed upon terms of marriage to Claire with the de

Bellegarde elders, he attempts to deliver his finest

performance and thus please his in-laws and bride-to-be:

He looked at Madame de Cintre, but she was not
looking at him. If his personal self-consciousness had
been of a nature to make him constantly refer to her,
as the critic before whom, in company, he played his
part, he might have found it a flattering proof of her
confidence that he never caught her eyes resting upon
him. It is a reflection Newman did not make, but we
may nevertheless risk it, that in spite of this
circumstance she probably saw every movement of his
little finger. (274)

Newman is like the actor who is undirected and obviously

uncomfortable playing his part; Claire becomes, to his mind,

sympathetic critic, audience, and fellow performer.

But the narrator, who defines our own perceptions with

the use of "we, 11 mocks Newman with comical understatement

--"we may nevertheless risk it"--and lets us know that his

belief that he has given a fine performance is unfounded in

fact. In a sense, this scene that examines the

theatricality of aristocratic living empowers all three--

Claire, the narrator, and the reading audience. Yet it

draws power away from Newman, who is bungling and

unsophisticated here.

Moreover, James articulates a readerly position that

permits us to witness characters negotiating between

fictional identities. Claire, in the scene above, is both

actress and audience member, playing parts and
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observing/judging performances, negotiating herself between

romance character and a presumably more real situation

beyond the romance. As for Newman, his position here

reflects his earlier one in the New York City hack. He is

both actor (he is in the scene itself, part of the play, if

only a minor character at this point, a foil) and audience

(he is watching the play unfold from a distance).

Valentin de Bellegarde refers to this positioning.

Upon hearing of Newman's intentions to marry his sister, he

says, "I shall be actor, so far as I can, as well as

spectator" (161) . This, then, becomes the dual role that

characters in this novel must occupy to survive in the

romance of Parisian society. One is both actor and audience

member, character and reader. The characters move the plot

forward and watch from a distance to make sure the play does

not overwhelm them.

Having positioned readers to examine characters self¬

consciously negotiating between fictional roles, James

places his protagonist within several plotted contexts. As

many critics have demonstrated, James typically borrowed the

plots and characters of contemporary sensationalist fiction

to make his own work suitable for a wide public

readership.11 As Alfred Habegger tells us, in his efforts

to entertain his readers, James often employed the

melodramatic technique of 11 the secret plot," a novelistic

tendency unexpected in a writer who publicly called himself
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a realist. In The American. Portrait of a Lady, and The

Ambassadors - - to name just three of the dozen James novels

that employ this novelistic strategy--his protagonists find

themselves in mysterious circumstances wherein they function

almost blindly, with the feeling that some essential

knowledge of their world, some plot, lies just beyond their

complete comprehension. Ultimately, they uncover "the

secret plot" in time to re-evaluate themselves and previous

events in relation to it.12

James manages to inform The American's "secret plot"

with secret plots from romance. Put otherwise, the plot

that engages Christopher Newman--the guilty family secret

that Madame de Bellegarde and her son may have conspired to

murder her husband--has working within it two plots that

derive from popular sensationalist and Gothic romance,

namely Lacios' s Les Liaisons Dancrereuses and Poe's "The Fall

of the House of Usher." Nearly unread in fictional romance,

Newman never fully recognizes the existence of either.

Still, he desires to liberate himself from such plotted

confines. Through these plots, moreover, James offers his

readers opportunities to re-read the story line and

recognize the artificial quality of the romance operating

within the larger realist frame. He also provides self-

reflexive moments. We must question our own investment in

romance and fictions of character, our own self - directed
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theatricality, beyond the scope of the novel as part of

commonplace experience.

The first of these plots, the chivalric suicide duel

deriving from Lacios1s Les Liaisons Danqereuses, may not be

familiar to modern readers. Lacios's plot involves the

Vicomte de Valmont and the Marquise de Merteuil, both

professional profligates. Merteuil loves Valmont,

especially for his ability to function amorally, but Valmont

loves Madame de Tourvel, a woman he has seduced and wronged,

and whose love, therefore, he cannot have. Jealous of his

love for another, Merteuil shames him into breaking off the

affair with Tourvel, and Valmont, in a sword duel with

Danceny, allows himself to be fatally wounded, thus

committing an honorable act of suicide.

Though James does not attempt to replicate Lacios's

plot, he does borrow its suicide duel and copies the self-

evident, formulaic quality of its participants. Critics of

Lacios1s novel have noted the high degree of theatricality

that typifies the behavior of the characters. As Roseann

Runte puts it, "the characters are more than thespians in

that they write their roles before they perform them on a

stage they have carefully set themselves" (Runte, 124). In

keeping with his depiction of the French, James himself

creates characters who in those scenes related to the duel

operate as self-conscious actors, writing scripts and

performing within them.
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James has Newman unwittingly participate in the plot of

the suicide-duel by interpreting Valentin and himself

according to the chivalric model that informs it. The

Frenchman sports "a moustache as delicate as that of a page

in a romance," a pun that means both "a young attendant upon

a knight in a chivalric tale" and a leaf of a book,

suggesting Valentin's fictional quality, that he is little

more than a character in a romance novel. Newman,

apparently, is the knight pursuing the maiden Claire.

As James tells us, Newman always tries to make

something more of Valentin, something romantic, an action

that conforms to the self-conscious fictionality of Lacios1s

novel. Essentially, Valentin steps out of the chivalric

genre:

To Newman, Bellegarde was the ideal Frenchman, the
Frenchman of tradition and romance, so far as our hero
was acquainted with these mystical influences.
Gallant, expansive, amusing ... a master of all the
distinctively social virtues ... a devotee of
something mysterious and sacred to which he
occasionally alluded . . . which was simply the
beautiful though somewhat superannuated image of
honour. (143)

In a way, Newman adopts here the position that other

characters seem to enjoy. He is again actor and spectator,

author and role-player.

James will not allow Newman to engage in this dual

position without personal cost. Having defined Valentin and

himself as knights of romance, Valentin, to Newman's

astonishment, readily conforms to the role by reenacting a
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plot similar to that of Lacios's work. That is, he

initiates a suicide duel when he challenges Stanislas Kapp

for Noemie's love, the rugged and manly Kapp being obviously

more than a match for the physically weak Valentin.

Some characters in this play find their roles to be

empowering. As the rival suitors trade threats, Noemie

adopts the role of the fair maiden, mostly because of the

enviable and powerful position such a role provides her in

French society: "'M. Kapp, turn him out; or, M. de

Bellegarde, pitch him into the pit, into the

orchestra--anywhere!" Clearly, she revels in the

theatricality: "I don't care who does which, so long as you

make a scene'" (306). This "scene," and the duelling scene

to come, rewards Noemie with the distinction of ladyhood.

As she explains to Newman, "'They can't come off without

crossing swords. A duel--that will give me a push! . . .

C'est ca qui pose une femme'" (That is the thing which makes

a woman, 302). Like Claire in previous scenes, Noemie finds

it to her advantage to play a character in a romantic text

and self-consciously guide men to make a scene.

Newman fancies that such fictions of character can

easily be discarded, though he finds that the larger romance

operating, the suicide - duel, is beyond his control and

comprehension. As he says to Valentin, "Your duel itself is

a scene . . . that's all it is. It's a wretched theatrical

affair. Why don't you take a band of music with you
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outright? It's d--d barbarous and it's d--d corrupt, both"(309). But Valentin is committed to his character, one that

is cultivated in its chivalry and barbarous and corrupt in

its theatricality. Despite his acknowledgement that Kapp is

the more capable dueler, he insists on acting in character.

Newman reduces the romance to blatant acts of self-

empowerment. As he says of Noemie, "Blast that girl!"

(310) .

James gives complexity to Valentin's position within

the suicide - duel. For one thing, Valentin values his manly

chivalric role. For him, being a character in this

particular play, duelling, "has a kind of picturesque charm

which in this age of vile prose seems to me greatly to

recommend it. It's a remnant of a higher-tempered time"

(309). He is, indeed, Newman's chivalric page in a romance.

Moreover, James adds an interesting ambiguity to

Valentin's role as one who, like Valmont, pursues the love

of a woman he cannot have. We are not sure as to who that

woman is, Noemie or his sister, Claire. Valentin, for

mysterious reasons, "cannot marry." In response to his

sister's query of how he manages bachelorhood, he says,

"I arrange it by adoring you, my sister ..."
"Adore some one whom you can marry," said Newman.
Valentin was on the threshold; he looked back for

a moment, with a face that had turned grave.
"I adore some one I can't marry!" (250)

Later, after Valentin says, "'Je suis triste'" (I am sad),

Newman asks, "'Is it about the lady you said the other night
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that you adored but couldn't marry?1" Valentin responds,

"'Did I really say that? It seemed to me afterwards that

the words had escaped me.'" He admits that "'before Claire

it was bad taste. But I felt gloomy as I spoke, and I feel

gloomy still'" (267).

The scenes suggest that Valentin perhaps harbors an

unspoken motivation for participating in the suicide duel.

Ostensibly, he is talking of Noemie, a woman he cannot have

until he proves his valor through the duel. In this sense

as well, he suggests that his love for Noemie is destined

for tragedy because she comes from the lower-class, a class

difference reflecting Newman's and Claire's circumstance.

But the scenes leave open the possibility that Valentin is

talking about his sister, thus intimating incestuous desire.

His suicide duel now takes on new meaning: he sacrifices

himself as punishment for his incestuous desires through the

guise of desiring Noemie. Gravely wounded in the duel, he

has sacrificed himself knowing that he has acted out a

scene, a theatrical tradition complete with props (pistols),

that serves to benefit the fair lady, in this case Noemie,

or perhaps his sister and her American suitor.

We should also consider that the romance operating in

these scenes, one that is self-consciously fictional and

seemingly determinate, has its basis in historical

experience as well.13 Robert Nye's wide-ranging study of

honor in nineteenth-century France indicates that Valentin's
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role-playing conforms to this primarily masculine code. As

Nye tells it, duels and invocations of extra-legal points

d1honneur occurred frequently during the French Third

Republic of the latter half of the nineteenth century, the

time and setting of the action of The American. Among the

most violent of these duels were the "serious duels" enacted

to resolve male competition "for the favors of a woman, as

in popular melodramas or travesties of the wild west" (Nye,

201). The "ethos of the modern duel," as Nye defines it,

did not contain itself to the elite, but crossed over class

and social boundaries "because it depended on a conception

of masculinity that all men possessed as males," a

conception that typically reasserted for men control over

reproduction and definitions of sex (215) .14

James's novel adds complexity to Nye1s depiction of

this historical practice. Indeed, James shows in these

scenes how male duelling theatrics actually work to subvert

the masculine hegemony and enable woman's power. Valentin

and Kapp operate according to an honor code that ostensibly

privileges male identity fashioning. They hope to establish

themselves as men through their very theatricality. But as

Noemie and Newman's lines above suggest, she has as much if

not more to gain than the two duelers. After all, such an

affair of honor is on her behalf, a point that the

historical reading does not adequately take into account.

Indeed, as Newman and Noemie point out, the duel contains a
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certain irony: Valentin's romance of manliness (his honor)

unmans him as well as kills him.

As he constructs characters who self-consciously act

out romantic roles, James forces his readers to face the

determinacy of emplotment in romances. Upon arriving at

Valentin's death bed, Newman "took mechanically from his

hand a small volume which the surgeon recommended as a help

to wakefulness, and which turned out to be an old copy of

'Les Liaisons Dangereuses'" (332). Newman, being foreign,

does not understand the his own investment in romance, and

merely reads along.

Valentin, however, has understood his role perfectly.

By creating and conforming to his own version of the role of

Valmont from Les Liaisons Dangereuses, Valentin has also

conformed to the customs of his culture, customs that

require fictions of character approximating literary texts.

He has been self-consciously acting in two theaters at once.

Indeed, Valentin, as Newman has thought all along, really is

"a page out of romance," for he has both scripted his demise

and acted according to the script.

Finally, through this scene, James appeals to his

readers to reconstruct the events thus far and to recognize

the romance that has taken place. We are to acknowledge

what Newman cannot: the characters have been acting

according to roles prescribed in romance, and romance

conforms to and participates in the everyday living of the
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French. We accept romance and fictions of character as part

of human experience and recognize Valentin's commitment to

role-playing in ourselves. We see the cost of conforming to

romance as well.

While he positions Newman as character and spectator

inside a chivalric plot, James also envelops him in the

theater of Gothic romance. To heighten the gothic and

melodramatic qualities of his narrative, James appropriates

scenes and characters from Poe's "The Fall of the House of

Usher." As before, he reveals his protagonist to be

uncertain as to how to act. For Newman does not completely

understand the gothic elements that surround him. He only

feels himself caught inside a plotted context that takes on

a momentum of its own, directing him to act in ways he does

not comprehend. As before, James guides us as we watch

Newman struggle within his character. Ultimately all face

the chaos of self that such role-playing was meant to

conceal.

In the several descriptions of the two houses of de

Bellegarde, James reveals the Poesque influences motivating

his gothic theater. Valentin tells Newman that the family

de Bellegarde consists of "'very strange people . . . Old

trees have crooked branches, old houses have queer cracks.

old races have odd secrets. Remember that we are eight

hundred years old!'" (162-163, emphasis mine). One wonders

if Newman should really want to become part of a house,
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properly addressed by the name of its owner, with "queer

cracks" and a race with "odd secrets." Through Newman's

discourse, James heightens the theatricality surrounding the

de Bellegarde estate. Newman says to Mrs. Tristram that "it

is like something in a play . . . that dark old house over

there looks as if wicked things had been done in it" (121) .

Over and again, the narrator describes the houses as

though something out of a Poe story. The de Bellegarde

country estate

rose from an island in the circling stream, so that
this formed a perfect moat, spanned by a two-arched
bridge without a parapet. The dull brick walls, which
here and there made a grand straight sweep, the ugly
little cupolas of the wings, the deep-set windows, the
long steep pinnacles of mossy slate, all mirrored
themselves in the quiet water. (345-346)

Newman takes the chance "to reflect that it was a melancholy

place of residence" (346) . Reflecting in the water, with its

metaphorical queer crack, the house, much like the house of

Usher, is "an evil-looking place to live in" (361). Claire

explains to Newman, in nothing short of Poesque terms, that

"there's a curse upon the house; I don't know what--I don't

know why--don't ask me. We must all bear it" (353) .

Moreover, James borrows from Poe's Roderick and

Madeline to define the pair of Valentin and Claire. Both

sets are like twins. As James makes clear, Valentin's face

"strongly resembled that of Madame de Cintre" (80, see also

127, 135). Valentin's apartment resembles Roderick's

study. It is a "low, dusky" place, "contracted and crowded
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with bric-a-brac," having "faded tapestries" that drape the

doorways. It is, indeed, Poesque, with "a curtained recess

with a sheet of looking-glass in which, among the shadows,

you could see nothing." In this "damp, gloomy place,"

Newman finds puzzling "the obstructive and fragmentary

character of the furniture" (144).

We might also understand Valentin's earlier intimations

of incestuous desire in this context. Like Roderick, he

wants his sister. As he says to Newman, "Je suis triste,"

we are, in this new context, now reminded of "The Mad Trist"

by Sir Lancelot Canning. No wonder why he tells Newman that

he "feels gloomy."

James has Claire fill Madeline's role nicely. After

Valentin's death, Claire's appearance is "pale,

heavy-browed, almost haggard . . . and her touch was

lifeless" (347). And finally, with Claire's self - internment

at the Carmelite convent, Newman cries, "'Madame de Cintre

is buried alive . . . The door of the tomb is at this moment

closing behind her'" (375). Unlike Madeline, however,

Claire will remain in this tomb rather than emerge to tear

down both her brother and the nearly-crumbling house.

Indeed, by containing Claire, James effectively buries this

particular romantic plot. While Roderick and the narrator

of Poe's tale become targets of a woman's revenge, James

cancels out this possibility for Newman and keeps his main
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character safely out of the way, outside the convent,

outside the gothic romance that threatens to entomb him.

James picks up the gothic themes with the introduction

of Mrs. Bread, the maid, and the revelation of the secret

plot. As Newman feels the sting of the de Bellegardes'

rejection of his plans to marry Claire, Mrs. Bread discloses

the family secret that the house matriarch, Madame de

Bellegarde, murdered her husband, providing a letter that

exposes the matriarch's guilt. That is, Mrs. Bread reveals

the gothic plot that has been just beyond Newman's

comprehension all along and provides him the chance to

fashion his role within it.

She certainly generates his interest in the idea. As

James tells us, "the most artistic of romancers could not

have been more effective" than Mrs. Bread. As for Newman,

he "made a movement as if he were turning over a page of a

novel" (383). The line recalls Newman's depiction of

Valentin as a "page in a romance." Indeed, in this gothic

portion of the novel James offers Newman the occasion to

become just that, a character in a romantic play. The

question adds a new dimension to Newman's moral dilemma:

has he learned his lesson from Valentin's experience? Does

he understand that to engage this romantic plot, to be both

audience and actor, may result in his own undoing?

James lends to Mrs. Bread a certain artificiality that

critics have found troublesome. Some believe she is
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revealing the truth, some believe she is truly a romancer.

Those who take Mrs. Bread seriously, including Leon Edel and

Peter Brooks, argue that she represents James's sudden shift

into melodrama in the last third of the novel. As Brooks

says, "Mrs. Bread shows that Newman's hypothesis of 'foul

play' is fully justified." Thus, Brooks continues, she

verifies "the presence of evil" on which the melodrama turns

(44) ,15 William Stowe, in Balzac, James, and the Realistic

Novel, argues contrarily that the episode with Mrs. Bread

"is too conventionally Gothic to be convincing" (50).

Newman's embrace of her plot reveals his "simplistic

analysis" of French society and the de Bellegarde family.

Thus James points out "the inadequacy of the American's

literal-minded brand of melodrama to account for or to deal

with events in the world" (53). The last third, according

to Stowe, becomes "the reader's analogous attempt to

understand the textual system and the dynamic nature of

interpretation in general" (55).

My position is closer to Stowe's than to Brooks's. I

argue that James intends Mrs. Bread's self-evident,

formulaic quality for the reader's benefit. She does not

need to lie for readers to understand the "dynamic nature of

interpretation." Put otherwise, James calls her a

"romancer" because to be one, to author and act in this

gothic theater, means to embrace a fiction of character.

Thus her role in this novel is entirely consistent with the
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universe James has created for us. Every character, with

the possible exception of Newman, acts on a stage he or she

creates as the action goes along. This tendency to the

theatrics of romance conceals and evades the interpretation

of self.

James teaches us as much through Newman's reaction to

the letter. At first, Newman delights acting his role in

his plot of revenge against the de Bellegardes. He relishes

"nursing his thunderbolt" and imagines the "pale upturned

faces" of the de Bellegardes "lighted in the lurid fashion,"

as he reveals his secret. Then he reverses his strategy and

drops his character in the revenge plot. James offers

several reasons why. For one thing, the de Bellegardes,

when Newman threatens to expose them, prove impervious.

They are not fooled by performances, and they recognize

Newman's to be a poor one. Monsieur de Bellegarde places

Newman in the appropriate context: "He gazed at the gilded

arabesques on the opposite wall, and then presently

transferred his glance to Newman, as if he too were a large

grotesque in a rather vulgar system of chamber decoration"

(418). In M. de Bellegarde's mind, Newman is set fully in

the gothic theater. He has become part of the scenery, part

of the play. Newman feels awkward within this

contextualization of himself.

James again gives Newman the uncomfortable feeling of

being in character in this romance. Standing before the
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convent that entombs Claire, Newman thinks that

at present [his current circumstance] was not a reality
to him. It was too strange and too mocking to be real,
it was like a page torn out of a romance, with no
context in his own experience. (402)

As in the New York City hack, Newman experiences an

epiphany. He realizes that all along he has played a part

for which he is ill-suited. He also realizes the

strangeness, the mocking sense, when trying to act according

to the tenets of a gothic romance. The revenge plot, and

his role within it, is entirely outside "his own

experience," with no real context at all.

But we must ask certain questions here that relate the

romance he played in at home in America: Does he desire

what James here defines as the "real," a world that exists

outside of theater? Or does he wish to return to the

comfortable, because familiar role of the self-made man

according to the Franklin ideal? Has he learned merely that

he cannot play a part in this particular gothic romance? Or

has he learned that he must operate outside of character

altogether to understand and interpret himself?

James offers the possibility that Newman will return to

his old character. Still operating amid the revenge plot,

Newman prepares to tell the Duchess d'Outreville of the

letter's contents, when "a singular feeling came over him--a

sudden sense of the folly of his errand. . . . Wherein

would it profit him to tell her that the Bellegardes were
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traitors and that the old lady, into the bargain, was a

murderess? He seemed morally to have turned a somersault"

(424). Put simply, in the context of gothic romance, Newman

realizes, the exposure of the letter will simply suit the

play. Moreover, Newman withholds the secrets of the de

Bellegardes because it simply will not "profit him." That

is, he has nothing to gain because she and the rest of the

family might not even care. Self-interest comes first.

In the final chapter, Newman returns to Paris after a

few months in San Francisco, and he seems to negotiate

between romantic roles. He asks if his persona as the self-

made man had not clouded his perception in the romantic

world of Parisian society. As James tell us, Newman "came

back to reality, after such reveries, with a somewhat

muffled shock." Newman, "without in the least intending it

or knowing it," tries "to read the moral of his strange

misadventure," to ask if "he was more commercial than was

pleasant" (438, 439). James, however, does not tell us

whether Newman has completely returned to the persona of the

businessman, or whether his experiences in the romance of

Parisian society has turned him against fictions of

character altogether.

To his credit, however, Newman at last exits the stage

of gothic romance, refusing to perform in an uncomfortable

because unfamiliar role any longer. Other characters,

including Mrs. Tristram, goad him on. She offers him the
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opportunity to plot yet again, to take on romantic guises:

"'You look wicked,'" she says, "'you look dangerous.'" But

Newman simply refuses to take the bait this time: "'I may

be dangerous,' he said; 'but I am not wicked. No, I am not

wicked.'" (444) . When Newman returns to his apartment,

Mrs. Bread comments that "'you struck me . . . as a man with

a plot in his head. You looked as if you were bent on some

sinister errand, and after you had left me I wondered

whether I ought to have let you go'" (447) . But Newman has

done "nothing," for he has ceased to play a role within Mrs.

Bread's romance. The opportunity to replot the play, to

engage in the fiction, he turns down.

Newman fully accepts his exterior position. As he

walks past the convent that houses Claire, James tells us

that "the barren stillness of the place seemed to be his own

release from ineffectual longing." Claire was gone forever,

"the days and years of the future would pile themselves

above her like the huge immovable slab of a tomb," and all

this was now Newman's "gratuitous dreariness" (445). The

words "barren" and "stillness" suggest a lack of power on

the part of the place and Claire herself (they also suggest

her infertility). She, unlike Madeline of Usher, is safely

housed inside her tomb, although this time it is a

self-imposed entombment. Newman's final position in regard

to the Usher plot is outside the tomb, outside the container
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of gothic romance, as much as Claire's position is squarely

within it.

Newman at first feels liberated. He basks in a sense

of self-gratification that he had performed well in the

romantic plot, for the de Bellegardes "were frightened . . .

and I have had all the vengeance I want" (449) . Though

perhaps the de Bellegardes have taken advantage of what Mrs.

Bread calls Newman's "remarkable good nature," he has

carried himself above reproach. Staying out of character,

burning the note, he has managed to cease playing roles in

romantic theater.

But in the end James offers us only Newman's

uncertainty of self. The final scene undermines the

certainty of Newman's decision. As Mrs. Bread remarks that

the de Bellegardes might be taking advantage of his

"remarkable good nature," the note burns in the fire.

Newman "instinctively turned to see if the little paper was

itself consumed; but there was nothing left of it" (449).

And that is where James leaves him, and us. Looking back

into the fire, we yearn to engage in character once again.

We yearn for the romance of experience. We yearn to plot

and replot our lives as romances, desiring the delusion of

determinacy, the certainty of the role, that the plot

provides.

With this in mind, we should consider once again what

James meant by "plotting arch-romance without knowing it."
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Since arch-romance pervades the entirety of his oeuvre. he

could rightly have teased readers with this line in an

introduction to any one of his novels. But, looking back

over his career and his situation as an expatriate, he chose

to do so for The American. In a word, he has cast himself

in the role of his hero, an exemplification of national

character and consciousness who scarcely comprehends that he

has been a participatory witness to conventional romances.

That is, as one who unwittingly plots romances, who desires

the determinacy of plotted constructions of lived

experience, James tells us that he is much like his intended

reader: an American.

Notes

1. Throughout this paper I refer to the first edition
(1877), not the New York edition of 1907. My notes refer to
the Penguin publication of the first edition. See Henry
James, The American (New York: Penguin, 1986). See also
James, The Art of the Novel (New York: Scribner and Sons,
1934) for a compilation of all the introductions he wrote
for the New York editions.

2. Many critics argue that James's romantic inclinations
simply ran deeper than the author's realistic convictions.
In his prize-winning biography of James, Leon Edel offers
what has long served as the commonplace reading of The
American. According to Edel, despite his insistence that
the novel's "unhappy ending" placed it firmly within the
genre of realism, James had "overlooked the essential fact
that he had written a romantic novel." Though his
characters "were real enough" to suit the tastes of any
discriminating novelist, "the story of what happened to them
moved across the borderland of the actual and the imaginary
which Hawthorne liked to celebrate." There are differences
between the two romancers, says Edel. While Hawthorne's
romance revealed itself in forms of the supernatural,
James's "resided simply in the melodrama of his plot," which
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was plausible, to be sure, but "quite impossible as any
melodrama can be when it is closely scrutinized." Though
James, soon after the publication of his novel, would claim
it as incontrovertible evidence that "I am a realist," Edel
writes knowingly that the "unhappy ending," in which
Christopher Newman lets off the aristocratic Bellegardes, is
"no more 'real' than would have been a happy one." The
novel succeeds as it fails: it offers, in Edel's terms, a
"brilliant" performance, "in spite of all the fustian and
melodrama" that surrounds it. Unintended though it was,
James's predisposition to romance was key to the novel's
success. See Leon Edel's Henry James: The Conquest of
London: 1870-1881 (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1962).
Edel's biography is the standard on James. For a more
recent account of James, see Fred Kaplan's Henry James: The
Imagination of Genius (New York: William Morrow and Company,
1992) .

Edel's interpretation holds considerable currency among
critics. A recent collection of essays on The American
points to the longevity of this same romance/realism
dichotomy. James, in his very insistence that he was

practicing the art of the commonplace and the real, could
not help but succumb to the influences of the romantic
imagination. Peter Brooks's "The Turn of The American," for
example, differentiates this early James novel from those of
James's later period according to "the abruptness with which
the melodramatic mode unfolds in the text--in so much of the
later fiction, one feels its brooding presence from the
start" (44). See his article in New Essays on the American,
Martha Banta, ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1987). Brooks
understands the reference to plotting arch-romance as
James's tacit admission that his novel "leads to the
definition of the Jamesian novel as engaged in a melodrama
of consciousness that refuses to abandon the romantic" (66).

For Brooks, writing in another essay, James's very
definition of the term "romance" "encompasses many of the
elements, and indeed the very terms, that we found basic to
melodrama," being the confrontation between forces of good
and evil, "the sense of hazard and clash," and the
"heightening of experience corresponding to dream and
desire" (17). The American typifies James's conflation of
romance and melodrama in such a way that James was not
always willing to acknowledge. See Peter Brooks's "The
Melodrama of Consciousness" in Ruth Bernard Yeazell, ed.,
Henry James: A Collection of Critical Essays (New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1994), pp. 15-38. His arguments here revises
his earlier position with regard to The American. For his
earlier position see his The Melodramatic Imagination;
Balzac. Henry James, Melodrama, and the Mode of Excess (New
Haven: Yale UP, 1976) 154-160.
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For a second look at the influence of Hawthorne on

James, see Richard H. Brodhead's influential The School of
Hawthorne (New York: Oxford UP, 1986) .

3. My arguments in this chapter are informed by Millicent
Bell's Meaning in Henry James (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1991).
Bell argues that James's novels are reader-oriented, in that
they negotiate between readerly desires for determinate
plots and fictions of character, which are in part his own
desires, and the indeterminacy of experience and self. His
novels. Bell suggests, dramatize the practice of reading, of
trying to pull disconnected experience into coherent form, a
process that, with each new understanding and revelation, we
endlessly repeat. Bell, however, dedicates only a single
paragraph to a discussion of the American, preferring to
focus on James's Daisy Miller as an example of his early
period.

4. Many critics, when confronted with this title that
presumes to offer a national type, have asked this same
question, only to offer differing answers. Indeed, as
Martha Banta points out, a full century after the novel's
publication, readers "are still judging the merits of
James's novel in light of how well they consider that James
captures the national type and to what purposes." See
Banta's introduction to New Essays on the American, page 26.
Constance Rourke examines James's depiction of the American
in the context of innocence and experience to demonstrate
how Newman's stereotypically "Yankee" characteristics become
the source of comedy when he is confronted with cynical
Paris. See Rourke's American Humor: A Study of the National
Character (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1931) .

In a different context, Banta herself claims that James "was
still holding to the faith that he, together with the rest
of his countrymen, had no problem ... in knowing the
nature of the American" (Banta 22).

5. James's humorous side in The American has been well-
covered by critics. Constance Rourke's American Humor.
Richard Poirier's "The American and Washington Square: The
Comic Sense" in Harold Bloom, ed., Henry James Modern
Critical Views series(New York: Chelsea House Publishers,
1987), and William W. Stowe's Balzac, James, and the
Realistic Novel (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1983) are helpful
in this regard. Poirier's argument that the comedy of the
novel serves as James1s way to conceal the weaknesses in the
melodramatic plot has been particularly well - received.

6. We might at this point consider the work of Daniel Mark
Fogel in his Henry James and the Structure of the Romantic
Imagination (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 1981).
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According to Fogel, James's works are particularly romantic
in conception in that they demonstrate the dialectic of
spiritual return. Newman's struggle, in this context, is
that of other heroes of English Romance, in which a man
moves from innocence through experience to an "organized
innocence" (Fogel borrows William Blake's phrases here) that
manages to account for polarities within the self. Newman
is "frigid yet friendly, frank yet cautious;" indeed, he is
an assortment of polarities that make him like the man of
romance. Through the course of the novel, Newman moves from
innocence to revenge toward "a higher level of awareness"
that marks his return to innocence, which is, apparently, a
move toward synthesis of self that accounts for such
polarities (Fogel, 168).

7. Franklin, of course, had his revenges against the
archetype he helped to construct through his autobiography.
See Beniamin Franklin's Autobiography, Norton Critical
Edition (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1986), J.A. Leo
Lemay and P.M. Zall, eds. See also just about any modern
biography on Franklin for an account of his philandering.

8. There are several other scenes in the novel in which the
French mockingly interpret Newman according to this
archetype. For example, at a dinner party held by the de
Bellegardes, Monsieur de la Rochefidele, an esteemed guest,
tells Newman that

"Almost the first person I ever saw--to notice
him--was an American.'"

"Ah!" said Newman, sympathetically.
"The great Dr. Franklin," said M. de la

Rochefidele. "Of course I was very young. He was
received very well in our monde."

"Not better than Mr. Newman," said Madame de
Bellegarde [Claire's guardian]. "I beg he will offer
me his arm into the other room. I could have offered
no higher privilege to Dr. Franklin." (217)

What is the typical American self is defined in the context
of Benjamin Franklin. Newman seems to be at a loss for
words as to precisely how to respond to what appears to be
an inside joke among the French. As much as Madame de
Bellegarde compliments Newman, she undermines his stature by
undermining that of Franklin. Indeed, Franklin comes across
as no one special at all in the mind of a French countess.

9. Fogel reads this line as a case of the hero's death and
rebirth that allows for the continuation of innocence at a
higher level having experienced the immorality and revenge-
mindedness of the business world. See Fogel, Henry James
and the Structure of the Romantic Imagination, 168. It
remains to be seen, however, if Newman fully understands
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this spiral ascent to "organized innocence," or whether it
represents merely a loss of innocence with which he cannot
cope.

10. I am referring principally to William Dean Howells's
Silas Lapham from The Rise of Silas Lapham. For a
discussion of Lapham's out - of - character experience, see
chapter three.

We should consider Newman's revelation in light of the
pragmatist movement of the latter half of the nineteenth
century. Much as William Dean Howells has done in The Rise
of Silas Lapham, James has offered a version of morality
that is ever-present and everywhere, detectable only so long
as one is willing to "read" one's self. Lapham, as readers
will recall, determined at the end of his experiences in the
business world, in which he opts for virtuous behavior at
the cost of his entire fortune, that "I don't know as if I
had really done it. But if I had to do it all over, I guess
I should have to do it the same way." Essentially, Newman
acts much like Lapham. He understands his actions in moral
terms, but he does not entirely understand himself as a
self-motivated actor. It is as if morality has taken care
of itself, despite the character's desires. In a moment
when he is out of character, when he outside of "himself" in
the business context, he behaves according to the moral laws
that governs all things. For the influence of pragmatism on
American realism see Everett Carter's Howells and the Age of
Realism (Philadelphia: J.B Lippincott Company, 1954).

11. This has been the recent strategy by which to interpret
James. For the influences of popular literature on James
see Marcia Jacobson's Henry James and the Mass Market (U of
Alabama: U of Alabama P, 1983), Anne Margolis's Henry James
and the Problem of Audience: An International Act (Ann
Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1985), Strother B. Purdy's The
Hole in the Fabric: Science, Contemporary Literature, and
Henry James (Pittsburgh: U of Pittsburgh P, 1977), and
Adeline R. Tintner's The Pop World of Henry James: From
Fairy Tales to Science Fiction (Ann Arbor: UMI Research P,
1989). Susanne Kappeler's Writing and Reading in Henry
James (New York: Columbia UP, 1980) also discusses the
influence of folklore and popular literature in Jamesian
fiction. For a fascinating study of James's self-
positioning in the marketplace, see Michael Anesko's
"Friction with the Market": Henry James and the Profession
of Authorship (New York: Oxford UP, 1986) .

12. See Habegger's Gender, Fantasy, and Realism in American
Literature (New York: Columbia UP, 1982), especially pages
251-256. For a study of the influences of melodrama in
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Jamesian fiction, see Peter Brooks's The Melodramatic
Imagination.

13. For the influences of French culture in James, see
Edwin Sill Fussell's The French Side of Henry James (New
York: Columbia UP, 1990) . Pierre A Walker's Reading Henry
James in French Cultural Contexts (DeKalb, Illinois:
Northern Illinois UP, 1995) further grounds Jamesian fiction
in French cultural practice.

14. See Robert A. Nye's Masculinity and Male Codes of Honor
in Modern France (Oxford UP: Oxford, 1993) .

15. See Brooks's "The Turn of The American."



CHAPTER 5

PRISONERS OF ROMANCE:
TWAIN AND THE CONVENTIONS OF THE ADVENTURE STORY

If recent readings of Mark Twain's fiction serve as any

indication, the old assertion that Twain was a writer of

realist fiction has been effectively challenged. While

Bernard De Voto and Van Wyck Brooks, despite their

conflicting interpretations of Twain and of his work, agree

that Twain was a realist at heart, Alfred Habegger, Michael

Davitt Bell, and John Seelye see things differently. For

example, Habegger writes that "in none of [his] 'novels'"

was Twain either "'objective' or 'contemporary,'" terms

Habegger associates with the works of such realists as

Howells and James. Though "a debunking of factuality was

one of the tricks of his trade," Habegger continues, "...

I doubt whether his trade was realism.nl

It is true that Twain's fiction does not evince the

"objective" or "contemporary" qualities of realism, as

Habegger understands the term. But an ironic commentary on

Habegger's position would propose that Twain consciously

borrows the conventions and devices of romance-melodrama, a

characteristic that serves to compare his works to those of

154
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Howells and James. Much like his literary counterparts.

Twain, in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and The

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), appropriates the

stock characters and formulaic plots of the boy adventure

novel, the sentimental novel, and gothic literature to

expose a reader's desires for fictions of character that

effectively control and conceal the perceived disunities and

indeterminacies of commonplace existance.2 Moreover, Twain

involves himself in what he understands to be a public

investment in romance-melodrama. He reveals to us that he,

too, shares the human predilection to romanticize everyday

realities.

This chapter consists of two sections. The first shows

that throughout Tom Sawyer Twain ostensibly places his

readers "above" the characters of his novel, including the

adults of St. Petersburg and Tom himself. From this

position outside the fiction, readers watch as Twain's

characters appropriate sentimental and adventure conventions

so that they might mediate and negotiate between individual

desires and communal demands. Tom in this context is the

master romancer, capable of designing his own bowdlerized

adventure narrative that liberates him from the conformist,

sentimental designs of his community. Moreover, Twain

questions whether he or his readers are, indeed, "above" or

"beyond" such literary constructedness.
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The second section focuses on Huck Finn. In this

novel, Twain repositions his readers to ask that they openly

acknowledge their own investment in romance formulations as

a way to give unity, order, and coherence to lived

experience, including the experience of reading the novel.

Huck Finn, in an action resembling that of Twain's readers,

tries to transform the day-to-day realities he faces while

floating downstream into something approximating Tom's make-

believe adventure stories. Finally, as we see through his

reintroduction of Tom into his narrative, Twain recognizes

that he, too, is a "prisoner of style," a captive of the

romance of perception.

I

As John Seelye points out in his introduction to Tom

Sawyer, through its self-conscious theatricality the novel

has "some subversive fun with romantic conventions," as well

as with nineteenth-century conventions related to boyhood

(Seelye xxii). Thus the novel is "ultimately a story that

as a story is in revolt against the literary norms within

which it seems to be working" (xxiii). A way of

complementing Seelye's argument would be to add that Twain

appropriates and subverts romance conventions so that we may

witness the denizens of St. Petersburg define their daily

lives according to them. Romance formulae, then, serve as

part of a negotiation between self, community, and lived

experience. Ultimately, Twain forces his readers to
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consider their own participation within this ritual of

romance.

This appropriation of romance-melodrama as a way to

control experience resembles the technique of "self-

fashioning," Stephen Greenblatt's term for the negotiation

of self between individual desires and communal authority.3

The townsfolk perceive themselves as outside/within the

romance, mediating between what that they regard as real and

as fictional. Other critics have noticed their tendency to

act in character. Forrest Robinson, for example, refers to

this sort of identity-construction as an instance of "bad

faith," an investment in "white lies" and half-truths that

deceive self and other.4 For Robinson, deception functions

simultaneously as resistance and conformity: behind the

lies the individual may locate a self that defies communal

inspection through its own elusiveness, while such defiance

through deception upholds communal standards for individual

performance.

I suggest that the "lies" of St. Petersburg's

inhabitants are actually ritualistic performances based on

romance conventions, performances that help them to

interpret and experience their everyday world. Twain tells

us that the townsfolk embrace the sentimental formula, with

its emphasis on pity, tears, the agony of love, the

deliverance of death, and the innocence and purity of the

child. For example, at the annual "Examination Day"
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composition contest, the young ladies of the town indulge in

the sort of "nursed and petted melancholy" that suits such

convention (Tom Sawyer. 138). They demonstrate that they

have learned this shared romance by acting out in their

presentations fictions of character befitting the

conventions of literary sentimentalism. As Twain points

out, the "number of compositions in which . . . human

experience was referred to as 'life's page,' was up to the

usual average." The sermons, moreover, provide an

opportunity for all concerned to engage momentarily in a

collective fiction. One composition, a maudlin sentimental

piece about a nightmare, "wound up with a sermon so

destructive of all hope to non-Presbyterians that it took

the first prize" (141) .

Twain's tone places himself and his reader above such

novelistic ritual. As he attacks romantic sentimentalism as

the source of painted prose, he also manages to maintain a

sense of humor that allows his adult readership to

condescend to these communal games. The narrations, he

tells us, evince a "glaring insincerity," those that are the

longest and the most frivolous being the product of the

"least religious girl in the school" (138). We witness how

such ritualistic performances help the inhabitants gloss

over the tedious everyday world of St. Petersburg. The

winner of the contest, by having written a sermon

"destructive of all hope," helps to pass on the community's
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romantic predisposition to those who willingly interpret

themselves by it. Readers cannot help but chuckle at such

sentimental tripe and the townsfolk's investment in it.

Twain seems intent on having his readers and his

characters acknowledge the ritual as self - delusive. He

positions both groups outside of romance conventions to

reveal the communal investment in them. Immediately after

the prize for composition is awarded, the adult audience

"titters" in suppressed laughter as the school children,

with the aid of a cat "suspended around the haunches by a

string," attempt to remove the schoolmaster's wig. As the

cat gets closer to its prize, "the tittering rose higher and

higher," until, at last, with "desperate claws" the cat

"clung" to the wig, exposing a newly gilded bald head. We

should recall that the teacher enforces communal demands

that girls compose moralizing sermons in tiresome

sentimental clichés. That is, he speaks for the desires of

the denizens of St. Petersburg for sentimentality. The hoax

and the audience's participation in it undermine the

teacher's authority. It pleasantly reminds them of their

own desire to fictionalize their lives according to romantic

tenets, shaming only the teacher in the process.5

Through his depiction of Tom, Twain shows us an

individual case of identity-construction, one that

approximates self - fashioning, in the guise of sentimental

conventions. Tom frequently agonizes in "pleasurable
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suffering," a way of appropriating literary convention to

fit in with the rest of the community and keep himself at

melodramatic center stage. As he does this, the narrator

patronizes him for the reader's amusement. When wrongly

punished for turning over the sugar-bowl, Tom wanders off by

himself in the darkness, imagining having drowned and so

leaving Aunt Polly to her guilty remorse. He

so worked upon his feelings with the pathos of these
dreams that he had to keep swallowing--he was so like
to choke; and his eyes swam in a blur of water, which
overflowed when he winked, and ran down and trickled
from the end of his nose. (24-25)

Twain's patronizing tone here points out the self-conscious

fictionality of Tom's behavior. We again chuckle as Tom

conforms to this sentimental character-type both to meet and

transcend communal expectations of individual behavior.

For his romantic disposition, Tom becomes the victim of

Twain's practical joke, the author's way of revealing the

fraudulence of Tom's self - fashioning ritual. As he lies

beneath a window sill, wiping "the death-damps from his

brow," a servant opens the window and "a deluge of water

drenched the prone martyr's remains!" (26). By referring to

Tom as "the prone martyr," the narrator defines him within

the context of literary sentimentalism and patronizes him so

that readers are let in on the joke. Tom casts himself as

the sentimental hero, a mode of self - fashioning that serves

to elevate his sense of importance. But Twain makes him

feel the cold splash of reality, and readers laugh along.
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Tom's role - fashioning also involves the romance-

melodrama of the boy adventure novel, as Twain situates him

squarely within the fantasy world of pirates and robbers and

Robin Hood so that this time readers may look approvingly

upon this ritual. Denis Butts tells us that the

characteristic adventure story includes a "blending of the

probable with the extraordinary." Moreover, the story,

Butts explains, surrounds the adventures of a normal and

identifiable boy who uses a domestic crisis as an excuse to

travel to an exotic land. There he overcomes obstacles and

is rewarded with the personal wealth of self-discovery.

Essentially, the boy acts out his heroic, chivalric role,

protecting damsels in distress, doing what is right for

adult authority figures, and defending the honor of the

motherland.6 For Tom, as Twain suggests to us, such

conformity to the adventure motif is acceptable. That is,

though Tom conforms to the expectations of his community

that he adopt romantic fictions of character, his personal

investment in the adventure formula does not leave him

vulnerable to Twain's hoaxing.

As Tom and Joe Harper play at Robin Hood on Cardiff

Hill, Twain allows his readers to condescend to Tom's

tendency to fictionalize himself, though not without

appreciating Tom's capacity to do this. Twain capably

appropriates the discourse of romance for his readers'

amusement so that we recognize the knowing voice of adult
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supervision. Hearing "the blast of a toy tin trumpet, 11 Tom

transforms himself into the romantic hero. He seizes "a

rude bow and arrow, a lath sword, and a tin trumpet," and

"bounded away, barelegged, with fluttering shirt." He then

"began to tip-toe and look warily about, this way and that,"

as he talks to an "imaginary company" of merry men. Tom

prompts Joe in the way a stage hand from behind the curtain

reminds the actors of their lines, as the two boys play

both characters in and directors of the adventure at hand.

The play done, they leave the scene "wondering what modern

civilization could claim to have done to compensate for

their loss" of their pretended outlaw status as Robin Hood

and his merry men: "They said they would rather be outlaws

a year in Sherwood Forest than President of the United

States for ever" (65).

As Tom determines to pursue a life of romantic piracy,

Twain amuses his readers and garners their appreciation of

the boy's capacity for generating fictions of character.

Tom pictures himself "in his black velvet doublet and

trunks, his great jack-boots, his crimson sash," the uniform

of the pirate. He imagines "his black flag unfurl [ing] with

the skull and crossbones on it." He can almost hear "with

swelling ecstasy the whisperings: 'It's Tom Sawyer the

Pirate! the Black Avenger of the Spanish Main!" (61). We

are to recognize, moreover, that Tom's version of the pirate

is merely part of his self - fashioning. He engages in
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romance formulations to negotiate between his individual

desires to show off and the communal expectation that he do

so according to fictions of character.

As Tom recruits Huck Finn (the Red-Handed) and Joe

Harper (the Terror of the Seas), and, feeling unappreciated

by society, sneaks off with his companions to play at

pirates on Jackson's Island, Twain invites adult readers to

laugh along with this quasi- self - fashioning ritual. At this

point. Twain depicts a clash between romantic forms:

sentimentalism and the adventure novel. This way we might

see Tom successfully negotiate an individual identity

through romance. On the island, the three boys eventually

realize that the town presumes they have drowned. "They

felt like heroes in an instant," Twain explains, for "here

was a gorgeous triumph; they were missed; they were mourned;

hearts were breaking on their account; tears were being shed

. . . it was worth being a pirate, after all" (100). As the

town indulges in the fiction of sentimentalism--mourning the

apparent loss of the three boys with broken hearts as they

shed tears of pity--the boys become, in their minds,

"heroes" in that same fictional world. In a sense, the

"worth" of acting according to the rules of adventure lies

in the ultimate "triumph" in the world of sentimentality.

Twain has the townsfolk indulge in sentimental self-

pity so that we may again disapprove of their particular
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brand of romance self - fashioning. He describes the services

as overflowing with maudlin sentimentality. The eulogy

drew such pictures of the graces, the winning ways, and
the rare promise of the lost lads, that every soul
there, thinking he recognized these pictures, felt a
pang in remembering that he had persistently blinded
himself to them always before, and had as persistently
seen only faults and flaws in the poor boys. (118)

As the entire congregation "broke down and joined the

weeping mourners in a chorus of anguished sobs," the

parishioners act in sentimental character only to delude

themselves to who and what the boys actually were:

mischievous and full of faults and flaws (118) . The

narrator, in adopting such phrases as "the rare promise of

the lost lads" and "a chorus of anguished sobs," momentarily

takes a position as superior observer, both representing his

readers and mocking the sentimental piety of the church

audience as it tries to define boy behavior according to the

tenets of sentimental romance.

Twain then hoaxes his characters for their investment

in sentimentalism through Tom's adventure formulations. The

boys sit in the back of the church, glorying in the

outpouring of romantic sentiment from the entire community

on their behalf, and, the moment propitious, reveal

themselves to the parishioners. Despite the fact that the

town has been made dupes to an elaborate prank carried out

by three adventuresome boys, they sing "Old Hundred . . .

with a triumphant burst." Meanwhile, as Twain tells us.
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"Tom Sawyer the Pirate looked around upon the envying

juveniles about him" (119). Indeed, no matter the romantic

context, the townsfolk are once again glad for the

opportunity to act in character and to expose themselves as

mere self-indulgent actors.

Though he privileges Tom's adventure-influenced style

of self - fashioning over the sentimental style of the

parishioners, Twain nonetheless offers his readers a

position of superiority with regard to both. For days on

end Tom "moved with the dignified swagger, as became a

pirate who felt that the public eye was on him," attesting

to the success of his self - fashioning and to the reader's

position to smile at him in bemusement (123). Tom comes

through his imaginative adventure as "Tom Sawyer the

Pirate," his romantic expectations having been fulfilled at

the cost of embarrassing the adults as indulgent

sentimentalists. Yet in naming Tom Sawyer in the context of

the boy's adventure - romance, the narrator at once awards Tom

the distinction he has strived for and holds to his

condescending position. We laugh at the townsfolk for being

dupes to the hoax, and, as before when Tom was momentarily

the "prone martyr" of sentimentalism, we again look down

upon "the Pirate" and chuckle.

As Tom negotiates his identity within a communal

structure that values romance fictions of character, only to

become "triumphant" in this context through his adherence to
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the adventure motif, Twain places him in another plot so

that his protagonist might again reenact a mode of identity

construction resembling self - fashioning. The second romance

plot, involving the character of Injun Jo, exceeds Tom's

adventures thus far. Instead of Tom imposing his adventure

fantasies on reality, those fantasies displace that reality,

"the adventures of Tom Sawyer" becoming truly Tom's.7 As

before, Twain positions his readers to watch from above as

Tom creates a space for himself within the context of a

romance-influenced community.

Twain's novel becomes self-evidently fictional as the

characters conform to stock roles from the theater of

adventure, a quality that makes the adventures seem like

harmless fun to adult readers. Injun Joe, the "murderous

half-breed," is no frightening outlaw, but a comfortingly

conventional villain of melodrama. In one of the most

flagrantly romantic moments in the novel, he happens upon

buried treasure underneath the wooden floor of a haunted

house. His dialogue appears to be stiff and predictable, as

he acts according to a stock role already laid out in

adventure novels. He discovers the treasure: "'Half - rotten

plank - no, it's a box, I believe. Here bear a hand, and

we'll see what it's here for. Never mind. I've broke a

hole. . . . Man, it's money!'" He counts his newly found

fortune: "'Pard, there's thousands of dollars here.'" He

decides upon the sort of hiding place that is also a
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convention to adventure-romance: "'No--number two--under the

cross. The other place is bad--too common'" (165, 166). He

even determines to disguise himself as a deaf-and-dumb

Spaniard with green goggles, disguise being another well-

worn romantic convention.

As he plans to exact his revenge on the deceased Judge

Douglas by assaulting his widow, Injun Jo is as before

simultaneously threatening and harmless, an obviously

conventional villain for adult bemusement. We are again

treated to the same sort of histrionic dialogue: "'He had

me horsewhipped! ... He took advantage of me and died.

But I'll take it out of her!'" Injun Jo begins to sound

curiously like pirate characters of Tom's adventure novels:

"'When you get revenge on a woman you don't kill her--bosh!

you go for her looks. You slit her nostrils --you notch her

ears like a sow's.'" Even his accomplice's half - response of

"'By God, that's -'" interrupted by Joe's "'Keep your

opinions to yourself!'" comes across as almost too

predictable to be imagined (180) .

Having created his conventional villain, Twain

continues with Tom's identity-construction, so that the boy

again exceeds communal expectations as readers look on

knowingly. In one sense, Tom's character suits the

conventions of the adventure novel in a way that pleases the

adults of St. Petersburg. As he demonstrates true heroism

by rescuing Becky Thatcher from death-by-starvation in the
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darkness of McDougal's cave, he conforms to the chivalric

ideal common to the adventure story: he saves the damsel in

distress, and himself as well, in fulfillment of his

obligations to the community. Moreover, in the darkness of

the cave, Tom, an unwitting hero, frightens off Injun Joe,

though without yet realizing the outlaw's identity. But by

conforming to character, Tom is rewarded in a way that

surpasses the formula. Once the "murderous half-breed"

reveals himself, he also reveals the exact location of the

treasure. Thus Tom's reward for his heroism is more than a

noble deed well performed and the maturity of self that

comes with it, as would befit the typical adventure story

and the wishes of his community. Rather, his reward exceeds

the limitations of adventure stories as it caters to his

self-serving interests. Tom shines above convention.8

Twain then places Injun Jo within the sentimental

context of the community of St. Petersburg, thus allowing us

one last opportunity to deride those who define their day-

to-day lives according to the sentimentalist formula. When

Injun Jo is found dead from starvation inside the sealed

entrance of McDougal's cave, the townsfolk willfully dismiss

the dark memories of his crimes from their minds and

participate in a series of "tearful and eloquent meetings"

effectively to refashion him. Soon a committee of "sappy

women" luxuriate in "deep mourning and wail around the

Governor." They implore his mercy and appeal to his
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Christian piety so that he might pardon the man who had

brought real terror to their lives. Twain derides this band

of self - deceiving actors as "weaklings ready to scribble

their names to a pardon-petition, and drip a tear on it from

their permanently impaired and leaky waterworks" (205) . In

a word, to play a part in sentimental theater is to engage

in a form of self - fashioning of which we are to disapprove.

Twain then rewards Tom for his conforming to the

adventure formula by allowing him to outdo the

sentimentalists once again. Inside the cave with Huck, Tom

finds underneath the cross--literally an "x"--his long

awaited buried treasure. As he reveals his fortune to his

friends and family at the Widow Douglas's mansion, pouring

"the yellow mass of coin upon the table," he once again has

made fools of them. This boy's adventure has become a

reality. Thus he fashions an identity that meets communal

standards for fictions of character, while resisting the

communal investment in sentimentalism. Indeed, Tom learns

little if anything from his heroism in rescuing Becky, for

he does not wish to understand the chivalric implications of

his education in the cave. At the end, he returns to his

adventure fantasies, this time playing at robbers with his

comrade, Huck Finn. The self - fashioning ritual through the

adventure story thus begins all over again.

By the end of his book, Twain depicts the adults of St.

Petersburg as wanting to engage in an adventure fantasy of
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their own making. As always, he ridicules the attempt only

for the reader's pleasure. Tom and Huck Finn's story of

adventure and buried treasure is "talked about, gloated

over, glorified, until the reason of many of the citizens

tottered under the strain of the unhealthy excitement." The

men of the village begin the "grave, unromantic" process of

"dissecting" every haunted house in every village for miles

around in hopes of discovering buried treasure of their own

(216). Of course, they find nothing. Thus, as the adults

of St. Petersburg begin to obsess over the adventures of Tom

Sawyer, they accommodate themselves to its ethos. They

pursue Tom's form of adventure romance for their own self-

serving designs. They pattern their lives according to

romantic convention, as Tom, and Twain, would have them.

Throughout the novel, then. Twain maintains a higher

ground in relation to his narrative. He exists somehow

above the romance conventions, manipulating them so that we

both may see how the townsfolk and Tom invest in romance

fictions of character to control lived experience. Only Tom

is rewarded. Nonetheless, there remains the possibility

that Twain considers his readers to be part of this

engagement in literary constructedness. In his preface,

Twain appeals to the nostalgic desires of his readers for

boyhood fictions, a way of rewriting one's own lived

experience according to a cultural romance that goes beyond

convention. He intends "to try pleasantly to remind adults
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of what they once were themselves." He hopes to reveal to

them "how they felt and thought and talked, and what queer

enterprises they sometimes engaged in." Those "queer

enterprises," it turns out, approximate scenes and

characters from boy adventure stories. By privileging Tom's

romances over those of the community, then, Twain appeals to

a romantic notion of boyhood. In other words, he makes

romancers out of us all.

II

In Huck Finn, Twain forces us to acknowledge our own

investment in romances as an attempt at controlling and

concealing the self-deconstructive ambiguities of

perception. The novel separates from its literary

predecessor in that, whereas before Twain allowed his

readers to stand apart from and appreciate a self - fashioning

ritual through romance conventions, now, in the sequel, such

use of conventions is seen as entirely self-delusive and

unconscionable. Unlike in Tom Sawyer, Twain no longer

positions us "above" or "outside" the self - fashioning

activities of his characters, but squarely within them.

Thus, as readers we become participatory witnesses who

desire to impose order, unity, determinacy, and coherence on

lived experience through various formulations, romance

plotting and social morality being among them. In this

regard, Twain forces us to realize that our personal

romance-melodramas function as an evasion of conscience.
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Moreover, I argue in this section that Huck operates as

a metaphor for readerly desires for romance fictions. As he

narrates his tale, Huck attempts to make his own experiences

while floating downstream conform to an ordered perception

of reality that he thinks he understands, namely Tom's

adventure formulations. Thus he wants what Tom had before:

access to ritualized performances to determine

individualized identities. But with Huck's each attempt,

Twain makes it clear that his character's conscience

prevents him from defining his experiences completely

according to romance convention. No longer a pleasant

diversion, the ritual of romance is a self - delusive game.

My reading here complements James Cox's famous

interpretation of Huck Finn as an attack on the moral

conscience of the reader. In Mark Twain: The Fate of Humor.

Cox asserts that conscience is the "villain," the "tyrant,"

of Twain's novel, for "in every case the conscience, whether

it comes from society or from some apparent inner realm, is

an agent of aggression" against both self and other.

"Conscience," Cox continues, "is both law and duty, erasing

the possibility of choice and thereby constraining its

victims to a necessary and irrevocable course of action"

that often leads to moral complacency (177) . My argument

occurs as an ironic commentary on Cox's. I suggest that

conscience, our internal sense of right and wrong, functions

as the villain in the novel only in so far as it serves to
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problematize, deconstruct, and intervene in our tendencies

to make reality conform to romantic formulations. Twain's

novel, then, offers another, more positive definition of

conscience than the one Cox has provided: conscience

exposes romance as our way to evade the duty and sense of

right that imprison us.

Twain's "Notice," which precedes the narrative, serves

to frame it as it creates an implied reader who seeks the

comfortable delusion of romance. In the first place, it

defines readerly desires to impose order and unity on lived

experience, in this case the experience of reading itself:

Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative
will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral
in it will be banished; persons attempting to find a
plot in it will be shot.

BY ORDER OF THE AUTHOR
Per G.G., CHIEF OF ORDNANCE

Twain implies that ostensibly his narrative has no order or

coherence. It contains no motive, no moral frame, no plot

by which to interpret it. But the operative term here is

"attempting," for it suggests that we readily plot the

experience of reading the novel, for we are naturally

inclined to plot and frame that which might have no inherent

order.9 Put otherwise, to read is to frame and reframe our

existence.

Moreover, Twain is being ironic with this notice: as

he suggests his intention to punish us for our romantic

tendencies, he invites us to indulge in them. As he orders
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these laws into effect, he tempts us to engage in the

criminal activity of plotting. In this way, he implicates

himself. For the novel, as readers have often noted, is

packed with plots, morals, and motives. Twain, the notice

says through its irony, is much like us: he is a romancer,

and as such he is given to the human predisposition to

create order out of chaos through the acts of reading,

writing, and interpretation.

Finally, through his notice, Twain creates an analogous

relationship between motive and persecution, moralizing and

banishment, and plotting and capital punishment to suggest a

close kinship in terms. In short, the notice contains an

interesting parallelism. The semi-colons unite three

independent clauses, each picking up speed upon the last,

the rhyme at the end completing the arrangement. As a

result, moral, motive, and plot become nearly synonymous:

to moralize one's experience is to plot it, and vice versa.

All three--moral, motive, plot--serve as ways for readers to

"romanticize" (to provide order and unity to) the experience

of reading, to the experience of experiencing.

In the title of his novel, Twain invites his readers to

participate in this romance of reading and interpretation by

framing Huck's adventures according to the sort of

adventure-romances associated with Tom Sawyer. In short,

the title tells us how to read the novel according to the

plots and morals of romance formulaics. For one thing, the
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word "adventure" invokes the formulas and conventions of the

adventure book to define our expectations. Such books blend

reality with fantasy, the probable with the extraordinary,

and center on a hero who travels through exotic settings,

overcomes obstacles, and finds his ultimate reward in self-

discovery.

Moreover, the parenthesized subtitle, "(Tom Sawyer's

Comrade)," implies its title character's desire to adopt a

romantic persona similar to that of his friend. The

subtitle recalls a character, Tom, who has previously

provided us with a different, more self-serving romance

narrative. Thus the parentheses tell us that inside Huck's

adventures lies the desire to reenact Tom's romances.

Having read the title, we have already lent plot, moral, and

motive to the novel to suit our romantic inclinations.

In Chapter three. Twain teaches his readers that any

investment in adventure romance as a way to read, interpret,

and frame lived experience will inevitably lead to

disappointment. This is especially true for those who

demand that romance conform to reality. Huck joins Tom's

band of robbers, who, in search of lucre, decide upon an

ambuscade against "Spaniards and A-rabs." Having held faith

in Tom's promise to his comrades that he will provide a

satisfying adventure complete with the attainment of great

riches, Huck is disappointed to learn that the Spaniards

"warn1t anything but a Sunday-school picnic, and only a
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primer-class at that." He complains to Tom that "'I didn't

see no di'monds'" (14).

In this scene, moreover, Twain again reveals his master

romancer in the figure of Tom Sawyer. Ostensibly, as

plotter and author of romances, Tom demands that his reality

conform to fantasies and that his band remain in character.

He tells Huck that "'there was hundreds of soldiers there,

and elephants and treasure, and so on.'" Circumstances had

conspired against them, for "'we had enemies which he [Tom]

called magicians, and they turned the whole thing into an

infant Sunday school, just out of spite'" (15). But we

should bear in mind that as author, Tom has his advantages

over his comrades. It is not that Tom believes that

soldiers, elephants, treasure, and magicians actually

existed for him, or necessarily that one should act as

though they do, conforming their lives according to stock

characters and formulaic plots. Rather, he manages the

difference between reality and fantasy for his comrades. He

recognizes that Huck and the rest of the gang cannot or will

not make this distinction for themselves. He knows how to

take advantage of the human desire to romanticize experience

through adventure formulations.

Twain closes the chapter by revealing to us our own

investment in romance through Huck so that we might learn to

resist what we desire. Huck, again at Tom's urging, locates

a "magic" lantern and rubs it vigorously, expecting a genie
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to pop out and grant him his fondest wishes. Thus he

reveals his craving for the fictionality that the episode

promises. He is desperate to play the fool if it means

acting in character within Tom's romance. Disappointed

again, Huck perhaps realizes that he has been made the fool,

for

all that stuff was only just one of Tom Sawyer's lies.
I reckoned he believed in the A-rabs and the elephants,
but as for me I think different. It had all the marks
of a Sunday school. (16)

In a word, Huck is a literalist, and in being this way, he

desires only that the romance Tom has provided him neatly

frame his experience and reward him with riches. But we can

clearly see that these desires are only self-delusive, a

realization that Huck arrives at only momentarily.

Indeed, through the character of Huck, Twain reinforces

the main themes he establishes in the notice and in the

title: the human tendency to plot lived experience, to

create form out of formlessness, to lend morals and motives

to the everyday so that we might control and interpret it.

In this regard, Huck's journey downstream is analogous to

the act of reading itself. As a participatory witness,

Huck, at the mercy of an inexorable current, moves through

experience, not knowing what adventures lie ahead. To

interpret his surroundings, Huck reaches back upon the only

hermeneutic option available to him: Tom's adventure
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formúlales. In a word, his actions replicate ours when we

earlier read the title and the notice.

Through Huck's preoccupation with having access to

Tom's theatrics, Twain exposes the problem of misperception

that occurs when we try to make romance out of experience.

In one scene, Huck attempts to escape the beating of his

father. Pap Finn, by faking his death, thus becoming

momentarily an author. As he leaves signs of burglary and

murder, he thinks with a trace of envy that if

Tom Sawyer was there, I knowed he would take an
interest in this kind of business, and throw in the
fancy touches. Nobody could spread himself like Tom
Sawyer in such a thing as that. (37)

In the first place, we recognize Huck's feelings of

inadequacy as one who writes romances. He compares the plot

he creates unfavorably to his projection of what Tom's might

have been. Tom would do a better job, providing all the

fancy touches. But Twain reminds us throughout the scene--

which locates its energies in the constant threat of Pap's

return and his subsequent beating of Huck--that Huck's

situation is frighteningly real. Put otherwise, Twain's

emphasis on Huck's desire to enact romances and "spread

himself like Tom Sawyer" indicates Huck's problem of

misperception. This is not a time to think of romancing and

plotting. This is a time to run.

Through the episode of the Walter Scott, Twain again

exposes Huck's tendency to romanticize his adventures
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according to Tom's conventions as a way to interpret lived

experience. Thus he asks his readers to recognize the self-

delusive quality of their own mode of perception as defined

in the title and the notice. As Huck and Jim, aboard the

raft and sailing blithely into the heart of slave territory,

drift toward the Walter Scott, an all but sunken steamboat

aground near the Missouri shore, Twain creates a scene that

comes right out of gothic melodrama. A big storm "with a

power of thunder and lightning" pours down solid sheets of

rain. The steamboat, its deck only partially above the

river's surface, reveals itself in the momentary flashes of

lightning, only to fall back just as suddenly into the

black, watery darkness.

Having created the surroundings of gothic-melodrama,

Twain then demonstrates Huck's desire to plot his own

adventures within it by relying on Tom's formulaics. Huck,

seeing "that wreck laying there so mournful and lonesome in

the middle of the river," is eager to board her, but Jim,

playing a stereotypical "scared darkey," is too frightened

"'to go fool'n 'long er no wrack'" and cautiously advises

that they drift on by and leave the gothic adventure behind

them (73). But, once again, Huck invokes the hallowed name

of Tom Sawyer: "'Do you reckon Tom Sawyer would ever go by

this thing? Not for pie, he wouldn't.'" Huck assures us

that Tom would "'call it an adventure-- that's what he'd call

it; and he'd land on that wreck if it was his last act.'"
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Huck seems unaware of the pun he has made on Tom's

theatrics, but readers may see it plainly. By "calling" it

an adventure, by incorporating experience as the "last act"

in a romance-melodrama, Huck perceives of his experience so

that he might "plot" and contain it. Tom would "'throw

style in it'" and Huck does "'wish Tom Sawyer was here'" for

he desperately wishes to engage in Tom's theatrics (74).

Readers, on the other hand, are to recognize Huck's romantic

tendencies as the product of a boy given to self-delusion.

Twain initially accommodates his protagonist's desires

for romances, and we watch as Huck operates within a scene

resembling Tom's adventure fantasies. Unlike with Tom's

adventures, we do not condescend to Huck's, but recognize

his problem of misperception. On board the Walter Scott,

Huck finds himself listening to an argument among thieves,

two of whom are planning to murder the third to prevent him

from turning "state's evidence." The thieves's dialogue,

as Huck presents it, is so stiff and awkward as to make them

conventional romantic villains. Indeed, they remind us of

Injun Jo:

"Oh, please don't, boys; I swear I won't ever
tell!"

Another voice said, pretty loud:
"It's a lie, Jim Turner. You've acted this way

before. You always want more'n your share of the
truck, and you've always got it, too, because you've
swore't if you didn't you'd tell. But this time you've
said it jest one time too many. You're the meanest,
treacherous hound in this country."
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"But I lay you ain't agoin' to threaten nobody any
more, Jim Turner. Put up that pistol. Bill."

Bill says:
"I don't want to, Jake Packard." (74-75)

We should recall that Huck narrates his story, constructing

his thieves according to the demands of Tom's theater. But

such conventional villains are no longer deemed safe because

of their conventionality, as was the case in Tom Sawyer. As

Huck borrows adventure formulae and stock characters to

present the scene to us in a way he chooses to understand

it, we find ourselves resisting this reliance on the

formula.

As much as Huck would like to romanticize his

experiences aboard the Walter Scott to reach a satisfying

conclusion, Twain will not let him. Twain lends his

protagonist a conscience that has the effect of questioning

his investment in romance. Huck and Jim escape the

steamboat, and soon Huck "begun to think how dreadful it

was, even for murderers, to be in such a fix. I says to

myself, there ain't no telling but I might come to be a

murderer myself, yet, and then how would I. like it?" (79) .

Having recovered the raft and finding his way ashore, he

sends for help. But it is too late. Soon after, while

drifting away from the shore once more, Huck watches with "a

cold shiver" as the Walter Scott, like a vague memory of an

old book, floats past, "dim and dusky," now too much

underwater for anyone to survive. Huck feels "a little bit
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heavy-hearted about the gang, but not much, for I reckoned

if they could stand it, I could" (83). The scene, taken as

a whole, shows how staying in character within the formulaic

plots of Tom's adventure theater will not suffice in Huck

Finn as it did in Tom Sawyer, for Twain forces us to

consider our consciences.

Through the scene that follows, Twain emphasizes and

adds complexity to this point: Huck would like to make his

adventures conform to Tom's formulations, but his conscience

will not let him. The morning after the Walter Scott

episode, Huck tries to explain to Jim that "these kinds of

things was adventures," and so it is only right that Huck

should play a role within them. But Jim "didn't want no

more adventures" since they greatly increased his chances of

getting caught and being returned to Miss Watson and

slavery. Huck determines that "well, he was right; he was

most always right; he had an uncommon level head, for a

nigger" (84). At least momentarily, Huck realizes that

leading life according to the book, according to the laws of

fiction laid down by the "authorities," brings only personal

misery at the price of self-delusion.

But Twain lends an added complexity to this scene that

helps his readers make a clear distinction between personal

conscience and morality through the means of romance.

Indeed, he implies a relationship between romance plots on

the order of Scott's novels, Tom's fantasies, and social
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morality. That is, if Huck should continue his plotted

ways, trying to make reality conform to romantic

formulations, he risks Jim's capture, thus unintentionally

enforcing social morality that would put the runaway slave

back in chains. To follow the romance means to conform

however unwittingly to social pressure and morality. To put

the romance aside means listening to one's conscience.

As Huck's journey into experience continues, Twain

creates scenes in which Huck compares his adventures

unfavorably to Tom's so that we might again witness Huck's

problem of misperception. As always, Twain asks that his

readers reconsider their own investment in their personal

romances. In one episode, the Duke and the Dauphin, both of

whom claim to have acted "on the histrionic boards," force

Huck to play an English boy and attendant, all in an effort

to swindle the Wilks family out of a fortune. Huck has his

troubles mastering the role. Though the two con-artists are

hardly fair actors themselves--the Duke represents a deaf-

and-dumb man with the expression,"Goo-goo--goo-goo-goo"- -

their performances do manage to fool the denizens of a small

Southern town. Pressed to talk about his fictional life in

England, Huck, however, constantly trips over his own lies.

In a sense, acting in character entails lying to one's self,

putting aside issues of conscience momentarily for the good

of the role.
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In these scenes, Twain makes the distinction between

conscience and romance plotting for the benefit of his

readers. As Huck begins to follow his conscience and come

to the aid of the Wilkses, he once again invokes the image

of Tom Sawyer. Huck hides the Wilks's family fortune from

the two swindlers and reveals their scheme to Mary Jane

Wilks. He then explains his acts of conscience to himself

in the only terms he truly understands:

I felt very good; I judged I had done it pretty neat--I
reckoned Tom Sawyer couldn't a done it no neater
himself. Of course he would a throwed more style into
it, but I can't do that very handy, not being brung up
to it. (213)

Here as before Huck demonstrates his problem of perception.

He would like to interpret his actions and his experiences

according to Tom's romances. Being unable to do this, he

acts according to his conscience once again. The fact that

he has difficulty accessing Tom's adventure theatrics forces

him to confront the ambiguities of self, to reconsider his

own internal motivations.

In the scene in which Huck contemplates sending his

letter to Miss Watson revealing the location of Jim, Twain

asks us to make the same distinction between morality, which

involves plotting, and conscience, which involves being

outside of romantic contexts. Moreover, he does this in a

way that both appropriates the themes of a particular

novelistic genre, literary sentimentalism, and distances

himself from its formulations. Huck's decision to "go to
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hell" and tear up the note goes against the grain of social

morality. But his actions allow us to interpret him

according to a sentimental theme that Harriet Beecher Stowe

articulated in Uncle Tom's Cabin: we should do what we

"feel" is right, not as social morality dictates. Despite

his use of Stowe's popular sentimental theme, Twain does not

fully appropriate sentimental convention. That is, Huck's

decision to tear up the note is in no way formulaic. Only a

fourteen-year-old boy, Huck does not mold himself according

to the stock character of the histrionic hero or heroine.

Thus, Twain's ideology resembles that of Alcott, at least as

I have earlier defined it: we must distance ourselves from

sentimental formulas but embrace sentiment as a way to

experience and act according to our consciences.

As Huck arrives at Phelps farm, where Jim is being held

captive, Twain immediately sets him back within the context

of Tom's adventures.10 Thus he offers Huck and his reader

one last opportunity to romanticize experience, giving it

order and form while eluding our collective consciences.11

The Phelpses mistake Huck for his mentor in romance, his

partner in the crime of plotting: Tom Sawyer. According to

Huck, the experience of playing Tom "was like being born

again, I was so glad to find out who I was" (245) . Given

Huck's gladness, it is easy to understand why Tom, when he

arrives at the farm with the knowledge that Jim is already a

free man, has little trouble convincing Huck that his plan
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to liberate Jim was "'too blame1 simple'" for it "'warn't

romantical enough1" (256, 258).12 Instead, Tom offers a

plan of his own that he bases on the adventure-melodramas of

Alexandre Dumas. Huck pays the superior Tom his tribute by

eagerly conceding to the terms of his plot: it is "worth

fifteen of mine, for style, and would make Jim just as free

a man as mine would, and maybe get us all killed besides"

(256) .

In this way, Twain teaches his readers what they should

by now already understand: Huck's romantic disposition

serves him as an evasion of conscience. By allowing Tom to

make over Jim's escape into something "romantical," Huck

intentionally turns an extremely dangerous undertaking into

the adventure formula, thus exacerbating the dangers

involved. But Huck does not care. Tom's plot, having the

"style" of romance, allows him to liberate Jim and elude

himself at once. Such plotting has its uses.

Having positioned Huck in the context of Tom's

adventures, Twain turns our attention to issues of morality

to show an ironic relationship between plot and moral. As

Tom tells Huck of his designs to liberate Jim, Huck's

estimation of his friend "fell, considerable. . . . Only I

couldn't believe it. Tom Sawyer a nigger stealer!" (248).

The prospect of Tom engaging in immoral activities through

his adherence to Dumas's romances haunts Huck. As he says,

"here was a boy that was respectable, and well brung up; and
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had a character to lose; and folks at home that had

characters," but Tom was willing to "make himself a shame"

(256-257). Huck, of course, misses the pun on character.

But we are to acknowledge it: Tom has "character" to lose

since he understands that he is in character in his private

theater of adventure. Tom can shift from character to

character because he controls the distinction between

fantasy and reality. Moreover, being in character inside a

romance plot is not the immoral activity that Huck suggests.

In fact, given that Jim is already a free man, it is

perfectly moral, though unconscionable.

As Tom and Huck attempt to dig Jim out of the shack in

which he is held prisoner, Twain adds complexity to the

curious relationship between plot and moral to point out

their kinship as ways to perceive and frame experience. We

are to acknowledge that the two terms intersect to conceal

the anxieties of self-perception as conscience. Tom urges

that he and Huck use case-knives instead of picks, since

that would fully reenact the formulations of Dumas. Using

picks, Tom explains, acting beyond the directives of

romance, "'ain't right, and it ain't moral.'" For his sake,

Tom "'wouldn't like it to get out--but there ain't only just

the one way; we got to dig him out with the picks, and let

on it's case-knives.'" In a word, by conforming to the

formulations of romance, we conform to its mock moral codes.

Huck happily assents to this proposal: "'Picks is the
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thing, moral or no moral; and as for me, I don't care shucks

for the morality of it, nohow'" (271). Readers are to catch

the irony: morality and romantic formulations are combined

here so that both are lowered in our estimation. By not

conforming completely to Tom's plot, Huck eludes both social

morality and adventure morality to do what he feels is

right.

But just when it seems that Twain has finally allowed

his protagonist to learn the lesson regarding the

relationship between plot and moral, he blinds him to self-

perception yet again. In this same scene, Tom sees if he

can bait Huck once more, saying that "'it might answer to

you to dig Jim out with a pick, without any letting-on," but

that is because Huck "don't know no better; but it wouldn't

for me, because I do know better'" (271). Again, Tom's

lines are intentionally ironic, and the irony escapes Huck.

"Knowing better" means acting outside of the mock romance.

When Tom repeats his request for a case-knife, Huck, taken

in by the plot, hands him his. Only after Tom yells,

"'Gimme a case - knife, '" does Huck, realizing the imaginative

play involved, hand his comrade a pick.

In other scenes from the ending, Twain emphasizes this

analogous relationship between Tom and Huck, on the one

hand, and Twain and his reader, on the other. Both authors

play with the desires of their readers to engage in romance

formulations and thus conceal the ambiguities of self-
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perception. When struggling once again with his conscience,

which now troubles him because he has to deceive the

Phelpses, Huck comes to a conclusion that resembles the

thinking of Twain's implied reader: "'a person's conscience

ain't got no sense, and just goes for him anyway. . . . Tom

Sawyer he says the same'" (254). Huck's final reference to

Tom clues us in to Tom's influence on him. We can see Tom

scheming behind Huck's words here, taking full advantage of

his friend's dilemma--whether or not to free Jim and risk

complete social censure--which he knows owes its fraudulence

to romance.

But Huck simply does not understand the basis of his

misperception. Later, as Tom's romantic escape begins to

take shape, he tells Huck that "'we'll all evade together.

When a prisoner of style escapes, it's called an evasion'"

(294). The line, of course, recalls Huck's reverence for

Tom's "style," his desire to make reality conform to romance

conventions. Tom's irony cannot be missed. For as

prisoners of style, Huck and the reader act according to the

authorities of romance to evade their moral consciences.

Eventually, Twain has Tom pull the same trick he had

done in the earlier novel: make reality conform to his

fantasies, make his fantasies conform to reality, and fool

everyone in the process. When Jim finally escapes from his

"prison," Huck says, with unintended irony, "'Now, old Jim,

you're a free man again, and I bet you won't ever be a slave
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no more.'" Jim congratulates his liberators: "1En'a mighty

good job it wuz, too, Huck. It 'uz planned beautiful, en it

'uz done beautiful; en dey ain't nobody kin git up a plan

dat1s mo' mixed-up en splendid den what dat one wuz'" (300).

To be sure, both Huck and Jim assent to Tom's plot (his

plan) because they will do anything to set Jim free again.

But they also firmly believe that the "evasion" was done

properly. They believe that, by conforming to the adventure

plot and remaining in character, they have done the right

thing.

My reading here again complements Cox's. Cox points

out that, as much as readers deplore "Tom's casual ignorance

and unawareness," his cruelty being done "solely for the

sake of adventure," he forces them to an awareness of their

own moral complacency. Thus Tom "is an exposed embodiment

of the complacent moral sentiment on which the reader has

relied throughout the book" (Cox 175). I would add that we

do deplore Tom because he makes us fully aware of our

"casual ignorance and unawareness" disguised through

romantic convention. In other words, Tom reminds us of our

own investment in romance so that we regret our penchant to

plot and frame as a way to evade conscience. Tom makes the

ending "uncomfortable" for us precisely because he makes us

want to resist what we desire. If only Huck would learn to

resist the temptation to plot and romanticize experience, we

would all feel much better.
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Tom, for his part, "'was the gladdest of all, because

he had a bullet in the calf of his leg,1" an injury incurred

during the escape (300). With the liberation of Jim

according to the authorities, and with a bullet in his leg,

Tom Sawyer becomes the protagonist in the adventure. It all

conforms to his designs. At last, Tom reveals the truth

that Miss Watson had died a full "two months ago" and had

"'set him free in her will.'" He explains that he had

helped Jim "escape" only because "I wanted the adventure of

it," even if it meant making fools out of his two friends.

Jim, for his part, reveals that he has hidden the secret of

Pap Finn's death from Huck all along. Thus Huck, too, is a

free man, in another sense.

The final irony, then, related to romance plotting is

Twain's: he has turned our reality, the reality that the

novel creates in its pursuit - capture motif, into romance.

It is Twain's hoax. He has knowingly plotted the experience

of reading, as his notice suggests. Tom and Jim, in this

regard, take up this same subjective position with regard to

Huck and, by extension, Twain's readers. Even Huck, as our

narrator, has "plotted" against us, recreating the romance

that he experienced, adding another romantic dimension to an

already thoroughly ironic text.

The novel's closing paragraphs reiterate this same

rhetorical positioning to implicate us as partners in the

crime of romancing experience. As much as we would like to
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escape our own penchant for plotting romances, we acquiesce

to our desires as if by habit. Eager to replicate the

adventure, Tom "talked along, and talked along" finally to

suggest that he, Huck, and Jim "go for howling adventures

amongst the Injuns, over in the Territory, for a couple of

weeks or two." The phrase "howling adventures" speaks to

the conventionality of Tom's designs. Even the notion of

"Injuns" seems given to the romances that Tom cherishes,

prefiguring the Western to come.

Huck1s decision to join his friends and "light out for

the Territory ahead of the rest" tells us that he prefers to

lead his life according to the authorities, to remain in

character, for he cannot tell the difference anyway. Like

Twain's implied reader, he prefers the comfortable self-

delusion that comes with playing a part in the theater of

adventure. There, in the territories among the "Injuns,"

Huck is eager to enact his romances all over again. And as

far as this ending promises a sequel, so we are eager to

enact ours.

Notes

1. The quote from Habegger may be found in his Gender,
Fantasy, and Realism in American Literature (New York:
Columbia UP, 1982) 104. See also Michael Davitt Bell's The
Problem of American Realism: Studies in the Cultural
History of a Literary Idea (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1993).
Bell focuses on Twain's The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
writing that "the case for connecting" Twain's novel "to the
supposed tradition of American realism seems ... an

exceptionally weak one" (57). See also John Seelye's
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introduction to The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (New
York: Penguin, 1986).

For the commentary of the older generation of critics,
see Bernard DeVoto's Mark Twain's America and Mark Twain at
Work (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1967) as well as Van Wyck
Brook's The Ordeal of Mark Twain (New York: E.P. Dutton,
1920) .

2. Throughout this chapter, the page numbers for the
quotations refer to The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (New
York: Penguin Books, 1986) and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
(New York: Penguin Books, 1986).

3. Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self - Fashioning: From
More to Shakespeare (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1980) .

Greenblatt argues that one finds identity as part of a
complex negotiation between authority and alien, each part
of the other.

4. Forrest G. Robinson, In Bad Faith: The Dynamics of
Deception in Mark Twain's America (Cambridge: Harvard UP,
1986). Robinson finds that this commitment to play and
artistic form results in the tragic consequence of "lies
masquerading as truth" and the deception of self and other
on a conscious level (19). Randall Knoper, in Acting
Naturally; Mark Twain in the Culture of Performance
(Berkeley: U of California P, 1995), understands Twain's
emphasis on public performance as embodiments of social-
cultural political dynamics that grapple with the "reality"
of sex, class, and race categories.

5. For a discussion of the sentimental tendencies of the
townsfolk see James Cox, Mark Twain: The Fate of Humor
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1966), especially Chapter VI,
"Idyl," along with Wayne Fields, "When the Fences are Down;
Language and Order in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and
Huckleberry Finn" in Journal of American Studies, 24 (1990),
3, 369-386, and Jerry Griswold's Audacious Kids: Coming of
Age in America's Classic Children's Books (New York: Oxford
UP, 1992). For a discussion on the social role of
sentimentalism see Ann Douglas, The Feminization of American
Culture (New York: Knopf, 1977), and Jane Tompkins,
Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction,
1790-1860 (New York: Oxford UP, 1985) .

Indeed, much has been written about the tendency of
Twain's characters consciously to act out parts or roles
within a larger conventional theater. James Cox interprets
this tendency in Tom Sawyer as an attempt to turn the novel
into an elaborate play so that the play takes over reality.
This quality works to "subvert the conventions of the form"
of fiction so as to "create fiction as play instead of as
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truth" and place "existence under the name of pleasure." See
Cox's Mark Twain. 148.

6. Denis Butts, Stories and Society: Children's Literature
in Its Social Context (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1992).
For more on the socializing function of adventure stories,
see Martin Green, Dreams of Adventure, Deeds of Empire (New
York: Basic Books, 1979).

7. Other critics have noticed that Tom appears to control
the narrative action. For example, John Seelye, after
carefully comparing Tom's adventures in the context of the
more sophisticated adventure - romances of Scott and Cooper,
finds more dissimilarities than resemblances. Most
romances, especially those by Scott, offer some sort of
moral lesson that entails conforming to the expectations of
the "dominant culture." But Tom's adventures are a sort of
"romantic dream life" that the text, rather than
contradicting for the sake of morality, verifies for the
sake of Tom's good fun. See Seelye's introduction to Tom
Sawyer, cited above.

For James Cox, the novel's tendency to give way to
Tom's fantasies is explained in psychological terms: the
reality principal of the novel becomes Tom's fantasies so as
the make the novel pure, sugar-coated entertainment. See
Cox's Mark Twain, 127-155.

8. Much of my discussion here relates to the thesis that
Tom Sawyer exemplifies the "Good Bad Boy" of nineteenth-
century literature. For more on this literary figure, see
Leslie Fiedler, No! in Thunder: Essays on Myth and
Literature (Boston: Beacon Press, 1960) . The character of
Tom Sawyer is, for Fiedler, the consummate example of the
"Good Bad Boy" of the nineteenth century. The "Good Bad
Boy, " for Fiedler a representation of pederastic desire,
does what his mother really wants--"deceive and break her
heart a little, so that she can forgive him, smother him in
the embrace that seals him back into her world forever"
(Fiedler, 261)--and enacts the boyhood his father had always
desired. Not being "enterprising enough to have been
actually 'bad' as a child himself," the father manages,
through the vehicle of the adventure, to "persuade himself
as he read that this was, indeed, the true shape of his
childhood" (262). Other critics who discuss the "Good Bad
Boy" include Jerry Griswold, in Audacious Kids, Judith
Fetterley, in "The Sanctioned Rebel," Studies in the Novel 3
(1971): 293-304, John Hinz, in "Huck and Pluck: 'Bad' Boys
in American Fiction," South Atlantic Quarterly 51 (January
1952): 120-129, and Anne Trensky, in "The Bad Boy in
Nineteenth-Century Fiction," Georgia Review 27 (1973): 503-
17.
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9. This discussion of plot raises the issue of the quality
of Twain's artistry. That is, most critics write
disparagingly on Twain's ability to produce plots. In this
regard, Walter Blair rallies to Twain's defense. Blair
writes that "The Gilded Age and Tom Sawyer seem to us over¬

plotted; but people of their day did not find them so." See
Blair's Mark Twain & Huck Finn (Berkeley: U of California P,
1960) 145. We may see in such novels as The Prince and the
Pauper and Pudd'nhead Wilson the sort of elaborate twisting
of events common to Twain's novels that irks most critics.

In this regard, it is worth noting that Huck Finn
belongs to the picaresque tradition. It consists of a

single story line that serves the purpose of stringing
together several small vignettes with no definitive plot.
Moreover, unlike in his other novels, Twain pursued the plot
of Huck Finn with little or no advanced planning. John
Seelye, summarizing the scholarly research on the novel,
writes that Twain "began writing the novel with one purpose
and plot in mind, discarded that plot partway through, set
the book aside for years, and at one point threatened to
destroy the manuscript," only to work on it again in the
early 1880s. Partly because of Twain's lack of thorough
planning, Huck Finn amounts to a loose assortment of
episodes, many of them borrowed from those of previous
novelists. The list of literary sources that informs
Twain's novel includes Miguel de Cervantes Saaverdra's Don
Quixote. Charles Dickens's Oliver Twist. James Fenimore
Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans, Daniel Defoe's Robinson
Crusoe, and, interestingly enough, Twain's own works, such
as "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County and
"Simon Wheeler, Detective."

For other evaluations concerning literary sources and
practices involved in the production of Twain's novel, see
Tom Quirk, "Life Imitating Art: Huckleberry Finn and
Twain's Autobiographical Writings," Jeffrey Steinbrink, "Who
Wrote Huckleberry Finn? Mark Twain's Control of the Early
Manuscript," and Victor Doyno, "Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn: The Growth from Manuscript to Novel," all in Robert
Sattelmeyer and J. Donald Crowley, eds., One Hundred Years
of Huckleberry Finn: The Bov, His Book, and American Culture
(Columbia: U of Missouri Press, 1985), 41-55, 85-105, and
106-116, respectively.

10. Twain had more problems writing the ending Huck Finn
than he did any other portion of the novel. Having
abandoned his original plot, which involved a murder trial,
Twain found himself having reached the end of Huck's river
voyage with no clear idea for an ending in mind. It seemed
that no plot would suit him. The murder trial he discarded
for the arrival of a circus, which was discarded for the
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arrival of Tom Sawyer at Phelps farm, the ending we all
know.

11. The ending has been the source of considerable critical
controversy. My reading of the ending makes it consistent
with the first two-thirds of the novel. Other critics like
the ending as well. For example, Lionel Trilling, in
keeping with New Critical tastes, lauds the ending for its
"formal aptness," achieved by moving Huck from center stage
to the margins of the action, thus repositioning himself as
the sort of minor character he has longed to play throughout
the novel. T. S. Eliot also applauds the ending for
providing the novel with a similar narrative unity that has
Huck "disappear" from the action to defer to Tom's
preference to be the center of attention, as is the case in
the opening portion of the novel.

Other critics deride the ending as yet another example
of Twain's cheap burlesque of tales of adventure. For
example, Leo Marx, in the perhaps most famous rebuke of
Trilling and Eliot, refuses to elevate "artistic technique"
above social morality. Tom's comic burlesque in the last
third, and Twain's relapse into his old formulaic plots,
cheapens the important lesson Huck has learned concerning
race and identity, and, perhaps worse, dehumanizes Jim. For
an excellent discussion of the critical debate over the
ending of Huck Finn, see Gerald Graff and James Phelan's
critical edition of the novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn: A Case Study in Critical Controversy (Boston: Bedford
Books, 1995) 279-284. The articles by Trilling, Eliot, and
Marx are also included in their edition, and are cited in
the list of references as Graff and Phelan's edition.

For a more recent interpretation of the ending, see
Fritz Oehlschlaeger, "'Gwyne to Git Hung': The Conclusion of
Huckleberry Finn," in Sattelmeyer and Crowley, eds., One
Hundred Years of Huckleberry Finn. 117-127.

12. Twain gives his readers a chance, however slim, of
discovering for ourselves the novelistic hoax that has been
taking place from the very start. When Tom arrives at
Phelps farm, he almost gives away the secret of Jim's
freedom. As Huck tells him of Jim's incarceration in the
shed, Tom exclaims, "What! Why Jim is But, seeing his
opportunity to have fun at the expense of his friend, Tom
agrees to "steal" Jim, insisting that he "ain't joking,
either" (Huck Finn 248) .
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